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EDITORIAL

THE POLITICAL CRISIS IN ZAMBIA

SAFES BOOKS

President Chiluba's press

conference of January 11, will have helped
immensely to defuse what might have boiled over into a major political
crisis in Zambia, following the resignation a few days earlier of Foreign
Minister, Vernon Mwaanga, Deputy National Assembly Speaker Sikota
Wina, and his wife. Princess Nakatindi. The nation will have heaved

a

sigh of relief at the realisation that the President himself was not about to
throw in the towel yet. In other democracies, it might have been the
honourable thing to do once one’s government had paled into such
di.sgrace; in our fragile nation-states, it can lead only to disaster and untold
uncertainty. But the question is whether President Chiluba’s government
now has the capacity to survive, let alone institute a
thorough-going cleanup that will restore Zambia’s status as a leading country on our continent.
It is

a

serious indictment

on

the moral condition of our states that such

a clean-up process should have been
prompted by foreigners, the Paris
Club donors. Henceforth, it will be difficult for anyone to deny that the
donor community — i.e. the Western countries (especially the G7) and

their financial institutions

—

is the ultimate force in the conduct and

maintenance of not

only the economies of such developing countries as
Zambia but even the post-colonial state itself. So, until the Paris Club's
implied conditionalities, there appeared to be nothing else — not even his
own Drug Enforcement Commission and the
resignation of several of his
Cabinet members on this issue
that could have prompted President
Chiluba and his government to take action against drug-trafficking and
corrupt practices. President Chiluba maintained that there was nocorruption
and drug-trafficking in his government; that there was no evidence that his
—

Ministers

were

involved in this illicit trade. But who will

now

Irelieve the

President when three of his

prominent officials — Mwaanga. Wina and
Nakatindi
have resigned under strong allegations of their complicity
in the illicit trade? Likewise, no one should take seriously his intention to
institute investigations, since he has not only accepted the resignations of
the accused but proceeded to replace them. The President admits
inadvertently that Penza’s disclosures, following the Paris Club meeting,
created the impression that “I lack the capability to take action,” and then
proceeds to sack two of those who accompanied Penza to the Paris
meeting, on the grounds that they were the perpetrators of the “rumours”
about drug-trafficking.
President Chiluba is left with little or no latitude in this messy affair. He
might decide to institute a full-scale investigation into his entire
government. But his detractors might insist that this is best done only
when his government as a whole has resigned. On the other hand, the halfhearted investigation that he is likely to institute will only fuel the crisis,
heighten the antagonism between those of his Cabinet who have already
resigned and those who have not, and even increase the haemmorhage
from his already depleted circle. Indeed, it is difficult to see how President
Chiluba and his government can survive into the General Elections of
1996. It is an inherently weak government that can, within a period of two
years ofits existence, lose 11 members ofits Cabinet through resignations.
But is this an indictment on the leadership of President Chiluba alone or
the final exposure of the MMD as an opposition expediently put together
and therefore lacking an organic thread, direction and real purpose as to
—

the

manner

more

in which Zambia should be restored and transformed? A little

time will telllG
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A conferencia de

imprensa dada pelo Presidente Chiluba

no

dia 11 de

Janeiro, tera em larga inedida contribuido para o amortecer aquilo que se
teria transformado

numa
grande crise poli'tica na Zambia, depois da
pedido, do Ministro dos Negocios Estrangeiros, Vernon
Mwaanga, do Vice-Pre.sidente da Assembleia Nacional, Sikota Wina, e
da e.sposa deste, a Princesa Nakatindi. A na^ao terä suspido de ali'vio ao
aperceber-se de que o presidente nao estava para atirar tudo para o mar.

demissao,

a sen

Em outras democracias, teria sido a coisa mais honrosa, uma vez
que o
govemo tinha cai'do no descrédito; nos nossos frageis estados nacionais,
uma tal acgao so poderia conduzir ao desastre e ä incerteza. Mas a
questao

é

se o govemo tern agora
capacidade de sobreviver. Nao precisamos de
falar de uma clivagem que restituira ä Zambia o seu estatuto como na^ao

de

destaque no nosso continente.
É uma incriminagao forte sobre a moral dos nossos estados que uma
tal clivagem tenha sido determinada por forgas externas, nomeadamente
pelos doadores agrupados no Clube de Paris. Tanto assim que sera täo
difi'cil rejeitar a ideia de que a comunidade doadora — os pai'ses
ocidentais (especialmente o Grupo dos Sete) e as suas instituigoes
fmanceiras
sao a for^a determinante na condufäo e
manuten^ao nao
so das economias de tais paises em desenvolvimento como a Zambia,
mas mesmo do proprio estado
p6s-colonial. Portanto, até que o Clube de
Paris se pronunciasse, parecia nao haver nada mais — nem mesmo por
parte da sua Comissäo de Preven^äo Contra a Droga e a resigna^äo de
varios membros do govemo sobre esta questao — que tivesse obrigado
o Presidente Chiluba e o seu
govemo a tomar ac^äo contra o trafico de
drogas e a corrupgao.
Chiluba sempre defendeu que nao havia corrup9äo ou trafico de
drogas no seu govemo; que nao havia evidencia de que os seus ministros
estivessem envolvidos neste negocio ih'cito. Mas quern agora acreditarä
no presidente depois de trés dos seus mais destacados funcionarios —
Mwaanga, Wina e Nakatindi — se terem demitido sob fortes acusa§5es
de cumplicidade no negocio ih'cito? Do mesmo modo, ninguém devera
acreditar nas suas intengöes de levantar um inquérito, uma vez que nao
se pronunciou sobre os pedidos de demissao dos ministros, tendo
apenas
os substitui'do poroutros. O presidente admitiu inadvertidamente
que as
revela^oes de Penza, depois da reuniao de Paris, criaram a impressäo de
que “nao tenho capacidade de agir,” e prosseguiu com a demissao de dois
ministros que acompanharam Penza nas negocia^oes de Paris, na base de
que tinham sido eles a lan^arem os “boatos” das drogas.
Chiluba tern ä sua disposigäo pouca ou mesmo nenhuma latitude para
manobra. Podera decidir lan^ar uma investiga^ao em larga escala sobre
todo o seu govemo. Mas os seus oponentes poderao insistirque tal so terä
resultados positives se o seu govemo, como um todo, se demitir. Por
outro lado. a investiga^ao de meia-tigela que o
presidente irä
provavelmente levantar so irä piorar a crise, aumentar o antagonismo
entre aqueles membros do govemo que jä se demitiram e os
que o nao
fizeram, e agudizar a desconfian^a no seio do seu jä arrasado circulo.
Efectivamente, é täo difi'cil ver como é que Chiluba e o seu govemo
poderao sobreviver nas eleigöes gerais de 1996. É um govemo täo fraco
que. em dois anos de existencia, perdeu 11 dos seus membros. Mas serä
esta apenas uma incrimina^äo contra a
lideranga de Chiluba ou a
denuncia final do MMD como uma oposigäo feita ä pressa, e portanto
isenta de uma linha orgänica, de direc^äo, e de um verdadeiro objectivo
no que respeita ä forma como a Zambia deve ser restaurada e transformada?
O resto, o tempo o dirä.Q
—
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Nobody seems to heed the warning that

LETTERS

our roads are no w

too small for the amount of

traffic that they carry and as such

driving with
slogan which has
to be reiigiousiy adhered to if one is to survive
the traffic jungie which Zimbabwe's roads
due

Mozambique is, in terms of race and ethnic
relations, one of the richest countries in Africa,

of what
they have in common, even before they

where people interact on the basis

know what colour their interlocutor is or which

village he comes from. Our ancient
interaction with peoples from all over the
world sailing through the Indian Ocean has
made us lose this tribal colloquialism that
seems to haunt many people in Africa. Mind
you, I am not being defensive of the Frelimo
government — I have my own independent
views
but may be it is useful for Rastan to
know that our president, who is a pure
Shangaan, is married to a Makondefrom the
northernmost part of the country. Counting
at random with my fingers, I find that six out
of 13 government ministries, are run by nonsoutherners (including Defense, Interior and
Presidency).
The south of Mozambique is not monoethnic. It comprises three provinces south of

care

and attention is a

have become.

Various campaigns have been mounted
by the Government, the Zimbabwe Traffic
Safety Board and the poiice to try and instili
discipiine in aii the country's read users without,
it

seems

much success. The toii from road

traffic accidents continues, without shocking

people into realising the dangers of reckiess
and drunken driving. One only has to visit the
various watering hoies around the country to
realise that drinking and driving seem to be

—

CULTURE UNITES PEOPLE
Your cover issue of Dec/Jan

in

an

1993/94 reflects

enlightened way the reality facing the

arts and culture in

our

societies. Most

politicians in Africa put culture at the bottom
of those priorities that need to be sustained
through the State budget, even after
presidential trips abroad, diplomatic missions,
etc. But Culture unites people, making them
have a sense of common belonging, and
thereby reducing the potential for conflicts.
That most of our politicians tend to overlook
that, is more than appalling.
Andrew Chikwaia

Blaniyre
Malawi

RASTAN HAS IT TOTALLY WRONG
As

a

Mozambican, I feel obliged to write to

your respectable magazine in response to
Rastan Dhlakama's letter, published in your
November issue. I should first of all express
my Indignation to see that an individual who
claims to have fought within Zania to liberate
his own
a

country will be so misinformed about
country which so wholeheartedly

embraced the Zimbabwean cause as its
own

and for that reason suffered as much as

most Zimbabweans did at the hands of Ian

his vision of
Mozambique (and who knows of other
countries) on the situation in those other

Smith. Rastan seems to be basing

if warned,
never

they aimost always say, “it wili
happen to me".

It

might not happen to me, but what about
exposing to danger as
a resuit of being on the wheei under the
infiuence. Aicohoi or any intoxicating
other road users I am

substances reduce one's reaction time and
also cause drowsiness and careiessness when

the Save River, with five different ethnic

driving, in some peopie these substances

groups (Bitongas, Chopes, Matswas, Ndaus
and Shangaans). Rastan also suggests that

which

pralonged
government before holding an

“what Mozambique needs is a
interim

election." Who is Rastan to tell Mozambicans
what they must do? To suggest that the civil
servants (who are not Frelimo's, Mr. Rastan

Dhlakama) are going to rig the elections is
nonsense, to say the least. In any civilised
democracy, it is the civil servants who run
elections (and not all civil servants in
Mozambique are Frelimo members); is it to
imply that is what Zanu has been doing all

along? In fact, according to the Electoral
Law agreed upon at the multi-party
conference and ratified by the National
Assembly last year, an Electoral Commission
comprising representatives of the
government. Rename and other political
parties was established and will be
responsible for monitoring the electoral
process.
Jordac) Pedro Mesa

Quelimane
Mozambique

ABATE THE CARNAGE!
Inspite numerous appeals from the public at

large and the powers that be, calling on
Zimbabwe's road users, pedestrians, cyclists

countries he is familiar with, where one's

and drivers to exercise restrain and caution

origin determines his/her place in the
running of the affairs of their country.

when

ethnic

second nature to most Zimbabwean drivers,

using the roads, the country's road toll
continues unabatedly.

increase reckiessness due to Dutch courage,

oniy serves to compound the danger

on our

4

iearn or wake up to this

danger after most of our iiiustrious sons and
daughters have aii perished through seifinflicted accidents? i say seif-inflicted and
avoidabie accidents because most of these

tragedies would have been easily avoided,
had we aii exercised more care and attention
whiie
the

driving, walking or cyciing
might be.

...

whatever

case

In the United States car accidents claim
more

human iives than the scourge

and HiV. Shaii

we

of AiDS
get to that ievel before we

ail

get the message?
am appealing to the law enforcement
agents to mount more road blocks and speed
traps to check for road unworthy vehicles
and speed in an effort to help reduce the
carnage on our roads. Motorist, cyclists and
pedestrian — we are all roads users at any
given time—should help the law enforcement
agents by co-operating with them and
adhering to the rules and regulations like
disciplined road users. Unless that warning is
I

taken with the seriousness and attention it
deserves, Zimbabwe will continue to lose

irreplaceable valuable human life and
resources through road accidents.
Bongani Ncube
Gwabaiandu

Bulawayo
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COVER STORY

CHILUBA’S IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE

DRUGS OR CASH?
Gilbert Mudenda & Fernando GoNgALVES
N

o

January 4, Zambia’s Eoreign

Minister, Vernon Mwaanga,
announced

that

he

was

resigning from his post to allow
investigations over allegations of his
involvement
in
drug-trafficking.
Mwaanga's announcement marked the
beginning of a series of resignations by
other top Movemen for Multi-party
Democracy (MMD) government officials,
sparked by a number of pronouncements
made by Einance Minister, Ronald Penza,
that some of his colleagues were involved
in drug-trafficking.
Penza made the allegations soon after his
return from Paris, where he had represented
the Zambian government in the annual
consultative meeting of the Paris Club of
donors.

Apparently, the donors had expressed
concerns over the increasing drugtrafficking in the Southern African nation,
allegedly with the involvement of unnamed
government officials. Although no names
their

were

mentioned in connection with the

scandal, it was an open secret in Zambia that

Mwaanga, Deputy Speaker of Parliament,
Sikota Wina and his wife. Princess Nakatindi
was Minister for Community
Development and Social Welfare, had
since the days of former President
Kenneth Kaunda been linked to drugtrafficking.

Wina, who

“At last the donors have added their voice
to

the call

for

most

Zambians have been making

time that the government

should
problem of drugs and corruption in
high places very seriously,” said one
Zambian who preferred to remain unnamed.
some

take the

President Chiluba and mo.st of his Cabinet
have

always responded to the allegations by
asking for evidence to prove that senior
Cabinet ministers were involved in drugtrafficking.
Sapem February. 1994

HOWARD BURDfTT

President Chiluba: his MMD has

seen

better

days.
5

COVER STORY
The ChalaCommission Report, published

few weeks
brought the
MMD into power, had implicated some
people in the top MMD leadership in drugtrafficking. The report was at the time
dismissed as UNIP propaganda, especially
since it had remained unpublished for a
number of years. It is alleged that the only
reason why the report was never published
was because it implicated one of Kaunda’s
by the Kaunda government

a

before the elections which

I
I
5

I

children.
When the report was

released in the

run-

up to the 1991 General Elections, many
MMD supporters dismissed it, saying that

if those mentioned had dealt in

drugs,
they would stop indulging in the trade once
they were in power. It was not the case.
Officers at the Drug Enforcement
Commission began blowing the whi.stle on
the drug-trafficking activities of family
even

members of

some

ministers. The Director

of the

Drug Enforcement Commission lost
job largely because he was seen to be
pursuing drug-trafficking officers in
government. Four ministers and one deputy
minister resigned, alleging that the Chiluba
government was corrupt and protective of
known drug barons, whose names were

Sikota (left) and Nakatindi Wina:

The couple featured prominently in the drug-

trafficking allegations

his

never mentioned.

Baldwin Nkumbula, then

Paris Club meeting on Zambia, in December,
came

as

no

However,
too

some

late and

It is
one

surprise to

now a

many

Zambians.

feel that it may have come

might achieve

very little.
well known fact that Zambia is

of the centres of the

drug trade in the

(Finance), Akashambatwa
Mbikusita-Lewanika (Science, Technology

region. The country is no longer a transit
point for drugs en route to South Africa or
Europe; it has also become a drugconsuming country, as one programme on
Zambia Television so vividly portrayed
when two young girls confessed to be drug

and Vocational

addicts. Besides this, there

Minister of

Sports, Youth and Child
Development, showed the way in 1991,
tendering his resignation to President
Chiluba. He was then followed by Emanuel
Kasonde

Training), Arthur Wina

(Education) and Katongo Maine, who was

deputy to Nkumbula. At the same time,
eight senior MMD cadres, including five
Members of Parliament, withdrew their

membership to form the National
Party, which defeated the MMD in the by-

party

election that followed.

widely believed that when the
run its campaign to
oust Kaunda, the same drug barons came to
the movement’s rescue, eventually making
their way through to the new government.
This is, many argue, the reason which has
It is

now

MMD needed funds to

prevented Chiluba from acting decisively
against those members of his Cabinet
accused of involvement in the

illegal drug

trade.
The hard stand taken
6

by donors at the

are more

far-

reaching implications for a country where
drugs are easily accessible to children, and
where drug pushers become the measure of
success.

Young boys terrorise the streets in brand
imported expensive cars. Unfortunately,
these beneficiaries of the drug trade have
become the exemplars of success among
their peers to an extent that drug-related
opulence has become the single measure of
success in Zambia, especially among the
youth.
It has already become difficult for parents
to urge their children to work hard at school
if they are to secure a decent livelihood in
future. Similarly, it is already ridiculous to
encourage one’s children to take up a
profession when their peers with good cars
new

and houses are those who do not profess any
profession nor hold a steady job.
Apart from the media, more decent
politicians have bemoaned the general lack
of seriousness when it

comes to

the control

of drugs,

especially at the highest levels of
government. More recently, the Bankers’
Association of Zambia aired their

concern

about the
as

possibility of Zambia being used
a centre for drug money laundering. The

combined effects of the relaxation of both

import and foreign exchange controls have
an ideal place for laundering
drug money.
Now that the anti-drug chorus has been
joined by the donors, one hopes that the
donors may succeed where Zambians have
failed. There was apprehension soon after
Mwaanga’s resignation that if President
Chiluba were to reshuffle his Cabinet just
made Zambia

because the donors had demanded it, that
cause a number of problems, as it
would demonstrate that the President had

might

along not been sincere to the Zambian
public. But Chiluba’s immediate reaction
was to call for a major press conference in
which he announced his decision to replace
all

Health Minister,

Boniface Kawimbe and

the

Deputy Minister in his office in charge
of
Economic
Cooperation, Dean
Mungbsomba. The President did not.
Sapem February. 1994
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however, provide a sound reason as to why
he was sacking the two and several other
ministers. What fuelled
was

more

the President’s decision to

speculation
move

Home

Affairs Minister, Newstead Zimba, who
akso

responsible for the police, to be in
charge of Labour. The police had been
instrumental in bringing up cases of
corruption, and the removal of the minister
was seen in many circles as designed to
wash away any evidence of involvement of
senior officials in corruption and drug
scandals. In what was largely perceived to
be an unconvincing statement. President
Chiluba defended his Cabinet, saying that
his “democratic governance” required that
was

he deals with ministers

on

the basis of

“justice and fair play”. “My Christian faith
does not allow me to act on suspicion to fire
ministers; 1 should act on the basis of
evidence,” Chiluba told the press conference

defending the integrity of his colleagues in

could be made.

would feel let down

The

independent media took up the story

and demanded that the President should act.

Some ministers echoed this

However, in the midst of

challenge.

rumours

and

speculation that some two ministers had
offered to resign, the President banned all

damaging is if the
President were to suddenly find, among his
colleagues, characters who fit the demands

his ministers from issuing statements on
drug-trafficking.
Further, the Weekly Post, which had been
following up the matter was raided by a
group of thugs calling themselves MMD

of the donors, he would lend himself in

militants. The MMD secretariat denied

at

the State House in Lusaka.
What could be

more

more

trouble. One

can

imagine that those

a raid.
well established fact that

having sanctioned such

case

scenario

would be that such ministers may

know of

some

were

MOUNTING CRISIS
CHEUSHI CHEUSHI

H «HEN

Zambia’s

Finance

Minister, Ronald Penza,
if If disclosed to the local press the
donor community’s concern over drugtrafficking and corruption in government,
in a telephone interview from Paris,
France, where he led the Zambian
delegation at the Paris club meeting on
December 9, little did he know what the
consequences would be.
As though that was not enough, Penza
a
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accused of having acted

repeated the donors’ concern on drugtrafficking on home ground upon arrival
during a press briefing at Lusaka’s
international airport.
But Penza’s repeated remarks annoyed
President Chiluba who insisted the Finance

like a traitor for not

Paris.
The conclusion that most Zambians
reached is that the
back and it is most
the

drug barons are fighting
likely that they may win

day.

Were this to

happen, many Zambians
by the President for
having betrayed the thrust given to him to
serve Zambians honourably. As such, he
will have disregarded the counsel of many
patriotic Zambians who have been warning
him about the misdeeds of

of his

some

trusted friends.
The

irony of all this is that Penza is

minister whose vision of Zambia is
Switzerland of Africa.
calculations he did

not

to

one

be

a

Certainly, in his

envision Zambia

to

be the Colombia of Southern Africa. But if
the

drug barons

claim this victory,
a drug economy.
Such a prospect would be a gross insult to
the many Zambians who have fought so
were to

hard to make Zambia

a

ZAMBIA: THE

a

Finance, who had brought the message home
from Paris, was said to be unpopular and

of the

is

drug barons

the President. But the worst

honourable Ronald Penza, the Minister of

behind the raid.
In addition, one weekly newspaper
published its opinion poll in which it was
said that the ministers alleged to be involved

Cabinet ministers named would also demand
that has been

However, it

drug-trafficking were in effect very
popular with the Zambian public. And

Zambia would become

evidence that

they deal in drugs; the proof
denied in past statements by

in

colleagues who might be dealing in drugs
but who are not known to be doing so by the
donors. A demand that they also be kicked
out of the Cabinet may go beyond what the
donors and the Zambian public may be
calling for.
In a way, this has started to happen. The
bearers of the message from the Paris Club
did not cloak it in diplomatic language.
They said it as it had been given to them in
Paris: that donors were demanding some
action on the part of the President on drugs
and corruption before further disbursements

one

of the most

hospitable countries in the region.Q

government leaders allegedly involved in
drug dealings to resign and pave way for

investigations.
On January 4, Zambia’s Foreign Minister,
Vernon Mwaanga, whose name was among
those singled out as the leaders linked to
drug-trafficking resigned as a sad man and
condemned the bloodletting and relentless
smear campaigns against him.
Other government leaders alleged to be
involved in drug-trafficking. Deputy
National Assembly Speaker, Sikota Wina,
and his
was

wife. Princess Nakatindi Wina, who

Minister for Community

and Social

Development

Welfare, also resigned a week

later.

Minister should have briefed the President

Mwaanga has challenged his

accusers

in

first, before rushing to make public

government, the media and representatives

statements.

of

On the other hand, the local press went to
town with Penza’s statements and challenged

he said “have been

foreign governments and agencies, who
so recklessly vocal on
the issue to come forward and give relevant
7
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government of Zambia agencies all
information and evidence they have to prove
all the serious and

damaging allegations
they made against me.”
A career diplomat and perhaps Zambia’s
ablest Foreign Minister, Mwaanga insists
Penza boded and if anything he “should
have been fired immediately.”
According to President Chiluba, Penza’s
statements created an impression that “I
lack the capability to take action.”
But without denying that there was a
drug-trafficking problem in Zambia,
Mwaanga, who insists he “is clean”,
questioned why Penza and his colleagues.

countries

calling for cleansing of vices in

left consternation in government circles with

speculations that Cabinet is split

government.
Two days before

Mwaanga’s resignation,
Penza admitted at a press conference in his
office that he had boobed and apologised to
Chiluba.
“I would like to admit that my

handling of
following the consultative
meeting in Paris may have been
misunderstood, as it appeared as if I were a
representative of the donor community,”
the events

Penza said.
Penza’s revelations that donors had

requested government to rid itself of drugtrafficking and corruption charges has now

over

the

issue.

Although he made a public apology, Penza
is, to date,

still

a

sad

man as

he feels he is

blame for

Mwaanga’s resignation.
President Chiluba tried to give an
impression that he was on top of the situation
when he appeared at a press conference on
January 11, to announce a Cabinet reshuffle
warranted by the drug-trafficking scandal.
But with 11 members of his Cabinet having
resigned since he assumed power in the
later part of 1991, analysts ask whether the
President will be able to survive politically
up to the end of his mandate in 1996.Q
to

Health Minister, Boniface Kawimbe, and

Deputy Minister for Planning and
Development, Dean Mung’omba, who
attended the Paris club meeting, talked
highly about drug-trafficking to the
exclusion of corruption and other related
evils.
“I condemn

drug-trafficking in the
equally condemn
corruption and misuse of public funds. I
earnestly hope that those who have been
mentioned or implicated in the abovestrongest terms but I

mentioned

matters

and donor

concerns

will

also

resign
immediately to facilitate government
investigations so that all areas of government
are

addressed,”

Mwaanga said.
Mwaanga made up his mind to quit three
weeks after Penza’s statement, which was
followed by what he described as campaigns

against him by colleagues in government
who “are themselves an epitome of greed,
and who have used every possible and
conceivable opportunity from their first day
in government to sustain their insatiable
appetite for material possessions.”
Mwaanga also condemned the
bloodletting he said was going on among
some

members of the Cabinet which, if not

checked, would destroy the government.
He has warned that if ministers continue
attack each other in

public or indirectly or
by insinuations or innuendoes, it could only
lead to disarray and ultimate collapse of
to

government.

the other hand,
resign for making
such a big mistake of breaching protocol.
They argue that Penza’s behavior showed
him as an apparent representative of donor
But

political analysts

o

on

I

feel Penza too should

8

MMD supporters

campaigning in 1991: Now the “hour has gone”
Sapem February.1994

ECONOMY
SOUTH AFRICA
ANC AND PAC CADRES

record of six million. The

continent, says

Mountzis, is “bleeding hearts in terms of

SURVIVAL STRUGGLE

refugees” in Burundi, Mozambique and

FOR AFRICAN FAMILIES

Somalia.

Harare
Already abysmally low, the
purchasing power of average incomes across
Africa declined dramatically during the last
six months of 1993, according to an IPS
—

TRAIN IN ZIMBABWE
Harare—A group of former South African

guerrillas arrived in Zimbabwe at the end of
last month for training to prepare them for

UNHCR

figures show Burundi has
800 000 refugees. Somalia a million and
Mozambique about 1,5 million.

country’s first all race
multi-party elections scheduled for April.
“The main objective of the training
programme is to prepare the cadres for the
challenges of creating their own integrated
army in South Africa,” said Zimbabwe’s
Minister of State for National Security,
Sydney Sekeramayi, in a statement issued

The ebb and flow of refugee tide is
saddening. Burundi saw a tidal wave of
refugees following the October 21 failed
coup against democratically-elected
President Melchior Ndadaye.
The influx was the largest single
movement of refugees since the Gulf War,
worsened by an exodus of another 50,000
Burundi nationals who fled the country just
before Ndadaye’s funeral for fear of fresh

in Harare.

ethnic troubles.

a new

role in a unified South African defence

force after the

The

(ANC), and 172 members of the Azanian

REFUGEES

Africa will continue

to see a

refugee influx in 1994, worsened by
creeping xenophobia and waning
hospitality, says an official of the UN High
Commission for Refugees (UNHCR).
The continent is home

refugees,

a

to

six million

third of the world’s total of 18

million, says Panos Mountzis of the
UNHCR office in Nairobi.
”It is very

sad but we seem to be in a
growing industry unaffected by recession,”
adds Mountzis.

Africa’s refugee population has risen from
3.7 million in 1980

to
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the

current

—

In Tanzania, where a teacher earns around
US$ 15 a month, the price of 90 kilograms of

rice

jumped from US$30 to nearly US$60.

Salaam

The

all-time

—

Tanzanian

appeal by the
Secretary-General of the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) to Burundi opposition
parties to accept an OAU peace-keeping

staple foods, petrol, paraffin and school
fees.

Weighed against real incomes of workers,
price of a basket of basics is increasingly
beyond reach of the majority of families.
In all five countries, the cost of staple
the

foods

rose over

the six months while wages

remained static.

mission to the strife-torn country.
We appeal to all parties in Burundi to
allow the OAU mission in, in order to re store
i

»

and harmony,”

a

senior Tanzanian

TANZANIA

government official said in Dar es Salaam.

1994, SAYS UNHCR
—

es

government is backing an

peace

INFLUX TO CONTINUE IN
Nairobi

PEACE MISSION
Dar

the two guerrilla movements,
largest in the country, have fought the
South African apartheid regime demanding
.self-determination for the majority black
population.

Between June and December, the price of
25-kilogram bag of staple maize — which
would feed an average family for two weeks
nearly doubled from US$4,6 to US$7,7.
a

between June and December last year,
focussed on the changes in the prices of

OPPOSITION AGAINST

Peoples Liberation Army (APLA), the
military wing ofthe Pan Africanist Congress
For years,

school teacher

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe

BURUNDI

wing of the African National Congress

the

In Zambia, a first year

takes home the equivalent of US$40 a month.

The survey, conducted in the capitals of
five African countries — Kenya, Nigeria,

contingent constitutes 328 members

of’Umkhonto we Sizwe’(MK), the military

(PAC).

economic survey.

OAU

Secretary-General, Salim Ahmed

Salim, has expressed dismay over the

opposition parties’ reluctance to agree to a
force of 180 peace-keepers.
”It’s really sad, but we will do our utmost
to ensure the OAU peace keeping mission
goes to Burundi,” Salim said.
The 180 strong OAU contingent was
scheduled to arrive in the Burundi capital,
Bujumbura, in December, to help restore
order in the fomier Belgian colony after an
abortive coup in October.
During the coup, elected civilian president
Melchior Ndadaye was killed by the Tutsi
dominated army. In the ensuing ethnic
slaughter, the largely Hutu government has
been appealing for military assistance to
protect the surviving leaders.

A WIDER FOOD CRISIS
Dar

es

Salaam

-

Tanzania is

heading for a
persistent

wider food crisis in 1994 due to

drought in

many parts of the country.
President
Ali
Hassan Mwinyi’s

government has

already issued a warning to

peasant farmers of an impending food

shortage and urged them to use the available
food stocks carefully.
”We have a bigger problem before us.
We need to be extra careful with the available
food stocks because of the

looming hunger
vagaries,” said
Agriculture and Livestock Development
crisis due

to

weather

Minister, Jackson Makwetta.

Peasants, who form 80 percent of the
nation’s active

agricultural labour force.
9

NEWS IN BRIEF
have begun to panic as a result of insufficient
rains

during the November-December crop

planting period.
In the

1992/93

season

conditions caused
seven

of the east

adverse weather

widespread famine in
African country’s 25

provinces, forcing the government to
distribute urgent relief supplies to the
affected people in the central, northern and

Benefits of Former Presidents”, which was

PRESIDENT UNDER FIRE

Kigali — Rwandese President. Juvenal
Habyarimana, is being accused of using
divide-and-rule tactics to frustrate the

opposition and block the formation of broad-

based transitional institutions in the country.
A broad-based transitional

western areas.

Tanzania is not among the 20 sub-Saharan

African countries

recently listed by the UN
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
as threatened by famine.
But the Tanzanian authorities say crop

failures in

1994 could result in

an

”unprecedented” famine crisis never
experienced in the country since
independence from Britain in 1961.
Reports from some of the drought-stricken
provinces paint a gloomy picture as many
heads of cattle continue to die due to acute

shortages of grazing grass and water, said
Makwetta.

Chiluba. in December signed a pension law
for former presidents known as “The

RWANDA

a

government should have

the end of December, as

assembly and

been in place by

agreed upon by the

government, the opposition Rwandese
Patriotic Front (RPF) and the UN Assistance
Mission

to

Rwanda

”All the

(UNAMIR).

preparations to forming the

(broad-based) government have been done, ’ ’
says the newly-appointed prime minister of
the broad-based transitional government,
Faustin

Twagiramungu.
”Everything is ready. What we (now)
want is President Habyarimana to be sworn
in and (this would be) followed by (the
swearing in of) the national assembly and
the government,” adds Twagiramungu.

Pastoralists like the Masai in the northern

province of Arusha have started to wander
from one province to another in search of
pastures for their large herds of cattle, goats
and sheep.
Years of government attempts to persuade
livestock keepers to reduce the sizes of their
animal herds to avoid environmental
destruction have

so

far proved

futile.

AGRICULTURE

IRISH NGO STRUGGLES
TO FEED THE HUNGRY
Malange — A leading Irish relief agency,
facing food shortages, struggles to feed the
starving population of this battered Angolan
city.
”It’s just a very horrific and tragic
situation”, says Mike McDonagh of the
organisation ‘Concern’.
Concern, with its headquarters in Dublin,
arrived in Malange in October, 1993, and
has since set up 12 feeding centres - 10 for

Control

Organisation (IRLCO) for Central and
Southern Africa, told Journalists that
Botswana, Zambia and Zimbabwe

were

battling to control the spread of the pests in
Tsumba.
Locusts have devoured several thousand

hectares of maize and other cereal crops in
Namibia before crossing into Zambia,
Botswana and Zimbabwe in the past two
months.
The

IRLCO, in conjunction with
authorities from the three countries, has
mobilised

resources to stave

off and contain

the invasion from Namibia.

adults, two for children.
But as McDonagh ruefully acknowledges,
they are only catering for ‘ ’a fraction of the
number of people affected”.
Whatever progress is being made at the

peace
much
10

talks in Lusaka, the
in Malange.

on

war

is still

ZAMBIA
PRESIDENTIAL PENSION
LAW SIGNED

very
Lusaka

—

Zambia’s

house built for him by

the government. He
with free

will also get an office, three cars
fuel and a diplomatic passport.

Kaunda will also have

one

personal

secretary, one administrative secretary, three

security

men,

three drivers and three house

workers, all at state expense.
Other entitlements include medical
insurance for the former

president’s wife
of age. The
retired president will also be entitled to two
return air tickets every year to destinations
and children under 21 years

of his choice.
The new presidential

pension scheme also
diplomatic passport for a retired
president’s spouse and entitles him to a taxfree monthly pension, which will be 80
percent of the incumbent president’s

allows

a

emoluments.
The law, however, provides that the
pension and other benefits will not be paid
during any period when a former president
is receiving a salary from the state.

disqualification
president who leaves office for
misconduct or violation of the Republican

LOCUSTS

Locust

a

include

Lusaka—Three southern African countries
have joined hands to fight a locust plague
swarming parts of Namibia.
Erikana Byaruhanga, the director of the
Red

Under the law, Kenneth Kaunda. Zambia’s
first post-independence president, will have

Other conditions of

BATTLE AGAINST

International

ANGOLA

passed by the country’s parliament.

president, Frederick

a

Constitution

or

if he is convicted of

an

offence and sentenced to imprisonment for
more than six months.
Kaunda ceased to be president on
November 2, 1991, after he and his United
National

Independence Party (UNIP) lost
31, 1991, multi-party
presidential and parliamentary elections to
Chiluba’s Movement for Multi-party
Democracy (MMD).
Kaunda had been president since Zambia’s
independence from Britain on October 24,

the

October

1964.
Kaunda and his wife,
modest house in

residential

Betty, now live in a
Kabulonga low density

area, not

far from his old State

House in Lusaka.
He has often been quoted as saying that he
no house and no money and that he was
surviving “by the grace of my (8) children”.
The former president’s first son, retired
Colonel Panji Kaunda, is a businessman
and the second. Major Wezi Kaunda. is

has

UNIP Member of Parliament while another
son,

Waza, is

a

medical doctor.

IPS
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CHRISTOPHER MACHINGURA
USHEWOKUNZE
(April 27, 1944

-

January 17, 1994)

IBBO MANDAZA

H

OURS within the announcement
of

Christopher Ushewokunze’s
tragic death on January 17,1994,
it was almost logical that there should
have been this requisite response
throughout both the nation of Zimbabwe
and the official and business circles of the

sub-region

as a

whole.

Ushewokunze’s work

as a

For, Chris
professional,

more than two decades, was
devoted to both the nation and the sub-

spanning

Like a number of his
region.
contemporaries, he began his career as a
student leader, as a member of the

Committee of six which led student anti-

government protests in 1965 and 1966 at

University College of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, in the hey-day of African
nationalist politics in the former
Federation, and following Ian Smith's

the

UDI.

He

was

rusticated from the

University in July, 1966, and detained for
12 months by tbe Smith regime, at
(ionakudzingwa Camp No. 5, together
with Stan Mudenge, the late John Mirisi
and Nelson Moyo. At (lonakudzingwa,
he will have met and interacted with such

senior nationalists

as

Joshua Nkomo,

Josiah and Ruth Chinamano.

Under

police escort on January 16, 1967, he
departed for the United Kingdom to take
up a British Council Scholarship to study
law at Edinburgh University in Scotland.
After completion of his studies in the
United Kingdom, his first posting was at

University of Zambia in 1974, as
Faculty of Law. Many
Zambians remember bim fondly and
acknowledge his contribution to their
careers as technocrats and politicians of
the

lecturer in the

today.
Sapem February, 1994
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But

throughout the 1970s, the University
was a refuge for many
Zimbabwean exile students, among them

and technocrats

such former detainees

Emmerson

Buzwani Mothobi, Herbert Murerwa,

Munangagwa whom Chris Ushewokunze
assisted as lecturer and compatriot. Later,
from 1976 to 1980, Chris joined the United

Vunguza Nyathi and Ernest Mukarati, Chris

1990. He was then the (first) Chief Executive

Ushewokunze and 1 constituted in Febmary,

of the Zimbabwe

of Zambia

as

Nations Institute of Namibia

as

a

Senior

Lecturer in Law and

contribution

for

resources

than

one

the

to

thereby made his
development of human

future Namibia. On

a

more

occasion 1 have heard the Prime

Minister of Namibia,
the most generous

Hage Geingob, make
remarks about Chris

Ushewokunze and his contribution

to

Namibia, especially in the field of Mining
Laws and the Mineral
It

was

Industry.

in late 1978 that I

Chris and

met

Juliet Ushewokunze in Lusaka. As the clan

anthropology of Marondera and Wedza
people goes, both are my sekuru (uncle)
and amhuya (aunt) through their respective
families, though these familial ties are closer
to

the Ushewokunze clan. Chris had been

to

Waddilove with my older brother and sister,
his

original home only

a

few kilometres

from my own in Chiota. The Ushewokunze
house in Lusaka became as much mine as
for the many other exiles that passed through

Zambia; and 1 remember well when their
third son, Taurai, was bom in 1979.

But

then which Zimbabwean is not related to

another Zimbabwean,

particularly in those

conditions of exile? On the basis of either
clan

(mutupo), a relationship is
quickly established, re-kindled or even
contrived, amongst and between even the
most

or

totem

distant

across

the little land

mass

that

is Zimbabwe. And this is

why those of the
generation of Chris Ushewokunze and
subsequent are the least tempted into cheap
“tribalism” and “regionalism”. And that is
why, within hours of the announcement of
his death, I met at his home in Borrowdale
persons,

from all walks of life, who hail

from the various
even

before he

Hero, it

was so

assembled

at

comers

was

of Zimbabwe. So,

declared

a

National

obvious to many of us who

his home

on

January 18 that

Chris Ushewokunze would be

so

honoured.

Together with such other intellectuals
12

as

Kombo Moyana, Leonard

national

goals. 1 should know better having

Tsumba, Stanley Mahlahla, Mudziviri

worked with him ever since 1979 in Geneva,

Nziramasanga, Dan Ndlela, Tom Mswaka,

but

1979, the first Patriotic Front’s “Civil
Servants”, under the leadership of both
ZANU

(represented by
Dzingai
Mutumbuka) and ZAPU (represented by

Ariston

Chambati), and with the active

of Bernard Chidzero, then Under
Secretary-General of UNCTAD, and the
one responsible for initiating the very
study,
support

Zimbabwe: Towards

a

New Order. It

was

logical that most of us would end up in
leading positions in the first Government of
independent Zimbabwe. But Chris
Ushewokunze stood

for his

expertise in
Corporate Law with particular reference to
the mining sector.
His chapter in the
aforementioned study reflects largely the
very issues he would later have translated
into policy as the Secretcuy for Mines (1980out

1988). In the words of Chris Ushewokunze
himself, “I concentrated on teaching how to

apply law to achieve economic
independence and control of industries”. It
was

an

obsession that would

career as

essence

inspire his
politician. The
always reflected the

technocrat and

of his thmst

sincere nationalist commitment

to

the

country; and because of that, he would have
to

confront the

mining magnates of this

country, as he engineered the centralisation
and coordination of the marketing of all the
country’s minerals through the new
parastatal, which he created, the Minerals
Marketing Corporation of Zimbabwe
(MMCZ). That must stand as the crowning
achievement of his

career.

But the MMCZ

also

represented the most poignant
expression of the kind of economic
nationalism that should have

pervaded our
society from Independence Day in 1980.
We may fault Chris on many accounts: he
was as impetuous at times as he was usually
impatient; he would have his way if he
could; and could be

as

ruthless

as

was

in pursuit of his objectives. But I
cannot recall any occasion when such
“faults” were not related to the pursuit of
necessary

recently, when we were locked in
bureaucratic conflict in the course of 1988more

Development Corporation
organisation so suited to him
since it was designed to be the vehicle for
economic nationalism, particularly for
indigenising the key elements of the
economy. 1 was then the Chairman of the
Parastatals Commission, an organisation
designed to coordinate all parastatals,
including the ZDC itself. For my part, 1
would have gladly deferred and allowed
Chris the latitude he required as Chief
(ZDC),

an

Executive of ZDC; it would have saved
the burden of

sekuru and

a

appearing to be boss

me

over a

technocrat of such calibre. We

joked about it .several times, until the
complications and overlappings of
bureaucratic power-play overtook even the
individuals therein.

The Parastatals

Commission was eventually ditched, my.self

included; but Chris Ushewokunze and his
ZDC found themselves in

no

better stead,

constrained and immobilised

as

achieved under the ZDC

be attributed

they were
by the incessant inter-Ministerial and interdepartmental conflicts. That so little was
to

must

Government itself and

to

not

Chris

Ushewokunze who, had he been left to do
what most of us knew him capable of
undertaking, the indigenisation of the
Zimbabwean economy will have advanced
ten-fold by now.

This is

why his appointment

as

Minister

of Industry and Commerce was so welcomed

by most of us. We knew that it would be a
matter of time before the bull began the
rampage against the bureaucratic and
institutional fetters
to

—

most

of them related

(White) vested interests

—

that have

always sought to contain and arrest our
app)etite and thirst for economic nationalism.
But his task was an immensely difficult one,
if also because his detractors were watching
him so closely. His early work in his new
post was given to controversy and bound to
be unpopular; it was the responsibility of
the Minister of Indu.stry and Commerce to
have to almost compel the nation into
swallowing the bitter pill of ESAP. It was
Sapem February, 1994
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duty and responsibility to announce in
early 1993 the good-bye to the subsidies for
maize meal, bread and other commodities.
his

But he held his own,

a

of price

better future, the burden

increases had become unbearable

on

the

ordinary citizen”. He began to work closely
with all professionals like our.selves and
quickly became the single most important
political resource base for indigenous
entrepreneurs and professionals throughout
the country. Chris Ushewokunze became
the natural hero for all those stung with the
quest for economic nationalism, for the
Indigenous Business Development Council
(IBDC), for the intellectuals and the
professions at large. Even in his last public
speech on New Year’s Eve, he highlighted
“the fundamental question of the
indigenisation of the economy”.
It is critical that concrete measures

in place in 1994 to ensure that
indigenisation programme is put

are put

the

on a

firm footing... It is clear in all

that finance is the

these programmes

Industry and Commerce:

see

the creation

him during the brief
period that he was Minister, inviting him to
this and that gathering, to open this and that
new industrial enterprise, to assert the
priorities that should accompany
All warmed up to

Zimbabwe’s economic development, to

preach the virtues of a truly national
economy.
He would take with him a
delegation of business people and
technocrats to South East Asia, to

lending to

indigenous sector over the past 13
years of independence refects badly
on

the nationalism and entrepre-

bankers.
other financial

neurial character
Bankers

and

of

our

.

No doubt through his intervention, the
indigenisation of the economy was for the
first time discussed at the Consultative Group
meeting in Paris in December, 1993. He
concluded, in the same speech on New

Year’s Eve:
Sapem February, 1994

I would like to take this opportunity to

Industry and Commerce that
Ministry and government
generally will continue to support your
efforts to build sound, viable and
efficient enterprises in 1994. Now
that the allocation offoreign currency
is left to the market more of my staff s
time will be devoted to addressing
assure

the

policy issues that impede the
development of Industry and
We will be coming up

Commerce.

with an Industrial Policy Statement in

has been

course of 1994 and we hope
together with you we can build a
vigorous economy that can hold its

the

yarned in the period since 1980.

We had the occasion to discuss some of

important policy matters in the period
was appointed Minister of Industry
and Commerce in 1992. We sought to
flaunt the work of this man by publishing
his profile (Southern Africa Political and
Economic Monthly, October, 1992), as a
new powerhouse at both the national and
sub-regional levels. Of course, he will be
remembered most by Zimbabweans
themselves.

Both the President and Vice

President Nkomo have given

their eulogies;
and the business sector in general has added
to

what will

no

doubt be

a

long series of

receive countrywide. But it is the statement
by Morgan Tsvangirayi, Secretary-General
of the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions,
as we exchanged condolences on this tragic

.

on

onwards; for, Malaysia’s own success story

of nationwide private
.

we are

the path of

growth and
development. We have good reason
to lookforward to 1994 with optimism
and greater expectations than we had
for 1993 at this point in time last year.
/ am sure you are keen to know what
my thoughts and those of government
generally arefor 1994...In conclusion,
set

Zimbabwe should have followed from 1980

honours that Chris Ushewokunze will

enterprise. Plea.se do more

The structural

and much lower interest rates

China,

institutions must be leaders and

promoters

Minister of

adjustment programme hasfully taken
root and given a good rainy season

Singapore and Malaysia; and President
Mugabe revealed to us the other day that it
had been at Chris’ instigation that the Prime
Minister of Malaysia is going to be the
Guest of Honour at this year’s Zimbabwe
International Trade Fair.
Malaysia in
particular stood out as the model that

since he

vaunted 22 percent of total

Zimbabwe economy.

donor

agencies can investfor indigenisation.

as

My assessment of / 993 is that it has
been a major turning point for the

of the Investment

individuals. Companies,

these

banking sector will be more
innovative, and aggressive in taking
credit measures to support the
indigenous entrepreneur. The much

1994 will

year

Trust Fund into which Government,

that in addition to the credit lines that

negotiating, the

and real managers in

multi-national companies.

major stumbling block and we hope
Government is

of Zimbabwe

real owners of meaningful capital

in business;

policy and pledged that that was the price
the nation had to pay if it hoped to build a
national economy. In his own words in his
last speech given on New Year’s Eve, “But
for our faith in Government and the promise
of

a

unless the black people
are

defended government

after his appointment

It is clear that ESAP cannot succeed

it all for us: “It is a national
disaster... he was so effective ...” But his
own last remarks on New Year’s Eve might
loss that says

well be a self-assessment of the man himself.

own

in the international market.

wish you

Chris

I

all a prosperous 1994.
will also be

Ushewokunze

remembered for his contribution to the
COMES A Treaty;

undertaking

a

and those of us currently
study of the relationship

between SADC and the PTA have dubbed
Clause 56, which seeks to

reconcile the two

organisations,

“Ushewokunze

the

Intervention”. Some of

us are

fortunate to

have interacted with him

during his last
days, during the week-long PT A/COMES A
meeting in Kampala last November and,
more recently, when I interviewed him for
the PTA/SADCC Joint Study in December.
But consider some of his major achievements
in 1993alone:

were

it not for his intervention

towards addressing the trade imbalance issue
in

mid-year, the Zimbabwe-Zambia trade
might have so deteriorated to the stage
where borders might have been closed

war
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©bituats
bietween

our two

countries; the

which he smoothed

over

manner

in

the Zimbabwe-

Botswana trade agreement, doing away with

surcharges after years of negotiations; the
conclusion of the preferential trade
agreement with Namibia which came into
force on 30 April, 1993; and his brave
attempt and commendable start to the trade
negotiations with the South Africans, in

anticipation of the

new South Africa that
will be bom this year. Those who are
familiar with the details of all these exploits
will testify to his technocratic and diplomatic

skills, and the

ease

friend and endear.

with which he could be-

Sadly, the sub-region has

lost one of its few nationalists at a time when

of Middle

Temple in 1973. A registered
legal practitioner in his own right, he devoted
most of his professional work to corporate
law, with special reference to mining in

Chris Ushewokunze, who died in a cor
accident with two ottiers near Chegutu on
January 17, was buried at the Zimbabwe
National Heroes Acre on January 22,

Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe. For many

becoming the 20th hero to be laid there.

colleagues, he represents that vital
second-tier of technocrat-politicians that will

be

so

vital

as

Zimbabwe

(and Southern

an army truck were

a

circumstances

as

would be his

a

own:

As 1993 draws to a close all of us here
and the country as a whole reminisce
over the events of the past year.
We
view some of the events with sadness

because

ofthe considerable numbers
oflives lost due to road accidents and
illnesses

.

.

National Hero,

have wished had

on

27

April, 1944, in Shurugwe

Reverend

Shadreck

It is

honour richly

come,

we

passenger in the army truck which
ferrying mourners to a funeral in
Bulawayo.

was a
was

fight the Pearce Commission) and ZIPA.
Through those already anointed as our heroes
to

many years

and heroines

she that has paid

or

heroine is he

or

the ultimate sacrifice in the

service of the nation. We shall

never

honour all those concerned

be able

fully,

even

though the Monument of the Unknown
Soldier

at

The National Shrine is at

necessarily find a place
important,
however, is the need to move away from
that narrow and partisan criteria, namely the
belief that heroes and heroines are only
on

The National Shrine. More

those who have either attained nationalist

leadership status in the political arena or
participants in the national
liberation struggle. We need to develop a set
of (non-partisan) criteria that will encompass
all those who have made significant and
outstanding contribution to the development
have been active

of the nation in all its various aspects.

So, it is that this sad occasion that is the

passing of Chris Ushewokunze will help the

expression of its gratitude
our human incapacity to

nation restore and refine the obvious criteria

Ushewokunze, and his mother, Maud (nee

Mugugu), were stationed then. Christopher
Machingura Ushewokunze was nurtured in
the Methodist faith, attending Primary
school variously at Epworth, Marshall
Hartely and Waddilove Missions. It was
from Waddilove that Chris graduated to
Goromonzi Secondary School in 1959 and
became School Captain in 1964, before
proceeding to the University College of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland in 1965. While at
the University of Edinburgh, he was leader

match that sacrifice.

of the Zimbabwe students in Scotland. He

and

were

also honour all those many

once

and reminder of

who

we

others that will not

unfortunate that the

world. The ultimate hero

League,
Party (NDP),

ZAPU, ZANU, FROLIZI, the ANC (formed

would

subject of
by
such unnecessary controversy, sometimes
provoking the kind of cynicism that such a
young nation could well do without.
Perhaps, we have to learn to accept the
implicit hierarchy in an area wherein heroes
and heroines alike belong to one immortal
so

both the nation’s
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an

honour

National Heroes has often been visited

Mugwagwa

completed his Master of Laws degree at the
University of London (1970-1971) and was
subsequently admitted as Barrister of Law

Ushewokunze’sofficial

driver, Augustine Mutuvha Gutsa ond a
soldier, Corporal Febias Mudzovera, who

the National Democratic

from now, at the culmination of a full
and rewarding life.

to

Bom

an

to rest

.

where his father, the late Methodist Minister,

involving the minister’s car and

liberation: in the ANC, the Youth
Cde Ushewokunze will he laid

deseiTed, hut

towering
figure - a feature so pronounced in that tall,
strong physique that was the man - that it
remains so difficult to accept that even a car
accident could destroy him. Yet in his own
end-of-year speech on New Year’s Eve, he
lamented those who had perished in similar

independence.

The other two who died in the head-on

collision

biding his time as one who
profound respect for those of our
current nationalist leadership so deservedly
senior to us all, and thereby constituting that
vital link between the very old and the very
young in our society. As the recent editorial
in The Herald (January 19) stated,

as a

such

before and after

shared

should be.
was

for his contributions to Zimbabwe both

earned it well,

dearly required if Southern
going to be as integrated as it

Chris Ushewokunze

Minister of Industry and

Commerce, was declared a national hero

Africa) enters the 21st Century. He had

such persons are
Africa is

The late

of us his

Then there

are

those

maimed, particularly by the war

itself, but also by the social, economic and

political brutalities of colonialism. And
what about those like Ernest Kadungure
and Mayor Urimbo who might well have
perished in action before they emerged into
the leadership positions in our countries?

whereby it can identify and honour its heroes
and heroines. But it is also to those who
have

and
due.
To Juliet Ushewokunze, his life-long friend
from school-days at Goromonzi. his sons
Mutsa, Shungu, Taurai and Mutemwa, and
his daughter Rudado; and to Herbert
bequeathed to

heroines that

our

Ushewokunze, to all his brothers, sisters

Likewise, the numerous African Nationalist

and the extended

leaders, dead and living, and spanning the

most

period eversince MbuyaNehanda, Mukwati
Kaguvi, to the Burombos, Mzingelis,
Masocha Ndlovus and Jasper Savanhus;
and finally to all those who ever since the
1950’s have helped lead this country to

us such heroes
eternal gratitude is

family. For, one of the
painful aspects in all this is the
realisation, by all who knew Chris, of the
family man that he was. We will all miss
him dearly. But for Juliet and the children,
it is a loss that they will have to painfully
endure for the rest of their lives.□
Sapem February, 1994
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SOUTH AFRICA: THE MYTH OF THE

“LOST GENERATION”
NOKWANDA SITHOLE
HEN

w

Integrated Marketing

Research did their Economic

Landscape Survey (1993), they
found that almost 100 percent of local
business leaders are, to varying degrees,
worried about current South Africa and
its

4

I

\

>

o

I

potential to erode the quality of their

lives.

of Black
poised to elect a new
majority government into power in April,
claim to be struggling and suffering.
According to the researchers, they had a
heckler in one of their report back business
audiences who argued, on hearing these
On the other hand, 90 percent

South Africans,

statistics, that at least, the Blacks are used to

struggling and suffering.
Further research shows that in the face of

all this

uncertainty and pain, few in both
groups feel they have a responsibility to do
anything to alleviate their pain. That
responsibility lies with others—government
(current, interim, future), the Whites, Nelson
Mandela, etc.
While Blacks feel that

apartheid and lack

of money are the main features standing in
the way of their happiness. White business
leaders get

sleepless nights over youth —
generation, which left

the so-called lost

school in 1976 and

never

went back.

These,

according to White business, are the people
who hold the key to lowering standards.
On the surface. White business leaders
are Justified in their fear of youth. These are,
after all, the people who led the “people’s
war” of the 1980s and showed themselves

capable of the most gruesome acts of
They started displaying a culture
of entitlement even then taking whatever
they needed from whoever had it by force.

to

be

violence.

Their moment had arrived in June 1976,
when their forebears

were

shot by the police

peaceful march. They are people with a
history of their own. This history was made
in

a

Sapem February. 1994

South

African youths did a mighty goodjob of creating chaos
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for

entire generation by the group which
beaten and kicked in front of helpless

an

was

parents and teachers. They took it upon
themselves to be the

liberation

When word
exile

vanguard of the

struggle.
came

from the leaders in

make the

townships ungovernable
they responded with all
their might. Without examining the
wrongness or correctness of their
programmes, or of the leaders targetting
youth to lead as undefined a concept as
“ungovernability”, one must admit the youth
did a mighty good job of creating chaos.
In the streets, they experienced the
violence of the State. In the townships, they
created their own violence. They tried and
executed spies by mutilation and burning.
They brought the TV cameras of the world
into South Africa, so that foreign policy on
South Africa became part of election
campaigns of the heads of state the world
to

in the late 1980s,

over.

Some of the youth had no choice but to get
involved in violence. Youth interviewed in

Hammardale, Natal, said they were regular
school-going people when violence came to
them. Bands of marauding men came by
night to attack their homes. Older people,
with

some

income, moved out of the

townships. These youngsters had no choice
but to stay and defend their parents and

I
s

homes. Defence action led to revenge action.
There

I

school.

Inevitably, part-time,
they could always be called upon by
was no

businessman X to collect

a

youth hold

redistribution
even

on to

after their leaders have abandoned

They hold on because of the promise
these policies provide for a better future for
themselves. The fears are compounded by
the fact that, as in the rest of Africa, youth
are the majority population with a very
strong history
and therefore able to
,

influence trends.
these lost

generation theories,
business moves money out of the country;
many flee to seek refuge in other countries.
The remaining ones depress themselves with
convictions of their helplessness in the face
of looming danger, and refuse to take
progressive decisions on how to bring the
16
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University ofWitwatersrand students campaigning in favour of mass occupation of
unused schools in 1991

the wealth

policies of nationalisation —

them.

Based

3

debt from Y.

Ongoing research, which must also cause
discomfort to White business, shows that
Black

o

majority Black communities into the
social

mainstream of the economy,
investment into their own future.

to

Business believes the

impression that all
youth experienced or perpetrated violence
first hand; that the youth were so scarred as
a

result that

we

have “lost”

an

entire

generation of people.
Although they could not compare
averages, two (Black) psychologists SAPEM
spoke to, confirmed that some of the youth
were affected adversely by violence. Having
worked with township youth, they said others
survived. In fact,

some

is that when the youth were being violent, in
their minds it was just. They were responding

of the youngsters

emerged from their experiences stronger.
The reality, according to the psychologists.

calls and instincts

they truly believed in.

It is this fact which contributed to their

survival.
One of the psychologists

said, in fact, that

their responses were not markedly different
from those of adults who had been affected

by violence.
The South African media has done the

disservice by focusing their
tiny pockets of the urban areas
and creating an impression that the violence
there, and the hand of the youth in it, is a
national feature. So loudly have perceptions
been sold that “Black youth bum their own

country a great
cameras on

Sapem February,
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schools”, that indeed, businesses ask why

they should invest in Black education.
Even if it was argued that for every one of
the 16000 people who have died in political
violence since 1984,50 young people were
involved, and became pemianently scarred
by the experiences. South Africa would still
“lose” less then 800 000. This is less than
Black youth in 10.
Again, the misrepresentations of people’s
education, including the slogans of "pass
one, pass all" and “liberation now, education later”, may have affected hun-

one

dreds of thousands, but:

Over 70 percent of the total youth population—and that is millions—in smaller
towns

and rural

metropolitan and
totally unafby the turbulences of the 1980s
areas,

urban centres, have been

fected

and 199()s.

The

ability of over 50 percent of the total
youth population to perform to full potential is threatened by lack of access to
electricity. Their underqualified teachers have no access to study aids and this
also affects study time.
About 70 percent of Black youth stop
schooling not for “political” reasons,
but for lack of money. (Pregnancy/marriage accounts for only four percent,
boycotts five percent.).
Almost 90 percent of all DET schools
are primary schools. Ten percent are a
mixture of high, combined primary and
which effechigh and intermediate
tively locks out of post-primary school
thousands of capable youngsters.
Half of Black youth (14-21) have none
of the following: own desk, own bed,
own bedroom or quite
place to study.
Male and female

Even though they are acutely aware of the
intentions of their education
to prepare
—

them for nothing more

than certain forms of
labour
they are patient in the main.
According to Arnie Gerber of Partnership
in Advertising, which recently completed a
national study on youth, “only eight percent
of Black youth in South Africa see
themselves as aggressive, anti-establishment
—

and anti-education.”

They rebel against the system and adults.
They are neither willing, nor feel able, to do
anything about their lives.
“It is this eight percent which believes
only violence can lead to change, and that
Blacks and Whites can never live together,”
says Gerber, adding that six percent of White
youth exhibit the same traits.
For most of the rest, to varying degrees,
the importance of making a mark is
sometimes frightening
overwhelming
considering the relative absence of the
tools they need to satisfy the high standards
they set for themselves.
Their choice of political heroes is telling:
the more urbane, eloquent and educated
symbols, such as Thabo Mbeki and Nelson
Mandela, feature strongly.
An inexplicable mystery for particularly
White researchers has been the youth’s
newly-found
affinity
for Black

—

youth are organised
mainly into church
groups (70 percent).
Fourteen percent have
only primary school
education. Another 80
have

percent

secondary

school

education

and

a

projected 200 000 of
all youth aged between
16 and 30 will get a

diploma or a degree.
The majority have
very persuasive career
targets,
with 70
percent saying they
have not been able to

study

as

far

as

they

had wished because of
lack of resources, but

would like

to

attain

a

higher standard of

I

education. Because of
their

5

youth,

progressive education
policies which will
expose them to better-

I£
s

skilled educators and

Young MK soldiers parade at Oliver
Tambo's funeral
Sapem February, 1994

better, cheaper

education, can still enable
this group to attain their required standards.

Consciousness. Steve Biko

comes

second

only to Nelson Mandela in the local Black
youth hit parade — way above even Chris
Hani (he was
were on

the

alive when the researchers

field). Coming from a people

whose

political consciousness could not
developed at the time of Biko’s
murder in 1977, and within a history of
historical failure by the Azanian People’s
Organisation to organi.se, the choice is
evidence of the development of a new
inward-looking youth culture in South
have been

Africa.
The

writing is

on

the T-shirt: “Malcolm

X, Nelson Mandela and Me

—

It’s

a

Black

Thing”, “White Men Can’t Jump”. So
widespread (and growing) is the Black thing
among B lack youth that the major marketers
in the big department stores are setting aside
space for Black fashions.
They place a high premium on the
17
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,

,

Questions about investment in developing
the

potential of youth inevitably lead to
finger-pointing. Business to politicians to
youth themselves, and back again. Yet none
of these groups can ignore youth because
they

emerging market and will
future stability.
challenges are immense:

are

remain
The

both

a

There has

•

an

threat

to

to

be

a

conscious investment

in their academic careers, further skills

training and job creation. (Too many are
unable to get a job or further education).
A further investment has to be made in

•

an anti-AIDS propaganda campaign
targetted at youth. An uncomfortable 70
percent do not believe they are in line to
get AIDS.
Realising that rural squatter areas are

•

the reservoir of the Black vote,

ANC

politicians are already talking about rural development (electrification, health,
etc.). If they do not abandon the prom-

i
I

ises after the election, such programmes

I

would

&

[jercent of the youth.

%

A conscious

development of women
positions (less prone to
violence; management of poverty and
the “lost” minority sections of youth).
The world over, youth are a huge customer
base for governments in public transport,
•

i

improve the life chances of 50

into influential

I
iMck

of resources, rather than lack of will, prevents
higher education levels

preservation of cultural values and peace
(in the local sense, rather than perhaps a
threat of nuclear war). Also high on their list
of priorities is education.
After getting abandoned by their leaders,
left behind by a leadership which
compromised behind closed doors on key
elements of past liberatory policy, they had
to effect, continuing to suffer discriminatory
distribution of amenities such as electricity;
they have been very patient compared to the
outbreak of the anti-establishment youth
revolts of the 1960s.
There is a relative calm in South Africa—
and this is not to

deny the increasing crime
despite the fact that “three million
potentially employable people between 16
and 30 are out of work”, according to the
Community Agency for Social Enquiry.
The other writing is on the wall though:
for how long can South Africa expect calm
rates

18

—

from

many youths from

reaching

majority population which has gone
very Black and bold about owning the future
despite what the leaders say?
Since the start of the negotiations, their
leaders have been telling them what no to
do. In a major somersault, they are being
told to stay in school. Not so long ago, they
were being told it is not good to accept halfa-loaf. The government was even urged by
a

—

Black leaders to “close all Black schools”.
That would be
become

sign that the townships had
ungovernable.
a

With all their positive
no

energies, youth get
The country’s

affirmation from anyone.

economic

powerhouses say they are the
problem. The youth segments of the
liberation organisations have failed them
too by not addressing issues affecting youth
in favour of concentrating on national
politics.

education, health, telecommunications and
other infrastructural amenities. More

so

in

Africa because of the size of their population.

They

are

also a major resource for what
is its major corporate concern

business says
—

lack of skilled management.

When

speaking for themselves, youth
generation myth, and say they
are willing and able to join in the building of
a new nation if they get the space. The most
positive attributes of the new attitudes they
display is that they are committed not only
to improving their own, but the race. With
all their ambitions, they state a fear that they
may not be able to fulfill their goals —
historically a major source of attitudes
which move people towards aggression and
blow the lost

rebellion.
And it is doubtful that
to

the idea that the

they will get used
plight of their people will

stay the same.Q
Sapem February, 1994
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ZAMBIA

THE POLITICS OF MAIZE
Charles Masonda
AMBIA

is

again in a food
shortage turmoil, the second in
many years and presenting
President Chiluba’s two-year-old
government with yet another precarious

z

once

situation.
When the Movement for

Multi-party
the
end of 1991, the new government’s first
serious test came through the need to source
maize, Zambia’s staple food, following an
unprecedented drought that ravaged the
Democracy (MMD)

came to power at

whole of Southern Africa.
A task

force, led by the then Agriculture

Minister, Guy Scott, overcame the hurdle

by ordering the importation of enough maize
on

time to avert starvation.

President Chiluba

proud to declare,
operation, that not a
single Zambian had died of starvation.
But with memories of the tough challenge
still fresh, Chiluba’s government is again
faced with the task of averting another
shortage of the staple food.
Some parts of the country, including the
politically volatile Copperbelt Province, is
faced with a serious shortage that has forced
prices of the product to go up by about 20
was

after the successful

The sudden

shortage of maize has
apparently caught the government on a
wrong footing particularly because the 1,62
million tonnes of maize harvested

be made in

K5 000

payments through promisory notes, even

as

the

price for each bag.

within weeks of its start when government
ran

out

of cash to fund the

buying agents

after farmers refused the offer of K5 000.

were

Finance Minister, Ronald Penza, noted
that government had to stick to a cash budget

Although the marketing of maize has
buyers who
supply millers at liberty to peg their own
prices, government feels the price of up to
11 000 Kwacha (US$ 16,60) for a 90-kg bag
of maize was unreasonably too high.
At the start of the marketing season,
government appointed selected buying

Sapem February. 1994

agents to purchase the crop, provided K15
billion for the exercise and recommended

country’s

needs.

been liberalised, with wholesale

prices of mealie meal in the past caused riots

The exercise, however, went off track

percent.

sufficient to cater for the whole

Increases in

and with funds swallowed up

by paying
salary increments for civil servants and
meeting unbudgeted for foreign expenditure,
the maize marketing programme came under
serious threat.
Government then authorised the

buying

agents to buy the maize from farmers at

February, 1994.

After much resistance to receive their

with

interest rate of 40 percent,

farmers
eventually gave in.
Then prices suddenly started shooting up
with some buying the crop at K9 000 and in
turn, selling it to millers at K11 000.
an

The

millers,

with

considerable

justification, argued that they had no option
but to increase the prices of mealie meal.
Deputy Finance Minister, Paul Tembo,
said the buying agents had no reason to
adjust prices because government had taken
care

of all the

The

costs.

agents

were

summoned

by

whatever

government to explain the maize price hike

with the

after which it

negotiated price but stressed that
coffers dry, payments would only

was

agreed that the prices be
19
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reduced to K6 500.
Then the millers refused to reduce the

price of the mealie meal contending that
there

other

were

determined the

operational costs that

price of the product.

Now government
most of whom

ZIMBABWEAN RHINO

has to face the millers,

THREATENED WITH

operate outside government ’ s

EXTINCTION

influence, to urge or even force them to
lower the

But in

prices.
so

doing, the government, which
Ray Choto

strongly advocates liberalisation of the
economy

market

in which prices are determined by

forces, is getting entangled in direct

control of
In

prices.

television interview, Tembo was

a

candid about the issue,
in the game

stating that if players

maintained their “exploitative”

tendencies, government could be compelled
reintroduce

to

But

why this apparent desperation

common

from Zimbabwe’s herd of 1 630. In the

period, about 170 poachers were killed, 91
captured and more than 440 of them escaped.
During encounters with poachers, national
parks anti-poaching personnel confiscated
over 160
weapons and about 10 000 rounds

is

rhino, there
growing fear in Zimbabwe that

the animal could be extinct bv the year
2000.
Since the country’s independence

in 1980,
poachers have killed more than 1 140 rhinos

same

of ammunition.

price controls.

mealie meal alone when
commodities

A

S POACHERS continue to kill
and dehorn the black

also

are

on

prices of other

sky-rocketing? It is

knowledge in Zambia that food,

especially mealie meal, and politics

are

inseparable.
Analysts note that a politician in Zambia
would

ignore a mealie meal crisis at his own

peril.
It is noted that in

1990, Zambia, then

under the

presidency of Kenneth Kaunda,

faced its

worst

post-independence crisis

when Zambians took to the
over

mealie meal

streets to

riot

price hikes.

The riots left 15

people dead, most of

them shot, and 17 months later, Kaunda and
his United National

(UNIP)

were

Independence Party

voted out of office.

Obviously, the Chiluba government must
have learnt enough lessons from this incident
which culminated in

a

short-lived coup

d’etat.
Chiluba knows he has

to

tackle the

problem before it gets out of hand, but it
remains to be

his

own

seen

how he will

compromise

government’s policy of economic

liberalisation which is also being demanded

by donor countries and agencies.□
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Workers in Zimbabwe

measure a

rhino

before removing its horn
Sapem February, 1994
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Wildlife experts

in the Department of

National Parks and Wildlife Management

(DNPWM) believe Zimbabwe is now left
with fewer than 260 rhinos with about 160

being kept in the department’s

of them

game reserves.
To save the rhino from extinction, the
DNPWM
wide

recently embarked on a countrydehorning of the animals in a radical

attempt to discourage poachers from

killing

them.

The rhino horns

are

Zimbabwe and Zambia,

illegally sold in
as

well

as

in Asia

and the Far East.
On
ten

April 20,1993,Zimbabwe translocated

dehorned rhinos to Houston, Texas, in

of

the United States of America, as part

Zimbabwe’s Black Rhino Conservation

Strategy.
A spokesman for the department said
endangered species were transferred to the
United States to undergo a captive breeding
programme being funded by
International Black Rhino Foundation.

the

“The animal will remain the property

of

Zimbabwe and will not be available for

A veterinarian in Zimbabwe removes a

viewing by the public.” explained the
spokesman.
Eight more rhinos (one bull and seven
cows) were also air-freighted to Australia in
1993. The only bull among the herd
translocated to Australia died on the day it

translocation

arrived in Australia. A

cow

also died

a

few

weeks later.
The Zimbabwe government

agreement with

has

an

the governments of the

United States and Australia to

repatriate the
rhinos once the poaching crisis is over.
Once the bull has been replaced, it is
expected that the herd in Australia would
grow from six to 40 after 10 years of intensive
captive breeding.
Nicholas Duncan of Save African

Endangered Wildlife Foundation, Australia,
blames the Zimbabwe government for not
supporting fully the endangered species. He
argues that more money should be
channelled towards programmes to save the

failing to convince

treasury that more money
contain the poaching crisis.
Parks and Wildlife

is needed to
The National

Management got a

meagre

Z$36,67 million (about US$4,2

million)

as

its annual vote for the 1993/94

financial year.
Prom the 1993 budget,

only Z$6,25
parks

million will be used for national

research, conservation and
control measures. Only Z$4() 000 will be
spent on investigations while development

game scouts will be employed and more
efficient anti-poaching equipment will be

bought. As

use

Z$7()0 (K)0.

quickly and do so with unbureaucratic speed
to avert the disaster of the permanent loss of
the rhino to poachers as this would rob the
countiy of one of its major tourist magnets,”
warns

least
save
an

ministry maintain that at
ZSlOO million is needed urgently to

the current herd from extinction,

while

additional Z$50 million is also needed to

sustain

the

local

captive breeding

of the economic reform
programmes, the department has lost 250
scouts. Some experts in the Ministry of
part

Environment and Tourism blame Minister
Sapem February. 1994

Environment 2000 Foundation, which

campaigns for the survival of the rhino,
believes if government increases the
National Parks and Wildlife budget, more

Environment 2000 Eoundation.

Meanwhile, the rhinos are being dehorned
and crated before

being taken to safer areas
avoid poachers from

within the country to

killing them.
bureaucratic

bungling on the rhino
the poaching of the
endangered species will continue, and
Zimbabwe’s future generations will have
to fly to other countries to see a species that
But

Sources in the

result, the poaching crisis
easily.

“The Zimbabwe government must act

management

of Parks and Wildlife Estate will

a

could be checked

as

issue goes on,

was once

native to their

own

country.

The tourist

programme.

rhino.
As

Herbert Murerwa for

rhino horn prior to the animal’s

National

industry, especially the
Parks, earns about Z$600 million

year in foreign currency. But one wonders
how such forex-generating industry cannot
a

solve its national

problems.G
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AN EXAMINATION OF
WHO’S BUDGET
Tendayi Nyakunu

O

NE way

of categorising WHO’s
budget is by geographical level
which

at

its

programmes

operate. In this regard, WHO distinguishes among country, intercountry,
regional and global and inter-regional

categories of spending.
As we move up from country expenditures
to global expenditures, one is moving away
from the field where people are being treated
toward the higher reaches of international
bureaucracy where people are talking about
and reporting on matters that might bear
some

loose association with activities in the

field.
Table 1 shows WHO’s

proposed 1994-95
budget, divided among these fourcategories.
Over the coming biennium, US$304,2
million is allocated for country activities.
Not all of this money goes for the delivery
of services, of course, for even country
activities require an administrative

apparatus. But moving up the hierarchy of
levels is to dive

deeply into the
depths of bureaucracy. Intercountry and
regional activities are in total allocated nearly
even more

US$250 million for 1994-95. Global and

inter-regional activities

are

budgeted at

US$320,4 million. The table also shows
that there is

a

lot of bureaucracy

relative to

This is the third in

the poorest, therefore, unhealthiest nations of the world. As we discuss the activities of the
organisation further, we admit that although WHO has made some breakthroughs in other
areas, it is still not using its resources as effectively as it could in promoting health throughout
the world as we analyse its budget.
on

Table 2; WHO

Source of Funds

Category

Level of

Regular Who Budget by
1994-95 Biennium

Bureaucracy

Global and

Inter-regional

Amount

(US$)

320 403 000
112 055 700

Regional
Inter-country
Country

304 272 900

Total WHO

872 496 000

Source: WHO
1994-1995
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135 764 400

Regular Budget

Regular

Proposed Programme Budget,

(US$)
Extra-Budget

Direction, Coordination and Management

105 622 700

26 091 700

Health

276 894 000

137 327 800

Health Promotion and Care

150 398 600

214 755 700

Disease Prevention and Control

107 811 100

520 885 900

Programme Support

231 769 699

68 385 900

Totals

872 496 000

967 447 000

System Infrastructures

Source: WHO,

Proposed Programme Budget, 1994-95.

An examination of

some

of the details of

WHO’s proposed budget for 1994-95

shows
a similar
pattern. For stationary and office
supplies, WHO has budgeted US$5,6 million
for 1994-95. This is truly a component of the
cost of paperwork. Only nine nations
(Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Nepal,
are

Bureaucratic Level,

Spending by Appropriation Category, 1994-1995 Biennium

TTiailand, Pakistan, Sudan and Vietnam)

actual in-field activities.
Table 1:

series of articles

analysing the role of the World Health Organisation. We
spends more money and time pleasing its sponsors;
mainly governments of the so-called First World, than expending its energies and resources
a

have already seen that the organisation

scheduled to have

more

WHO country programmes

money spent on

than WHO will

stationery. Hospitality is slated to
comprise only US$455 000 of WHO
spending for 1994-95. Yet even in this case
there are 55 nations where WHO spends
less than it spends on parties and receptions.
Table 2 shows that WHO plans to spend
12 percent of its regular 1994-95 budget,
on

US$105,6 million,
“Direction,

on what it calls
Co-ordination,
and

Management”. This is

pure

bureaucracy.

So, too, is the bulk of the US$276,9 million

it

plans to spend

“Health System
largest item in this
category is what WHO calls “managerial
process for national health development”.
“Managerial process” does not entail people
in the field providing innoculations against
diseases, but refers to high-salaried
bureaucrats talking to one another.
on

Infrastructure”. The

WHO does have

expenditure
categories that would seek to involve quite
a bit of service delivery. Health Promotion
and Care is budgeted at US$150,4 million
two

for 1994-95, and Disease Prevention and
Control is

budgeted at US$107,8 million.
have their strange
features. The programmes on health
promotion and care have a bit of something
for everyone. Oral health is slated to receive
US$4,2 million of expenditure, workers
health, US$4,3 million, psychosocial health,
US$4 million, alcohol and drug abuse, US$3
But even these categories
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million and US$4,1

Table 3: WHO

million for the

prevention and treatment of mental and
neurological disorders.

Country Spending, Selected Nations 1994-1995

(US$)

Per

WHO

income

Capita
Spending

Nation

Appropriation

Bangladesh

10 695 200

180

0,09

3615 900

120

0,07

2 487 500

1 540

3,22

591 300

16 380

0,28

Mozambique

2 191 400

320

0,15

Saudi Arabia

1 483 500

5 360

0,09

1 385 000

3 150

1,09

457 400

18 430

0,20

Professors Robert Tollison and Richard

Wagner do not dispute the absolute
desirability of such measures. But in a world
where scarcity reigns and we must make
sacrifices, these spending patterns .should
surely rai.se some serious questions about
what WHO is doing.
External costs or problems of public goods
are not

involved in these spending categories.

under WHO’s programmes for
Disease Prevention and Control, only

In contrast,

Ethiopia
Fiji
Kuwait

Trinidad and

United Arab Emirabes
Source: WHO,

Proposed Programme Budget 1994-1995.

Table 4: Per Capita WHO

US$3,7 million is allocated for diarrhoeal
diseases and US$2,5 million for acute

respiratory infections. Indeed, immunisation
receives only a US$ 13,6 million allotment.
Even though external costs and public
goods may be hard to find in these categories
as well, they do at least address the classic

Tobago

Per

Expenditures, Selected Countries 1990-1991

Capita

GNP
Latin American and Caribbean Countries
3 198

infant Mortaiity
Rate

WHO Expenditures
Per Capita

27

.07

Argentina

3 087

39

.04

Venezuela
Brazil

2 473

69

.01

provision of charity to the seriously needy

Mexico

2 076

33

.002

far

Peru

1 846

67

.05

Chile

1 609

18

.06

Columbia

1 168

38

.05

475

107

.12

more

mentioned

fully than the programmes
above. WHO budgets less than

of its budget for
malaria control programmes in Africa. Even
one

tenth of

one

percent

less is spent on programmes
and vaccine

to ensure drug

safety and efficacy in Africa. In

all the countries of South-East Asia, WHO’s

budget to confront the leading killer of
children, acute respiratory infections, is less
than

penny a child.
Table 3 shows WHO’s allocation of
one

spending for 1994-95 for eight
nations. Ethiopia and Bangladesh are two of
the poorest nations of the world. Their
appropriations from WHO are respectively
seven and nine cents per capita. Mozambique
is another exceedingly poor nation, though
with a per capita income about double that
of Ethiopia and Bangladesh. Per capita
spending by WHO in Mozambique is also
roughly double that of Bangladesh and
Ethiopia. Fiji, with a per capita income
about ten times as great as Bangladesh and
Ethiopia, receives US$3,22 per person from

Haiti

Upper and Upper-Middle Income (non-industrialised

Countries)

UAE

15 830

26

.21

Kuwait

14610

19

.14

Saudi Arabia

6200

71

.20

Singapore
Hong Kong

7 940

9

.23

8 070

8

.03

Israel

6 800

12

.05

19 840

10

.001

United States

{US$)

country

WHO. Saudi Arabia receives the

same

per

capita allocation from WHO as Bangladesh,
even though its per capita income is 30
times as great. Kuwait and the United Arab

Sources: Data on per

capita GNP (gross national product) are in 1987 dollars. See: World

reaching one
given year. See: United Nations, Mortality of Children Under Age 5: Projections, 1950-2025
(New York: 1989). Data on WHO Budget in U.S. dollars. See: WHO Programme Budget

the number of infants who die before

1990-91 .U

Nor is this

a

new

form of

resource

It has persisted over the
history of the organisation. For
example, Latin American countries face
major public health threats from diseases
practically unknown in modern

WHO spending per person in

recent

was

industrialised countries, like cholera,

rich Persiati Gulf nations.

malaria, and

even

leprosy. But

Table 4
allocated

as

Emirates are two of the richest nations of the

world, with per capita incomes competitive
with the West, and yet they receive WHO

about 1 penny percapitainBrazil,five cents
in Columbia, and only about two-tenths of
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a

penny per person in Mexico.
Even poverty-stricken Haiti, where AIDS

is epidemic, received just

12 cents per capita

level of
Latin America

from WHO in 1990-91. The average

allocation by WHO.

shows, the 1990-91 WHO budget

spending several times greater on a per
capita basis than WHO spends in
Bangladesh, Ethiopia, or Mozambique.

Oxford University Press, 1989),
rate are for 1985 and represent
year of age per 1 000 live births in a

Bank, World Development Report 1989 (Washington, D.C.
Table 1, p.l64 and Box A.l, p.230. Data on infant mortality

similar to WHO allocations to developed

countries like Hong

Kong (three cents per
capita) and Israel (five cents per capita) and
quite a bit lower than WHO spending in oilAn examination of WHO

budgeting

makes it pretty

obvious that WHO is not an
organisation that is seeking to apply its
resources

care

to areas and activities where health

needs

are

the greatest.

What, then, is it

that WHO does? What, or whose needs, or

interests, does it accommodate?
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WHO

neglects the basics. It is not a cost-

effective promoter of health throughout the
world. It is easy to suggest re-allocations of
WHO

spending that would promote health
more fully than is now the case. A shift of
resources away from seat belt and antismoking campaigns into innoculations in
Third World nations would be

such

one

simple shift. If WHO neglects the basics,
what does it do? Informed by rich literature
on political economy and public choice, we
believe that WHO promotes its own wellbeing.

meetings, cost US$25 million. And look at
some of the venues and
topics Health-forAll Leadership Development (Geneva), an
International
Communities

Conference

on

Safe

(Stockholm), a Workshop on

Nursing Infomiatics (Washington D.C.), a
Congress on Adolescent Health (Montreux),
an

International Conference

(Florence),

a

Conference

on

on

AIDS

Clean Air at

Work (Luxembourg),

and a Study Group on
Aging and Working Capacity (Helsinki)

The co.st of the World Health
alone for 1994-95 is

As.sembly

US$6,3 million, and the

One notable characteristic of WHO is the

Executive Board adds another US$4,5

diversification of its programmes. There is
much evidence that this diversification is

million. When delegates from member states

primarily of interest to the main sponsoring
nations, and not to the organisation’s poorest
members. Every budget cycle brings a form

costs

of market test for WHO. On these occasions,
nations

can

state

assistance and

their intent

to

draw

expertise from WHO and

from each of its programmes. Three-quarters
of requests from

Africa focus on only five of

WHO’s 50 programmes.
Nine WHO programmes were of interest
to no African recipient, and another six
programmes were of interest to only two
African nations. The poorest nations in WHO
are

interested in basic

public health

assistance, and not in the more exotic forays
of WHO into the

public health issues of the

modem industrialised West.

WHO’s activities will also

depend on the

interests of the officials who

run

WHO.

gather in Geneva for budget meetings, it
US$2,5 million. Compare these
magnitudes
with
the
following
appropriations: diarrhoeal diseases
(US$3,17 million), acute respiratory
infections
(US$2,5 million), and
tuberculosis (US$4,8 million).
More than one third of WHO personnel
are based in Geneva, a
high-cost, amenityrich locale. Table 5 shows that the bulk of

(for Europe), Alexandria (for Eastern
Mediterranean) Brazzaville (for Africa).
New Delhi (for South East Asia and Manila
(for Western Pacific). In any event, less
a third of WHO personnel are actually
in the field, where the health work is done.

than

What do these salaries

buy? WHO has
multitude of programmes
unrelated to the needs of the desperately
poor nations it serves. For example, WHO
allocated US$2,7 million for “increasing
awareness ofthe health implicationsof.social
and behavioural aspects of social action and
change". In South-East Asia, it was devoting
resources to develop lists of drugs needed
generated

the

same

a

time that WHO's total malaria

funding was reduced by a third. WHO funded
review of “legislation from selected
countries that require modification in order
to enhance their positive effects on mental
health", instead of using those moneys to
control new types of malaria transmission
a

in Africa.

The list goes on. WHO funded a “global
oral ban" that can calculate the population-

WHO personnel stationed in Geneva occupy
the classification levels P4 and P5, where

or

annual compensation

is nearly US$150 000.

countries of the world since 1980, at the

Moreover, the cost of support staff in Geneva

time that the organisation decreased
funding fortuberculosis programmes. While
WHO was reducing funds for immunisation
in South-East Asia, it was devoting resources
to develop lists of drugs needed in “isolated
circumpolar areas" — that is, drug lists for

US$83 600 for categories G1 to
G4, US$108 300 for categories G5 to G6,
and US$128 650 for category G7.
averages

Another one-third of WHO staff inhabit

six

regional offices in upscale cities like
Washington (for Americas). Copenhagen

weighted mean number of decayed, missing
filled teeth at 12 years of age” for all the
same

the North and South Poles.

After all, WHO’s sponsoring nations receive
most

Table 5:

of their Information from WHO

Employment and Salaries, 1994-1995 Biennium (US$)

bureaucrats. Most of them would be keen to

justify

an

organisational structure that

stations them in Geneva at US$150 000

alternative structure that for each
position eliminated in Geneva would create
two or three positions in Haiti, Tonga, Papua
New Guinea, or other Third World nations
are

P1-P3

Compensation at Geneva Headquarters
Base Salary
78 100
Other Costs
Total

Compensation

of WHO’s

Internationally Recruited Positions

Regular Budget'
Extra-budgetary Sources^

regular budget is allocated to a
bureaucracy that is out of step with
the evolving health problems of the
developing world. Moreover, much of the
of WHO’s funds

are

devoted

to

specialised activities that often have little to
saving the lives of the poorest of the

do with

poor.
WHO
24

P6-D2

103 150

122 700

37 850

46 050

52 000

115 950

149 200

174 700

175

556

153

139

314

19

great. The majority

bloated

rest

P4-P5

a

year, to an

where health needs

Professional Level
Item

meetings, not

programmes

but

'Only 886 of WHO's 897 internationally recruited positions are listed here. The remaining 13
positions are not graded in WHO's budget, (WHO also has 1 928 positions on its regular
budget that are locally recruited.)
^Oniy 472 of WHO's 474 internationally recruited positions financed from extra-budgetary
sources are listed here. The other two positions are not graded in WHO's budget. )WHO
also has 843 positions funded from extra-budgetary sources that are locally recruited.)
Sources: WHO, Proposed Programme Budget. 1994-1995.
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Table 6: WHO

Whatever the rationale behind such

they certainly are not offered
popular request. WHO’s own
budget betrays a pattern of member states’
lack of interest in the programmes being
offered. A programme devoted to “Health
Risks of Potentially Toxic Chemicals’’ is
typical. In Africa, member states requested
the assistance of this programme. Only in

Country Spending by Region, 1994-1995

programmes,

in response to

South-East Asia

was

there any interest

staff

positions for the programme and the
programme budget of US$2,2 million
received a 31 percent increase.
While people in developing nations die
daily from preventable, infectious diseases,
WHO’s spending is locked into Western
concerns. This puts precious resources into
global campaign areas such as seat-belt
safety, anti-alcohol abuse and anti-smoking.
instance, WHO’s

use

of

resources to

support anti-smoking campaigns in Norway
and Sweden has

captured international

attention.
The gulf between the developed and
developing world is little helped by the

of resource management and
allocation. Nations that contribute money

pattern

by allocating it for
specific projects. Effectively, this enables

to

WHO control its

use

wealthier Western donor nations to shift
WHO

emphases towards health problems

of most

concern

to them.

In the United

States, for instance, road accidents are a

of death. It is in the nation’s
interest, therefore, as a major WHO donor,
to provide funding for international .seatbelt safety campaigns. The donor nation
effectively determines how its donation will
be spent by WHO.
Unfortunately, once the WHO donation
is eamiarked for seat-belt safety, the money
must be spent on that programme worldwide,
even if a nation with a less well developed
health care system would rank its own needs
differently. This policy can result in bizarre
anomalies. For instance, Mozambique has
only a relative handful of private cars. The
average citizen of Mozambique rides
donkeys. Yet WHO has financed an
advertising campaign centred around
leading

cause

numbers of posters

promoting seat-belt

safety in Mozambique.
Sapem February. 1994

Source of Funds

Extra-budget

Regular

Region
Africa

86 336 400

34 524 000

The Americas

39 710 000

76 250 600

South East Asia

74 836 700

11 343 900

3 453 100

1 336 000

Eastern Mediterranean

56 584 100

11 236 900

Western Pacific

43 352 600

10 404 100

304 272 900

145 095 500

Europe

in

the programme — on the part of a single
member state. Yet WHO created two new

For

(US$)

Total Country

Spending

Source: WHO,

The

Profxised Programme Budget, 1994-1995.

growing list of WHO programmes

aimed at

concerns

developing

a

While

some

WHO programmes

seem superfluous, basic health needs in
developing nations are failing to be

addressed. With modern vaccines

now

killer diseases,
priority in spending is often the only obstacle
to saving lives.
available to prevent many

Table 6 shows the allocation of WHO’s

country

Amount

Region

list of essential

drugs that should be on civilian aircraft in
flight, a list of rich nations or airlines could
easily do themselves.
International anti-smoking programmes
are also out of step with the needs of the
developing world. An effective antismoking campaign might allow people with
a life expectancy of 70 years to live a couple
of years longer. But in a nation where most
children go without basic vaccination and
where infant mortality is over 100 for every
1 000 live births, an anti-smoking
programme is a cruel waste of precious
resources.

Regional Spending by region,

1994-1995 Biennium

of rich donor nations

rather than the needs of poor recipient nations
also includes

Table 7; WHO

spending by region. WHO’s

spending in Europe is a modest US$3,5
million, none of it earmarked for the OECD
nations. Some might argue that health
conditions in Eastern European nations are
much higher than in many areas of the
world, and that health needs would be even

74 871 600

Africa
The Americas

40 360 000

South East Asia

22 498 300

Europe

51 833 900

Eastern Mediterranean

29 211 900

Western Pacific

29 044 400

Total

Regional Spending

Source:

247 820 100

WHO, Proposed Programme Budget,

1994-1995.

which it eliminated from its 1994-95 budget.

US$2,2 million of country spending

Where
was

available for the other 28

European

nations in 1992-93

(WHO’s total European

country spending

being US$2 698 300 for

1992-93), the entire European country
budget of US$3 453 100 was available for
those 28 nations in 1994-95.

This

budgetary shift within Europe
might seem to
show some redeployment of WHO resources
toward the relatively less wealthy Europrean
between 1992-93 and 1994-95

nations,

even

if those nations

are

much

wealthier than most of the nations of the
world.

However, this appearance is highly
as can be seen by comparing
Table 6 with Table 7, which shows

deceptive,

transferring resources from

intercountry and regional spending. WHO

Europe to other areas. Nonetheless, country
spending in Europe is small.
Moreover, WHO shifted spending away
from the wealthiest European nations, as

does not deliver many country-specific
services to European nations, and delivers

compared with its 1992-93 budget. For 199293, WHO had country spending of US$450
000 in 20of the wealthiest European nations
ranging from Austria to the United Kingdom,

moving up the intercountry and regional
levels, vastly more funds are earmarked for
spending in Europe. Thus, although the
European nations receive a small proportion

better served by

most

of its

country-specific services to

nations in Africa and South East Asia. But
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of total

and their allotment is

tiny

goods provision. People choosing how many

Day, and in

per capita basis, the region’s total
allocation amounts to US$55 million of

eggs to eat impose no costs on other people;
indeed, the evidence allows no conclusion

US$ 1,88 million that does nothing to control

WHO’s

to

on

resources

a

Moreover, this
total allocation to Europe is US$9 million
higher than it was for 1992-93.
One might question not only the critical
scarce

resources.

need but also the relative ability of Europeans
to finance their own health care programmes.

On average,

European

governments

spend

US$642 perperson on health care, compared

US$9 per capita in the low-income
countries. To be sure, some of the poorer
to about

European nations have serious need of
improved health care, even though those
nations
rest

are

much wealthier than

most

of the

of the world.

Notheless, it is worth noting that while
WHO is

be reached

even

about the direction of

any possible effect of eggs on health.

WHO’s

involvement in diet is clearly a reflection of
the dominant interests of the first-world
donor governments.
It is similar with WHO’s campaign against

regular 1994-95 budget. This is
almost all pure bureaucracy. Slightly more
than half of this spending, US$959 400, is at
the global and inter-regional level.
Intercountry spending is US$696 600, of
which US$514 100 is allotted to Europe.
WHO proposes to spend more on its

external costs, and

WHO’s
Europe.
WHO has recently issued a 200-page
report that prescribes a correct diet for the

entire world. This diet is the standard stuff

pushed by various health interest groups in
the United States and Europe: replacing
meats and dairy products with grains and
vegetables. There is no evidence to support
such dietary claims. Diet has nothing to do
with external costs or failures of public

spends

supply public goods. What
doing is acting as an agent of
partisan politics in pressing the interests of
costs or

its First World donor nations, all of which
are

heavily involved in trying to control and

restrict the lifestyle choices of their citizens.^

SADC and South Africa

WHO’s

environmental tobacco smoke do not involve

pushing the paper of bureaucracy,
officials will seek the amenities of

ways,

WHO is

programme on Tobacco
Health is allocated US$1 884 300 out of

innoculated live. But when it

to

other

smoking. WHO’s
or

spending US$55 million in highly
developed Europie, it will be spending only
US$36,6 million for tropical disease control.
To the extent that WHO will actually be
engaged in delivering innoculations, it will
have to do so where the people who are to be
comes

external

many

Tobacco

or

Health programme than it

proposes to spend in
nations. Yet smoking

22 of its 46 African
is purely a matter of
personal choice. Issues of external cost are
not involved. Even issues
surrounding
rather,

are matters

of

property rights. In a world of private property
and free
to

association, people are not forced
inhale other people’s smoke. Rather, they

choose

expose themselves to that smoke
because of other advantages they secure
to

Currencies Exchange Rates
Per US Doiiar Unit

end of

as

January 1994
Country

Currency

Botswana

Pula

2.5893

Lesotho

Maluti

3.4130

Malawi

Kwacha

4.5059

Mozambique Metical

5310.2028

Namibia

Dollar

3.4092

South Africa

Rand

3.4092

Swaziland

Lilangeni

3.3796

Tanzania

Shilling

480.9185

Zambia

Kwacha

655.0190

Zimbabwe

Dollar

8.6397

from the

particular relationship at issue.
WHO nonetheless is engaged in such
activities as agricultural diversification and
crop substitution, as a by-product of efforts
to get farmers to shift out of
growing tobacco.
It co-ordinates

a

worldwide No Tobacco

AGRARIAN STUDIES
YALE UNIVERSITY
An

experimental, interdisciplinary Programme in Agrarian Studies will be offering four to six Visiting
Fellowships tenurable from September 1995-96. The Programme is designed to maximise the
intellectual links between Western and non-Western studies, contemporary work and historical work, the
social sciences and the humanities in the context of research on rural life and society.
Fellowships range from
US$15 000 to US$30 000 per academic year. Fellows must have finished the dissertation and have a full-time
paid position to which they can return. They are expected to reside in New Haven, pursue their own research,
and participate in a colloquium series on the broad theme: “Hinterlands, Frontiers, Cities, and States:
Transactions and Identities". The deadline for receipt of the first stage of applications for 1995-96 is January 3,
1995. For more complete information, contact: James C. Scott, Programme in Agrarian Studies, Box 208300, New
Haven, Connecticut 06520-8300. Fax (203) 432-3296.
Research
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF ZAMBIA
A. MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
Year

GDP at current price, ZKm
GDP at constant (1985) prices,

ZKm

Real GDP growth, %
Consumer Price Inflation, %

Population, million
Expectancy, years at birth

1993

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

19 861

30 823

55 082

113 204

217 625

349 740

9 863

10 055

10151

10 227

10 027

9749

2.7

2.0

-1.0

-0.5

-1.8

-5.0

43.0

55.6

100.0

105.3

118.4

191.2

202.2*

7.4

7.6

7.8

8.1

8.4

8.7

9.0

50.7

49.7

48.7

Life

B. EXTERNAL TRADE AND PAYMENTS

Year

Exports (fob), US$m
Imports (cif), USSrn
Current Account Balance

1987

1986

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

847.0

1 184.0

924.0

1 096.3

1 125.0

1 134.9

607.0“
288.9*

702.0

828.0

839.0

847.7

811.6

637.8

-141.0

-215.0

-183.0

-306.0

-308.0

-200.0
156.3
355.4

499.7*

6.95

6.93*

1993

8.9

8.2

12.9

42.8

51.2

108.8

134.0

116.7

193.1

184.6

360.1

484.4

586.9

545.6

770.3

6.46

6.50

6.90

6.60

7.19

24.0

14.2

12.4

12.3

43.0

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Total Debt stocks

6 626

6840

6 709

7 237

7 271

7 041

Long-term debt

4 465

4 436

4 231

4 848

4 979

4 823

Short-temn debt

1 169

1 464

1 578

1 440

1 374

1 371

154

244

212

165

354

286

96

112

130

126

292

193

debt

-19

286

-32

-100

116

76

payments

74

78

76

77

307

165

-94

207

-108

-176

-190

-89

171

190

206

202

599

358

459

930

556

630

101

64

96

130

194

663

426

450

Exchange rate: ZKAJSS
Foreign Reserves excluding gold, USSm
Net Total Financial Rows, US$m
Total External Debt, US$b; end period
External Debt Service Ratio, % of exports
C. EXTERNAL DEBT

POSITION, US$m

Year
1.

Summary of Debt

Total Debt Rows
Disbursements

Principal repayments
Net flows
Interest

on

Net transfers

on

debt

Total debt service

Aggregate Net Resource Rows and Net Transfers (Long-term)
468
349
long-term debt (ex. IMF)
132
61
Foreign direct investment (net)
242
213
Grants (excluding technical coop.)

2.

Net flows of

Net transfers
Interest

on

long-term debt

Profit remittances
3.

on

FDI

184

284

345

744

290

495

73

78

76

72

238

94

92

106

38

115

28

40

2 029

3 254

3 875

3 265

3 250

1 822

902

1 251

1 427

1 342

1 165

1 221

1 138

1 580

1 688

1 701

1 612

Major Economic Aggregates

Gross National Product

Exports of goods & services
Imports of goods & services

111

139

123

201

192

-248

-295

-183

-106

1

Total amount rescheduled

0

22

0

875

260

Debt stock rescheduled

0

0

0

38

36

0

Principal rescheduled

0

22

0

498

131

124

Interest rescheduled

0

0

0

333

64

121

Debt forgiven
Debt stock reduction

0

0

188

114

76

170

0

0

0

26

0

0

International

reserves

Current account balance
4. Debt

Restructuring

D. ORIGINS OF GDP, 1991

Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Commerce
Government and Other Services

%of Total
15.7
7.3
36.3
3.1
10.0
15.8

Sourc es.
The Bank of
Zambia — Main

Economic
Indicators;
EDI — Country

Report,

263

NOTES:
'Estimate averages up to

“Estimate totals up to
—

September, 1993

September, 1993

Data not available

World Bank —
Debt Tables. 1993i
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PERSPECTIVES

_

1994: WE ARE MARCHING TO

PRETORIA!
IBBO MANDAZA

F

OR a sub-region so generally given

Rightist centralism. So, Malawians and

imbalances, and vice

to strife and

Mozambicans will this year return to that
democratic process that gave birth to their

conflict, regionalism and all the ills that

conflict, 1994 appears

to offer Southern Africa some of

the good prospects that should accompany
a

New Year. We might

nation states in 1964 and 1975

despair about the

respectively.

But related to the electoral process itself

Angolan situation which, if the current
stalemate in the Peace Talks between the

is the Constitution, the

Angolan government and UNIT A is

indication, remains far from resolution.

democratic process and the nation-building
exercise. Of course, the Constitution alone

But consider for

cannot

a

any

moment the otherwise

complex issues of Malawi and
Mozambique, and the apparently
insurmountable question of South Africa.
Of course, things might still turn out to be
awry in any or all of these three countries,
but the political horoscope appears not
so bleak, hinging quite
concretely on three
factors which invariably are also the preconditions for peace, nation-building and
economic development in any society.

F irst, the political: i.e. Constitutionalism
and the electoral process.

guide to both the

manufacture democracy and nation;
but those countries who have paid only lip
service

to

the central

knell

of White

domination. But in the

case

abused and thereby rendered farcical through
ONE PARTY,

ONE LEADER

state

regimes. So even if Frelimo’s intentions in
Mozambique were so inherently honourable
as
compared to those of Kamuzu Banda in
Malawi, the political consequences for the
majority of the populations of both countries
were just as dismal and catastrophic.
“Leftist” anarchy is no different from
28

of my

might

visits to

Mozambique in mid-1986, a colleague
wont to
causes

convince

me

that

one

was
of the central

of the conflict in that country was the

fact that Samora Machel’s Cabinet and

largely Southern in
composition and thrust. According to my
source, there were only two persons who
government was

the ethnic issue into

South

we want to

African

believe that the

and

new

Mozambican

Constitutions do constitute a fresh beginning,
a

truly new era for these countries. But there
a danger, until the decision
by the

were

not

Southerners in

20. Even if that

was an

a

Cabinet of about

exaggeration, it is

major election
campaign slogan, alleging that FRELIMO
has always been synonymous with Southern
hegemony, the Shangaan Dynasty.
a

was

Malawian National Consultative Council

(NCC) on January 14, 1994, to discuss a
new Constitution, that Malawi would have

into the elections under the
“Dictatorship” Constitution of the Malawi
Congress Party. It is so easy to assert that a
new government would “improve” the
gone

to create

new

dictators.

For the Constitution is also the political

of Malawi and

democratic process can so easily be violated,

one

leader, Afonso Dhlakama, has converted

minority

Mozambique, we are reminded that even
this important basis and expression of the

assist here. On

Therefore,

old Constitutions

death

of nation states in Africa and elsewhere in
the world. Some brief illustrations

national consensus on the Constitution itself.

Constitution; but it has not been unusual for

the

have invariably threatened the very existence

interesting that, notwithstanding his own
culpability in this regard, the RENAMO

for African nationalism

the continent,

causing ethnic

requirements of
Constitutions have reaped conflict and strife.
So, the process of negotiating a Constitution
is in itself a building exercise, reconciling
contending forces and factors, establishing
fundamental principles, and drawing

The real prosjjects
of elections this year in South Africa (April
27), Malawi (May 17) and Mozambique
(October) constitute more than just a
calendar event. For 96 percent of the South
African people, it will be the first time that
they will exercise their democratic right
through the ballot box: ONE PERSON,
ONE VOTE has been more than a symbol
on

versa,

framework

through which to redress past
(political and ethnic) imbalances, ensuring
equitable participation of all in the nationbuilding process; the essential and
fundamental agreement that we all belong
to one

country, one nation. Therefore, even

the second

nation-state
can

a

a

democratic

i.e. economic democracy

—

either be built into the Constitution

or

buttressed
in

ingredient for
—

by the latter’s broad provisions
this regard. But economic imbalances in
nation will often reflect political

Similar

questions characterise the
political (and economic)
dispensation. Kamuzu Banda’s obsession
with developing the Central Region of
Malawi
presumably on the grounds that
colonial political economy had favoured
the Northern and Southern Regions —
constitutes an important basis for the
opposition in the North (AFORD) and the
current

Malawian

—

South (UDF). On a recent visit to Malawi,
we

were

shown Banda’s home

area

of

Kasungu; the investment therein has created
glaring contrast to the average growth
point in any rural area in Africa. The
opposition will no doubt make much capital
out of this in the forthcoming General
Elections and might even exaggerate that
a

Malawi’s economic imbalances and ills
emanate

his

from the dictator’s obsession with

village and region. But it does
highlight the point that economic inequalities
and imbalances are not always the outcome
of the unequal development of colonial
own
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regimes; neo-colonial regimes have created : January 14 to celebrate the homecoming of i
their own albatrosses, with immense
several former Malawian exiles, including

countries
particularly Malawi’s
such persons as ThandikaMkandawire, Guy neighbours — do nothing that might be
Mhone, Jack Mapanje, Tiyambe Zeleza,
interpreted as support for Banda and his
Malawians, but for all our nation-states in
Reginald Mhango, David Rubadiri and Felix j
despots. The news that some of the
the making. Is it too late to build into our
Mnthali, etc., who have been key factors in
latter have been making hurried visits to
Constitutions (and Codes of Conduct) some j the development of academia and
some of our countries is bad enough; worse
broad provisions that would seek to en.sure
scholarship on the continent. But consider :
allegations that elements of the
equitable political and economic for a moment the fact that Thandika 1
Malawi Young Pioneers are being
development in the nation, thereby also Mkandawire was in exile for thirty-two and accorded refuge in Zimbabwe. (Consulted
outlawing the leader’s tendency towards a half years; he left home in 1962 on a with respect to these allegations, a
personal aggrandisement undrncgälornoniä? scholarship to the USA and found himself spokesperson for the Government of
—

consequences for subsequent generations,
There are lessons to be learnt, not only for

j

This brings

unable to return after the
me

to

the third factor that

should constitute another

important pre-

1964 Cabinet

and exiling

Crisis which led to the expulsion

j

of such leaders

Henry Chipembere,

as

of

Zimbabwe said, “The Government

Zimbabwe has always had normal dealings
with Malawi as a sister country with whom

' Kanyama Chiume, Yatuta Chisiza, Rose
j it has both historic links and diplomatic
Chibambo, etc., a process that gave birth to j relations. It has not and will not interfere in
LEADERSHIP. It is true that the worst
Banda’s dictatorship. So, not even the
the internal affairs of a sister country. With
excesses in the African political context
colonialists and apartheid South Africa have
respect to the Malawi Young Pioneers, the
have usually arisen from the “Great Leader”
been able to attain such a record in the
Government of Zimbabwe has made it clear
of the African Nationalism legacy; yet it is
that such elements will not be accorded
number of years that a citizen has had to stay
equally true that without such leaders there in exile. Well, I am not aware of any other refuge in Zimbabwe.”)
may never have been nation-states in the I African that has had to live in exile for 32
making. To the extent that we can in general years!
disturbing are allegations that
senior elements in the Banda regime are
identify African nation-states in most ofthe ■

condition for the establishment and

development of a democratic nation-state:

.

Equally

But the wind of change in Malawi has to planning to use Mozambican territory, where
some 2 000 Young Pioneers are said to have
notonly the Malawians but all Africans will
^ springboard to seize power in
draw lessons from that leaf in the history of
Malawi and thereby prevent the

continent should be evidence that all has not
been lost in these three decades

of nation-

be witnessed to be believed. Our hope is that

building in Africa. And, of course, there
have been
not

been

there

are

some

as

bad

many

“Great Leaders” who have

:

the others. But clearly,

|

as

new

The Malawians will have to

that country.

lessons to be learnt by those

democratic order from

taking over.

quickly to put into place institutions
I
safeguard democracy, |
hope is this: now that the era of the “Great j
including the need for , thorough-going
gre.les. even,
Leaders” is almost over and the frameworks |
.1
ar ' Will greet 1994. The April 27 Elections in
Commission ofinquirx into the Atrocities 01
of our nation-states at least established, our
'
South Africa and the real hope that this year
the post-independent regime; not as a witch^
^
countries should witness the emergence of
.u
will mark the independence or that great
hunting exercise, but as constituting the
, i
.
•
leaders that are more sedate, even non- j
country. Understandably, it is an event
means whereby the nation will be stronger
....
,
,
,
charismatic (since charisma has often been
7,
whose significance will go beyond the
for having cleansed itself of its own ills.
.
r
.
r
boundaries of that country, signifying an
synonymous with a capacity for demagogy ;
Reconciliation cannot precede such a I
•
.u
i i.
.•
c acand dictatorship), and generally wellimportant stage in the liberation of Africa
cleansing
process!
And
what
should
the
rest
informed and tested in the exercise of
future leaders who are prepared to

move

learn. My

*
»ilhont inention of the

that will henceforth

A.

J.,

„

t

n-

.

,

J

,

.

.

,

,

,,

,

,

,

u

•

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

,,

of Africa do about the current process in

political and public office. (We were
discussing with colleagues the other day
and concluded that

our own

stood

kind — namely

merits

PhDs, Professors and intellectuals generally
should not be trusted with power and

character.)

In conclusion, therefore, I have to state

of the

Great Leader

,

while he

turned his country into a concentration camp,

—

political leadership positions; intellectuals
are the least able to listen to other persons’
views and thereby inherently dictatorial in

confess that we have
by for most of the time, extolling the

Malawi? The first is to

j

I
I

For me,
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accompanies what has no doubt been
processes in the history of
humankind. But the mere realisation that

we are now so close is enough to excite.

It is

reducingthemassofthepeopleintoapoverty

(q
marching to
surpassed the condition in which Pretoria (or whatever the comrades will

colonialism had left them. This was the

rename

“model” that the Western countries flaunted

swear

the epitome of “democracy” and
“development”, until the recent events of
as

1994andbeyondappearsmorehopeful. | 1992-1993 that have brought Malawi to the
1994 could not have begun on a j threshold of a new independence, a new
betterpoliticalnote: wewereinBlantyreon i dawn.

that

justifiedinourfearatsomeoftheuntidiness

it)!” I do not know about

you,

but I

that I shall not miss the occasion in

April 1994 when Nelson Mandela will take
the oath as the first President of a free and
independent South Africa. Seek ye first the
political kingdom and all other things will
he added unto /?.'□
29

ARTS AND CULTURE

WILL REAL ARTISTS PLEASE STAND UP?
Winston Siwela

T

HROUGHOUT Southern Africa,

Council

artists

television

are

single-minded people.

For that reason, we should

never

really be surprised if they find it hard to
agree with one another.
However, the disagreements among
Zimbabwe’s artists defy comprehension:
The National Theatre Organisation fights
against the Zimbabwe Association of
Community Theatre (or vice versa), filmmakers fight against script writers and actors,
the Zimbabwe Music Association

fights
against record companies and the Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation, musicians in the
Zimbabwe Union of Musicians fight
amongst themselves and then against the
National Arts Council, Black sculptors and
fine artists fight against White promoters of
their art and the National

Gallery of
Zimbabwe
and all of them fight against
the art critic who, with colleagues in the
Zimbabwe Union of Journalists, fights
against their leadership.
Fight, fight, fight. Where, then, shall we
...

find the time to build?
If one took the

allegations in the scenario
organisations concerned and
asked for an official reply, the comment is
likely to be in the form of a hot denial. True
to form, it would be pointed out that the
accusations are generalised, that the
organisations mentioned work amicably
together, that general and unsubstantiated
comments are the type of irresponsible
hype
that destroys any efforts concerned artists
are making to improve the arts in Zimbabwe.
Any efforts. What efforts?
above

to

the

Fourteen years on,

still

local musicians

Vv'hingeing about getting

are

deal
from promoters, be they in the form of
record marketing companies, independent
concert organisers or the National Arts
Council. Recently, another one of those
irritable tiring debates was inflicted on the
Zimbabwean public, right in their living
rooms. Clive
Malunga waxing emotional
and defensive, Thomas Mapfumo waxing
philosophical. Gramma Record Company’s
Lazarus Tembo sounding desperately like a
stuck recording of the last speeches of Josef
Goebbels, Charles Makari of the Arts
30

a raw

cool

trying, under the glare of those
lights and cameras, to keep as

head

moderator, Lorraine Garwe
screen spewed forth
words and images of discord in the music
industry. Not for the first time, we heard the
phrases again: “rip-off’, “raw deal’’,
—

a

as

as

the television

“copyright”, “lack of understanding of
contracts”, “royalties”, “raw deal”, “ripoff’, “lack of und ...”.
I switched my set off to look at the day’s
in print. There, from an inside

musician would have been able
was expected of him
by the
record company and what musicians should,
by right, expect from the record company.
The message, for both, would have been:
“You need me and I need you. Let’s work
now, every

know what

to

together

so we can prosper together.”
workshops would have educated
the musicians about the
relationships with
independent music promoters and what it
really means to have one’s song played on
More

news

radio

entertainment page, the same phrases
assaulted me
this time singer Edwin

entertainment and as a sig-tune for a schedule

—

Hama and dub poet. Albert Nyathi, have
been left stranded in Bulawayo by an

unscrupulous concert promoter and they are
cryingfoul! Phew! SoIpickedupaChenjerai
Hove novel I read before and leafed idly
through it.
The point is that artists must get at the root
of the matter first before trying to tackle
other problems. That matter is lack of unity
and common sense of purpose. The malady
can be found in musicians,
sculptors,
painters, writers (who have to include
journalists in their midst), film-makers,
actors... And no matter how hotly they may
deny it, it is the base of all the problems
affecting the speed of progress in the
development of the arts.
Artists in one discipline achieving
something without petty personal
squabbling? Wishful thinking? Maybe, but
it still can be done, even given their singlemindedness.
The real

why Gramma Records
and the Zimbabwe Music Corporation are
still having to explain how they operate can
be found if one goes way back in the ZUM
history notebook to the early 80s. When the
issue was first raised seriously in the papers,
it was hoped that musicians in the ZUM
would be able to put down something logical
on paper that would make
specific demands
from the record companies. It was hoped
that representative musicians would meet
with record company officials and,
thereafter, hold workshop-type meetings to
explain such things as recording contracts,
copyright laws, composers’ fees, studio fees,
royalties, the works. Between 1980 and
reason

television, both

or

talk show

or

It has not

as

general

other.

happened. In their time and in

their turn, prominent musicians, who take
their art seriously, have tried and failed due
to

petty squabbling and personalisation of

issues that affect

a whole
industry. For reallife witnesses to the fact, seek out and talk to

Simangaliso Tutani, Green Jangano, Friday
Mbirimi, Jethro Shasha, Auntie Dot, Thomas
Mapfumo, Oliver Mutukudzi, Zexie
Manatsa, et al.
If people fight in their own house and are
divided, it is easy for outsiders to take
liberties with them. For
for them

a

start, it is difficult

to

palaver and work out strategies
of protection. The outsiders, in the meantime,
content with such a state of affairs
because it is to their advantage — so they do
are

everything possible to maintain the

status

quo.

Facilitating greater communication
between artists of similar persuasion can
only be for the common good. Thereafter,
forging links with other artists to share
experiences in the manner that the Harare
branch of the Zimbabwe Writers’ Union
has been trying to do through its monthly

fora, is
It

a

logical step.
high levels of maturity in all

assumes

concerned. While the television debate
referred to earlier put everyone in the music

industry on trial and illustrated a much
deeper problem for artists in that industry,
hopefully, it opened up vistas for a healthy
debate that should see an end to bickering
for all other artists, and the beginning of
more serious work to
develop the arts in
Zimbabwe and in the region as a whole.
Will the real artists please stand up?Q
Sapem February, 1994

SPORT

AWARD CONTROVERSY: ZIMBABWEAN

POLITICS OF SPORT
Thomas Deve
HE nomination of controversial

T

Price

Nick

golfer

the Zimbabwean

as

Sportsperson of the Year in 1993, is a
mockery of the country’s Citizenship Act but
a major victory for tho.se who nominated him

Sportswriters Association of
selection
exposed the political bankruptcy of policy
makers in the Zimbabwe Sports Commission
who had been lobbied to allow the golfer to
the

for

Zimbabwe’s (SWAZ) awards. The

enter tournaments as a

Zimbabwean when he

yet renounced his British citizenship.
Not only did lack of unanimity over Price’s
had not

SWAZ as a hornet’s nest,
boxing arena where some of its
traded leather when they failed to

nomination expose
but also

as a

members

agree.

found it difficult to choose
another sportsperson because the golfer and
Zimbabwe’s golf team had put the country’s
name on the international map through superb
performances in last year’s Dunhill and World
Cup Golf tournaments. The golf team came
Most sports writers

second behind the United States, ahead

of

golfing powerhouses, Britain,
Germany and Spain among others. Because of
this campaign, Nick Price rates fifth in the Sony
world rankings.
Taking into account the
controversy that surrounded the award, there
was no doubt that it brought personal glory to
Price and the golf fraternity, but could this be
transL-ed into national glory?
traditional

problems surfaced when the Sports
special
dispensation when it was clear that he had chosen
The

Commission allowed Price to get a

to

advance himself

as an

outlaw because the

United Nations had blacklisted him for
with

flirting

apartheid South Africa. Did anyone ever

pause to analyse why
Africa and insisted on
This is the

he had fraternised South
representing Zimbabwe?

enigma that sports reporters were

eager to unravel when they quizzed the Ministry
of Home Affairs about Price’s citizenship. There
is

no

doubt that he used the country as a

convenience”.

“flag of

The South African connection

would have denied him international

mobility

imposed boycott. Remember
happened to South African runner, Zola
Budd, when she tried to enter the Olympics in

because of the UN
what

British colours?
Sapem February. 1994

Minority sports organisers resort to gunboat
diplomacy when they want concessions from the
state and are known to dangle the foreign currency
carrot to
same

obtain them. There is

tactics

were

selection. The

no

doubt that the

used to influence Price’s

sportswriters

were

continually

being assured that Price would re-gain

his

citizenship, and on that assurance supported the
nomination. One SWAZ member alleged that

baited them by guaranteeing them
sponsorship for the next few years. Spokespersons
for the key sponsors who salvaged the awards at
the last minute, Obert Dube and Stephen Hill of
Omadu Lodge and Southern Leisure, respectively
said they had decided to sponsor the event as
sportspersons often put the country on the
international map, thereby boosting tourism.

the sponsors

Despite constant coverage of golf by the
country's electronic and print media, most people
in Zimbabwe did not know who Nick Price,
and Tony Johnstone were. When
they were the golf trio which had
won the team of the year award, a number of
them quickly remarked that the soccer team was
their 1993 harbinger of national glory. One
respondent retorted that the team had mobilised
the whole nation through their slogan “Support
The Team, Support The Dream” during the 1993
campaign in the World Cup qualifier matches
and the forthcoming Africa premier soccer
tournament, the Africa Cup of Nations.
Mark McNulty

reminded that

Crowning the soccer national team would
It
would have also helped draw attention to the
serious need of building a natio lal soccer team
which was dogged by maladministration and
inadequate sponsorship in the last season. Other
contenders for the prestigious award besides the
soccer star. Agent Sawu; were tennis player,
Byron Black; long-distance runner star Tendai

have consolidated the teams’s achievements.

Chimusasa; and diver Evan Stewart.

of the nominations. He

questioned the wi.sdom

of expecting a SW AZ member like Farai

Mungazi

objectively support Agent Sawu ’s nomination
when it is alleged that the soccer star had beaten
him up to show his disapproval over the way his
performance had been covered.

to

leading sportswriter pointed
Sports Commission complicated
SWAZ’s work because it had already granted
Jahoor Omar, a
that the

out

Nick Price a dispensation, leading to unnecessary

on a technicality. Whilst the
for selection is not spelt out on paper,

squabbles

criteria
he felt

betrayed because convention had established
that non-Zimbabwean citizens should not be

considered.

high time the Sportswriters flexed their

It is

muscles

on

these crucial issues and intervene

decisively on the criteria for choosing the
Sportsperson of the Year. They should first ofall
put their house in order because there are charges
that it is still dominated by individuals from
mainly the pro-government media.The quasistate Zimbabwe Newspapers Group was cited as
an example of that syndrome and its leading
daily. The Herald is a classic case where you
have the editors participating in various sports
committees and then turning around to use the
newspaper to spread their influence.This stance
would also be paddled by The Herald’s sister
papers. This should be a thing of the past because
the new SWAZ executive no longer reflects that
monopoly.
One

hopes that 1994 will herald an exciting

genuine list for the awards.
prestigious awards and should be used
to reverse colonial legacies, especially in crisis
situations where the minority and most
importantly, white dominated sports which tend

sports year and a
These

to

are

reflect the structures of the old order.

Reporters

should not only prod the finalists, but also arrogant

sportswriter said that he would have
heroically
flew the flag... the nation identified with soccer
and national symbols were visible in the form of
supporters' flags, football Jerseys, TV adverts
and the plethora of musical songs praising the
squad”. He was, however, quick to point out that
players and their supporters often harassed
journalists and this naturally prejudiced the results
One

voted for the Dream Team “which

sports experts who behave like IMF/World Bank
officials

supervising crumbling African

economies. It is sad to note that the local media

quickly celebrated the award and forgot to reflect
on the controversy they once highlighted. These
are moments for people to pay tribute to their
sportspersons in a manner that will truly reflect
the

concerns

of the nation.Q
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

POLITICAL BICKERING IN ZIMBABWE
falls under the Midlands Province and iny political

involvement in the Midlands is

In mid-October lost year, a struggle tor political primacy
in Zimbabwe's Southern Masvingo Province, between

a

well-known

phenomenon.

Zanu-Pf poiitburo member, Masvingo South Member of
Parliament and Minister of Mines, Eddison Zvobgo on the

If you have a residence in Mvuma, why is it
that you ended up representing Gweru Urban
instead of a constituency around Mvuma?

hand, and the triad of Higher Education Minister, Stan
Mudenge, Gutu South MP, Shuvai Mahofa, and Masvingo
Provincial Governor, Josiah Hungwe, on the other, spilled
into a no-hoids-barred pubiic mudsiinging and the iocai
one

Originally, President Mugabe wanted

me to

press corps had a fieid day delineating aii abuses Hung at
either side. Some analysts have deduced that the triad is

represent Mvuma but after consultations amongst
ourselves, we later decided that major urban

being instigated by Vice-President Simon Muzenda, who

constituencies should be represented by cadres
whose loyalty to the party was unwavering and

wants to revert to Masvingo Province from the Midionds
Province from where he has been Member of Parliament
(or Gweru Urban since independence, in 1980, but not

consistent. We realised that if

a
party MP in an
constituency decided to fomi his own
party or Join the opposition, he would take with
him a large number of our membership that

urban

before

Zvobgo has been discredited and weakened to
be of any meaningful threat as is the situation presently.
This deduction has

gained weight from reports that

Muzenda has become unpopular in his constituency, and

would be difficult

among the provinciol leadership for his inept way of
tackling political issues in the province, in particular the
shooting of Zimbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM) candidate
for Gweru Urban, Patrick Kombayi, in the run-up to the
1990 General Elections. He has also courted animosity
with his annulment of the result of primary elections
conducted by the provincial leadership to choose party
candidates tor the Gweru City Council elections in 1991.

Tekere wanted

In fact, he is

being denounced as a Masvingo politician
spoiling things in the Gweru Urban constituency
the Midlands Province as well. Muzenda speaks to

who is
and

Lewis Gabo

from the Gweru Urban constituency and your

placement in any constituency in Masvingo
Province?

Oh, yes, it is very true. Zvobgo, with his
customary zest for political Jokes and

irrepressible bantering, provoked the Zanu-PF
leadership in the Midlands Province into this
regionalistic attitude way back in the early and
mid-80s when he used

to

avail of every

opportunity to remind them that Masvingo
GABA: There is

a rumour

to the effect that

instigating Mahofa, Mudenge and
Hungwe to discredit and weaken Zvobgo so
that you then switch from the Midlands
Province, where you are said to have become
unpopular of late, to Masvingo Province on
the pretext that you would be saving the party
you are

from further division; what is your response
to these observations?

MUZENDA: That is very untrue. If I wanted to
switch to Masvingo Province from the Midlands,
how could
so

Zvobgo stand in my way when 1 am
senior to him? In fact, when the altercation

persisted between the two factions, I nearly
to go there in person to admonish the
disputants but I later abstained when I realised
the implications of my involvement, since some
people think 1 have a vested interest in the whole
decided

affair.
Who would the

people at the grassroot listen
and Zvobgo?
If Zvobgo and myself went to the people in
Masvingo and addressed them on any issue of
contention, my word would carry the day because
my approach to national and regional issues is
to between you

broader and inclusive of the real issues, the
issues that unite the people as opposed to

parochial, self-centred political
Is it true that

some

programmes.

political leaders in the

Midlands have of late become

a

bit too

regionalistic and are calling for your removal
32

constituency and
cadre

to

back to

to woo

to stand in

we

divert him

needed
to

our

fold.

the Gweru Urban
a more

other

senior party
Our

qualms
proved right when Tekere formed the
Zimbabwe Unity Movement. If he had been MP
for Gweru Urban, he would have taken large
numbers of our supporters with him.
areas.

were

Some of your political problems in the
Midlands Province have been attributed to
the

souring of your relationship with
influential Gw eru businessman and Zanu-PF

Province had lent them three of its illustrious

Midlands Provincial

that is, myself, Frederick Shava and
Simbarashe Mbembegwi, to assist in governing

Mabodza, from whose two businesses. Spark
and Plug (Pvt) Ltd and Moyomuchena Bus
Service, you are said to have withdrawn your
pecuniary intere.st in 1990?
I never invested a single cent in either of the two
companies. I got involved in Spark and Plug
when I Just assisted the original owner of that
company to get government approval and other
necessary papers because 1 wanted it to be
successful so that unemployed people in my
constituency could get Jobs since the enterprise

sons,

the province. Zvobgo was Joking but some leaders
in the Midlands took it to heart.

Why then did you choose to represent Gweru
Urban in parliament when you are from
Masvingo Province.?
First and foremost. I am not limited by regions as
far as my political career is concerned. I can
stand anywhere and win any election; but to
answer your question, I am as much a resident of
the Midlands as any of those who are calling for
my ouster. I am the heir to the chieftainship of
Nyamhondo in Mberengwa. Four years ago.
Chief Mberengwa advised me to come and
assume the chieftainship which was left
by my
late grandfather but I turned the offer down
because of other commitments, especially my
Vice-Presidential duties and those in the party
and my constituency.
The argument by some Midlands Province
leaders is that you have ceased staying in the

Midlands and

are

to further your

merely using the province
political career without

contributing to the advancement of your
constituency and the province as well. What
is your comment on that?
Even though I have settled in Masvingo Province,
specifically Gutu, I have never totally cut my
relationship with the Midlands Province. I have
since 1955 been partly resident in Mvuma which

is in my

treasurer, Enias

constituency.

Then what estranged you

from your former
protege?
My annulment of the results of the primary
elections conducted by the Midlands provincial
leadership (specifically a provincial team led by
Mabodza) earned

me a lot of enemies among
those who had conducted them but 1 had to do it

because of
were
are

glaring irregularities in how they

conducted. Whenever corrective

taken,

some

people

are

measures

bound to be

antagonised.
What

are

future

plans in the wake of these

efforts to unseat you from your constituency
and force you to go to Masvingo Province?
I will continue to

represent my constituency,
irrespective of what some
politicians are saying. 1 am here to

Gweru Urban,
ambitious

stay.Q
Sapem February. 1994
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GAn — IMPLICATIONS OF THE
URUGUAY ROUND FOR DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
Guy C.Z. Mhone

A

N OLD African

footloose international

two

allocation of resources and in influencing national

adage says that when
elephants fight, it is the grass that

suffers. The tussle between the United

States and France in the final

phase of the
recently ended the General Agreement on Trade
and Tariffs (GATT) negotiations must have left
many developing countries bewildered, if not
despondent; and may have made these countries
indeed feel like the proverbial grass given the
seeming irrelevance or triviality of their interests
in the face of the exaggerated show-down over
agricultural subsidies. As the dust now settles
some among us have been euphoric over the
conclusion of the Uruguay Round negotiations,
seeing in the recent Treaty the dawn of a new era
of free trade that will redound to the benefit of all.
Others around

us have been rather pessimistic,
viewing the Treaty as a triumph for international
capital and the resurgence of neo-colonialism.
National Sovereignty vs Globalisation
The implications of the Uruguay Round for
developing countries in general, and for Southern
African countries in particular, are not straightforward, and very much depend on a number of
factors, such as their level of economic
development and their eligibility or noneligibility for the numerous exemptions littered
through the new Treaty; their historical trade
patterns and bilateral relationships with the
countries in the North; their present economic
policies, especially with regard to the relative

bias between

an

outward and

an

inward

orientation; their past, present and future ability

rely on strategic trade as a growth and
development strategy; and their institutional
capacities to monitor and seek restitution for
violations of the Treaty, or to take advantage of
the exemptions provided for in the Treaty.
In any case, the implications of the Treaty also
need to be seen in the context of the overriding
interests or issues that dominated the negotiations.
In this respect, it is clear that the Uruguay Round
has primarily focussed on the need to rationalise
trade in goods and services in accordance with
the new imperatives of globalisation. There have
been at least two destabilising aspects to this
globalisation which are of concern in the North.
The first aspect relates to the dominance of
to

34

capital in the global

competitive advantage and growth in trade and
GDP. Increasingly, national sovereignty, and
protective barriers to trade have become a fetter
on globalisation and the free reign of international
capital.
The second aspect relates to the rapidity with
which shifting competitive advantages in
international transactions

are

transmitted to

national economies. The North in

particular is
quite concerned about the short to medium term
impact on employment and incomes for particular
groups, of developments in the international
arena such as capital flight to lesser developed
regions, imports of low cost goods and services
from the South, and piracy of intellectual property
by newly industrialising developing countries
especially.
Thus, at one level, the Uruguay Round tussle
has been between countries in the North in their
desire to neutralise each other’s

perceived unfair
competitive advantages, such as those related to
agricultural subsidies. At another level, the
tussle has been between the North and the Newly
Industrialising Countries (NICs), whereby the
latter (China included) are now seen to have been

relying on unfair means of enhancing their
competitive advantage and rapid transformation.
This issue assumes greater importance when it is
realised that there is a new generation of countries
in Asia and Latin America waiting to join the
ranks of the NICs. It is worth noting that many
aspects of the development strategy of the NICs
related to government intervention, and the
promotion of import-substitution in their
economies were in the past glossed over by the
West due to the exigencies of the Cold War.
Indeed, the West even went to great lengths to try
and convince the world that these countries

were

the

epitome of the free market in both domestic
and international trade. The imperatives of the
new

global economic environment and domestic

social

concerns

in the North have necessitated

the West to face up to the facts.
The ascendancy of the true

and necessary
economic interests of the West climaxed to

stringent heights in the Reaganite and Thatcherite
eras, when, on the basis of monetarist dogmatism,
the free trade rule book

was

thrown at the

developing world. Thus, the UNCTAD VIII
Report (1992) cites the 1988 Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of the United States as an
example which outrightly challenged the Punta
del Este Declaration requiring special treatment
for developing countries. The report notes that
the Act:

clearly states ...that the principal
negotiating objectives ofthe United States
are: (A) to ensure that developing
countries promote economic development
by assuming the fullest possible measure
of responsibility for achieving and
maintaining an open international trading
system by providing reciprocal benefit
and assuming equivalent obUgationswith
respect to their import and e.xport
practices: and (B) to establish procedures
for reducing non-reciprocal trade benefit
for the more advanced developing
countries [p53]
In terms of the respective interests of the
North and the South it is clear that,

on

the

one

hand, in the

Uruguay Round, the former have
been intent on maintaining their historical
comparative advantage, and, by the same token,
on slowing the pace at which the latter can
whittle away at it. On the other hand, the latter
(the South) have been intent on preserving socalled interferences with unfettered domestic
and international trade mechanisms to

develop
long-term competitive advantage in new
areas as a way of diversifying and dynamising
their

their economies. Thus countries in the North
have primarily relied on free-trade dogmatism to
shore up their current or static comparative

advantage, and by the same token, to sustain and
reconsolidate the historical and present
international division of labour with the North as
the centre, and the South as the

South, however, while

periphery. The
accepting the need for

free trade, has seized on the notion of infant

industry protection and related interventionist
such as technology transfer and
adoption by any means necessary to promote
dynamic comparative advantage.
There is no doubt in anybody’s mind that the
measures

world is better off with, than without, GATT.

Unfortunately, in the Uruguay Round its guiding
principles of non-discrimination, reciprocity and
Sapem February, 1994
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transparency have been used by some Northern
countries to intimidate the South into submitting
the dictates of the

globalised international
by Northern capital
and technology primarily. The South has been
constantly reminded by the North that
protectionism not only shrinks the trade and
domestic economic pies, but that it provokes

to

division of labour, driven

retaliation

as

well, which further

worsens

the

stabilisation

and structural adjustment
which in essence establish the
enabling environment for reinforcing the
incorporation and integration ofthe implementing
programmes,

countries into the

by footloose international
capital. Thus for many African countries, for
good or ill, the Treaty will complement the
current

economic reform

situation.

Uruguay Round Treaty is thus interesting
will be discussed further
below.
First, its articles contain explicit,
The

measurable

and

monitorable

measures

proscribing distortionary policies in trade of
goods and services, while allowing for numerous
exemptions on the basis of national security or
other historical non-economic

reasons

commonly valued within the North. Second,
while the beginning of the Treaty and its
respective articles explicitly mention the need to
accommodate the special economic needs of
developing countries, the stipulated exemptions
are couched in generalities and are made to
depend on the discretion of the interested parties
in the North and the South.
measures

Thus while the

in which the North has

a

keen interest

generally quantifiable, monitorable and
enforceable in principle, those of interest to the
South have a mere negative import dependent on
the capacity of the respective countries in the
South to exploit the exemptions, and on the
Northern counterparts to grant, tolerate or
condone the distortionary measures. It is not
surprising, therefore, that the most unqualified
exemptions to almost all the measures of the
Treaty have only been extended to the official
list of the Least Developed Countries, formerly
recognised as such by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, and
which are also the least able or intent on taking
advantage of the advantages. In Africa, the
relevant Least Developed Countries that are
contracting members of GATT are Benin,
are

Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Chad, Central
African

measures.

The Measures

in two respects, as

some

international division

new

labour dominated

Republic, Gambia, Lesotho, Malawi,

Mauritania, Niger, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Togo,
Tanzania and

Uganda.
reviewing some of the measures
incorporated in the Treaty that is the product of
the Uruguay Round, it is important to point out
that Uruguay Round measures are very much in
consonance with, and complementary to the
stabilisation and structural adjustment measures
promoted by the IMF and the World Bank, and
currently being implemented to one degree or
Before

another in almost all African countries. This is

significant for assessing the implications of the
Treaty since there is very little in the Treaty that
is not already explicit or implicit in the
Sapem February, 1994

The

Treaty begins by reaffirming the
signatories to enhance the
participation of Least-Developed Countries in
the world trading system by expanding their
access to markets and requiring that:
the Least developed countries
while
complying with the general rules set out
in the aforesaid instruments, will only he
required to apply individual commitments,
obligations and concessions to the extent

commitment of the

-

...

consistent

with

their

individual

development, financial and trade needs,
or

their administrative and institutional

capabilities. (Draft Final Act, 1991 p.B.l).
In Southern Africa, Botswana, Malawi and

Mozambique (on a defacto basis) are included in
the category of Least Developed Countries which
have a general exemption to complying with the
measures,

while Zambia and Zimbabwe

are

specific
provided for in each area of

excluded, being only eligible for

exemptions

as

concern.

The areas covered by the Treaty

include various

traditional aspects of trade in goods such as the
reaffirmation of the protocol on GATT, Rules of

Origin, Preshipment Inspection, Anti-Dumping,
Technical Barriers to Trade, Import Licensing
Procedures, Subsidies and Countervailing Duties,
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures and
Customs, Valuation, Agriculture and Textiles
and Clothing. In addition, the Uruguay Round
has seen it fit to extend the Treaty to trade-related
aspects of Investment (TRIMS), Intellectual
Property (TRIPS) and Services, areas that have
become increasingly strategic and contentious in
the new globalised economic environment.
Space does not allow for the comprehensive
review of the foregoing areas, their accompanying
measures and implications for developing
countries. A quick review of some of them,
however, might suffice to clarify the possible
implications of the Treaty for developing
countries.
The GATT Protocol

This Protocol reaffirms the

original and
signatories to the GATT
agreement to progressively reduce tariffs. The
Uruguay Round Protocol contains a new schedule
traditional intent of

of tariff reductions and concessions

over

a

specified period (January 1, 1993 to January 1,

1997 in the Draft

Agreement). Such reductions
the spirit of promoting
freer trade world-wide, and should generally
receive wide support in principle. The North,
however, has been quite reluctant to reduce
tariffs that would facilitate higher level processing
of primary exports ofdeveloping countries within
are

meant to

live up to

their borders, let alone the manufacture

of final

goods for export, unless connected to and
undertaken by their own multinational
corporations in export zones. Further, the key
area of easy import substitution in Clothing and
Textiles has been subject to the more elaborately
restrictive Multi Fibre Agreement (MFA) which
is administered separately outside GATT. In any
case, a sobering stipulation in the Uruguay Round
Protocol is the following:
After the schedule ofconcessions annexed
to this Protocol relating to a participant
has become

a

Schedule

to

the General

Agreement... such participants shall he
free at anytime to withhold or to withdraw
in whole or in part the concession in such
schedule with respect to any product for
which the principal supplier is any other
participant the schedule of which, as
established in these negotiations has not
yet become a Schedule to the General
Agreement.
The foregoing stipulation is likely to be seized
upon to penalise developing countries which for
one reason or another are likely to be dragging
their feet in reducing tariffs particularly for
reasons of infant industry protection or revenue
collection. It is clear that reverse retaliation by a
developing country, particularly in Africa, is
likely to be ineffectual and indeed inadvisable,
since, while the destination of African country
exports is concentrated among a few traditional

purchasers in the North, the latter have a wide
range of sources for their primary imports. More
importantly, the major contradiction for African
countries, and many other developing countries,
is that the very goods they wish to protect as a
basis for diversifying their economies andexports
are, being of the ‘sun-set’ variety, the very ones
that are being lobbied for protection in the North
to sustain levels of employment that some feel
are threatened by cheap imports from the South.
For the NICs, however, the conflict with the
North is

likely to be over the protection of ‘sun
involving frontier technology
goods and production processes.
Rules of Origin
The Uruguay Round has proposed a work
programme for the harmonisation of Rules of
Origin. The increasing globalisation of the
economy has not only entailed the footlooseness
of international capital, but has also resulted in
-

rise’ industries
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fragmentation and geographical dispersion
in the production process or the
production of parts of a product such that the
legal and economic origin of a final product are
increasingly not coterminous. In one respect, the
separation of the legal and actual production
origin of a product works to the advantage of
multinational corporations intent on minimising
costs of production by scanning the globe for low
cost opportunities to undertake particular
processes, produce particular parts or assemble a
product. In another, it works to the advantage of
developing countries seeking a quick cure to
their unemployment problems by attracting
turnkey projects, thus making their economies
into tail ends of a putting-out system determined
by multinational concerns at the center.

the

of stages

In the North, there are lobbies interested in

harmonising Rules of Origin as a way of
containing run-away multinational enterprises
and thereby protecting employment at home. In
addition, there has been suspicion that ambiguous
mles of origin have been used by some developing
countries to unfairly expand and gain access to
markets in industrial countries. Thus, in the
Draft

Treaty, it was proposed that in the
period of the work programme to
harmonise Rules ofOrigin such measures not be
used to promote trade objectives directly or
indirectly, or to restrict, distort or disrupt
international trade.
The point is that some
developing countries, in cooperation with some
multinational corporations, have adroitly,
manipulated rules of origin toexpand their export
market shares, and by the same token, to increase
domestic employment. The intention behind the
work programme to harmonise rules of origin is
to limit such strategies.
transitional

The Anti- Dumping Ccxie
Dumping is defined as the introduction of a
product “into the commerce of another country
at less than its normal value, if the export price of

the product exported from one country to another
is less than the

comparable price, in the ordinary
course of trade, for the like product when destined
for consumption in the exporting country “ [Draft
Treaty, P.F.l]. Dumping as an unfair trade
practice has been more common among firms in
the

North and, at times, with their own

government's connivance; and among firms in
newly industrialising countries as a strategy for
capturing or expanding markets or undermining
competitors. Once the market is assured, prices
of the imported product are then increased to
their normal value. It is also a technique that has
been used to hook and commit many

developing
purchase of inordinately priced
streams of imported spare parts or ancillary
services necessitated by the initial purchase of a
deliberately underpriced product. The Anti-

countries to the
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Developed countries often

use

dumping as

a strategy for

dumping Code is most likely to benefit many
African countries in the long-term but is likely to
eliminate the use of dumping as a trade strategy
among the NICs, and is also likely to disadvantage
net food importers dependent on subsidised or
surplus commodities produced in the North.
In Southern Africa, there is every likelihood
that some South African firms may be resorting
to this strategy to capture markets in the subregion. Unfortunately, as with many unfairtrade
practices, a capacity to monitor and anticipate
such practices is of fundamental importance, and
many countries in Southern Africa lack this
capacity. Indeed, both formal and informal
channels of exporting and importing dumped
goods may be used quite effectively as
demonstrated by the increasing penetration of
South African consumer goods into Zimbabwe
at what appear to be quite ‘competitive’ prices in
spite of the stiff customs duties!
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
It has generally been suspected, and contended
by many, that as tariff barriers have been
progressively lowered world-wide, particularly
among the developed countries. Non-Tariff
Barriers (NTB’s) have escalated as a major
instrument of protection. Non-Tariff Barriers
have particularly been used to limit the
importation ofcheaper manufactured goods from
developing countries that threaten production
and domestic market shares in the North. Such

capturing markets

barriers may relate to packaging,

labeling, health,

safety,environmental, quality and standardisation
requirements and stipulations by the importing
country that are often difficult to validate or live
up to on the part of the exporting firm. Obviously,
the limitation of technical barriers to trade would
be of benefit to

developing countries, and by the
in
the North so protected by such barriers.
That this particular agreement would be
difficult to apply, given the dominance of
developed country interests in maintaining the
same

token, would be a disadvantage for firms

freedom and discretion to resort to technical
barriers when necessary,

is easily demonstrated
by the ‘legitimate’ objectives noted by the
agreement for which reasonable technical barriers
may be imposed:
Such legitimate objectives are, inter alia,
national security requirements: the
prevention of deceptive practices:
protection of human health or safety,
animal or plant life or health or the
environment. [Draft Treaty, p.G.3]
Not only may specious stipulations arise to
justify the foregoing ‘legitimate’ objectives but
so may they be stipulated, for instance, by an
importing developed country for the presumed
‘benefit’ of the exporting developing country as
demonstrated by the banning of imports of byproducts of particular animal skins or parts, or
imports of particular plants that are claimed to be
Sapem February. 1994
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either

endangered or to result in environmental
damage. In any case, the Agreement does stipulate

Councils in these countries. It may be asserted
without exaggeration that the articles of the

that;

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade
perhaps represent the small print of the Uruguay
Round Treaty that should be read carefully by
developing countries. Finally, it may be noted
that this Agreement may also be used as a Trojan
Horse for the penetration of international capital
into developing countries since if a country cannot
beat the standards, it may be compelled, by way
of Northern arm-twisting, to live up to them by
allowing a multi-national firm which can do so,
to produce the relevant product domestically for
export abroad.
Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures
This one aspect of the Uruguay Round
negotiations that became quite contentious and
protracted primarily because of differences
between the United States and the European
Economic Community, and France in particular.
A subsidy is defined as a way of lowering the
costs of production of a firm by the Government
through the direct transfer of funds, exempting a
fimi from payment of tax obligations, providing
goods and services other than infrastructure, or
purchasing goods. The most offending
(actionable) types of subsidy by this agreement
are the following:
(a) trade related - if the intention is to injure
the domestic industry of another country or
to nullify or impair the benefits of other
signatories to GATT:
(b) those that result in ‘serious prejudice’ — if
there is a subsidy that exceeds a certain ad
valorem percentage of a product, if subsidies cover operating losses, or if there is
direct forgiveness of debt, if the aim of the
subsidy is to impede or displace imports, or

In the

preparation and application of
technical regulations, standard and
conformity assessment procedures, [the
parties shall] take account of the special
development,financial and trade needs of
developing countries with a view to
ensuring that such technical regulations,
standards and conformity procedures do
not create unnecessary obstacles to
exportsfrom developing countries [Draft
Treaty p.G.16]
The Agreement also takes note of the fact that
certain practices may exist in developing
countries that are dictated by their technological
level of development or by their socio-economic
conditions such as the need to preserve indigenous
technologies, hence:
developing countries should not be
expected to use international standards
as a basis for their technical regulations
or standards, including test methods,
which are not appropriate to their
development, financial and trade needs
[Draft treaty p.G.16].
In this regard the Agreement recommends
that:
With

view to

en.suring that developing
comply with this
Agreement, the Committee is enabled to
grant, upon request, .specified, time a

countries

are

able to

limited exceptions in whole or in part
from obligations under this Agreement
]Draft Treaty. p.G.I7]
The Agreement also recommends that
developing countries be given assistance by
developed countries in establishing capacities to
live up to mandated international standards.
It is most likely that the Agreement on
Technical Barriers to Trade will work to the

disadvantage of the lesser developed countries
in the South by limiting their exports, to the
North, of manufactured goods, especially
processed foods, textiles, durable consumer goods
and indigenous products. Interest groups in the
North have, at one extreme, demonstrated an

ability to mobilise public opinion and
lobby their own governments to restrict particular
developing country exports on the basis of .some
grand ‘ legitimate’ objective such as safety, health
orenvironmental protection. At another extreme,
firnis
in the North that feel threatened by
particular imports from the South, have managed
to lobby for very stringent standards for imports.
The resulting standards often call forth a capacity
for interpreting and applying them far beyond
the present capabilities of firms in Africa
especially, let alone of the Export or Trade
uncanny
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to

increase the world market share of

a

product.
Acceptable (or non-actionable) subsidies are
stipulated as being of a general nature, those
related to research assistance to
assistance to

a

firm, and

disadvantaged regions within

a

country.
The Agreement allows for the imposition of
countervailing measures by the disadvantaged
country in the form of duty on an imported
product (or products) from a country that is
demonstrated to have injuriously applied
subsidies. However, the Agreement provides for
special and differential treatment of developing
countries, with the least developed countries (in
which Malawi, Botswana and Mozambique are
included) being exempted from the measures
indefinitely, and other developing countries (in
which Zimbabwe and Zambia are included) being
exempted for an 8 year period during which time
any subsidies should be progressively phased
out. Also of interest is the requirement that;

developing country signatory shall not
and
shall eliminate them within a period
shorter than that provided for in this
provision when the use of such export
a

increase the level of export subsidies,

subsidies

is

inconsistent

with

its

development needs.
and that:
a

developing country that has reached

export competitiveness in any given

product shall phase out its export subsidies
for such products over a period of two
years [Draft Treaty p.1.33].
While

the

determination

of

export

competitiveness is straight forward enough
having been stipulated in tenns of attainment of
world market share targets, that of ascertaining
whether the subsidies

are

consistent with the

development needs of the subsidising country is
rather ambiguous and open to abuse. In the latter
case it is stipulated that:
The Committee shall upon request by an
interested signatory undertake a review
of a specific export subsidy practice of a
developing country signatory, to examine
whether the practice is in conformity with
its

development needs [Draft Treaty

p.1.35]
The foregoing can correctly be anticipated to
further reinforce and ligitimise the arm-twisting
role and conditionalities of the IMF and the
World Bank at the behest of clients in the North.

By way of neutralising the likely consequences
of the foregoing, the Agreement provides for a

developing country signatory to challenge the
legitimacy of any countervailing measures that
may arise in terms of their confonnity with the
Agreement.
It is
a pity that the disagreement over
agricultural subsidies between the United States
and France overshadowed the

concerns

of

developing countries, but it is obvious that since
evidence is mounting that the success of the
NICs in enhancing their export orientation was
very much facilitated by government support to
the private sector, the use various incentives to
promote exports is of primary interest to
developing countries. The unequal nature of
implications of this agreement for the North and
South is suggested by the fact that it is much
easier to challenge the illegitimacy of subsidies
given the dominance of laissezfaire dogmatism
in the North and in international institutions such
as

the World Bank and

IMF, than it is to justify

let alone to demonstrate their consistency

with
‘development' needs, or to ensure that the
supported industries would have graduated from
their infant industry status in an 8 year period.
or

Agreement on Agriculture
Agreement, coupled with the Antidumping articles, was a major bone of contention
This
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between the United States and the EEC

(particularly France) and Japan. The objective of
this agreement is to progressively reduce

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Investment Measures

This

(TRIMS)

Agreement is directed at eliminating

over

the current MFA, which it intends to

progressively replace. Countries in the South
that are anxious to enhance value-added in textiles
and

government support

measures

access and competitiveness
internationally. In anticipation of the contentious
nature of this Agreement, it is noted in the
introduction to this Agreement that:
the reform programme should he made in

promoting investment that
inadvertently, or by design, restrict and distort
international trade, and at promoting the free
movement of investment capital across national

clothing should find this Agreement rather
palatable. By the same token, however, the
agreement intends to relax current constraints on
multinational corporations in the North anxious

boundaries. The main restrictions under TRIM

to

for and protection of
particular agricultural activities in order to
enhance market

equitable way among all participants,
having regard to non-trade concerns,
including food security and the need to
protect the environment; having regard
to the agreement that special and
differential treatment to developing
countries is an integral element of the
negotiations, and taking into account
possible negative effects .... on net foodimporting developing countries.[Draft
Treaty p.L.2]
The Agreement on Agriculture stipulates
agricultural support reduction commitments
primarily inform of reduction ofdirect subsidies,
disposal or sale for export of non-commercial
surplus stocks, and export incentives. It also
allows for the imposition of safeguards by an
importing country against subsidised exports
from another country. In a general static sense
the Agreement on Agriculture is of greater
importance to developed countries that are netfood importers. For the rest of the developing
world most of the traditional supportive activities
undertaken by governments are exempted. The
Agreement, however, also provides for a wide
range of permissible exemptions of relevance to
developed countries such as the following: direct
payments to producers, whereby such payments
are unrelated to the prices or production of the
relevant product; government participation in
income insurance and income safety-net
an

for relief from natural
disasters; environmental programmes and
regional assistance; and assistance necessitated
by stmctural adjustment programmes to diversify
away from agriculture.
More generally, this Agreement will most
likely reflect the reluctance of some developed
countries, particularly Japan and the EEC member
states, to refrain from their heavy subsidisation
of agriculture. In this respect the long term
implication for many developing countries is the
double jeopardy perpetuated by such practices
whereby artificially cheap agricultural products
are imported by developing countries to an extent
that they depress or discourage domestic
production, and whereby agricultural exports
from developing countries to developed countries
are constrained by their uncompetitiveness when
compared to subsidised products in the developed
programmes; payments

countries.
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aimed at

in the main GATT

Agreement which the
Uruguay Round Treaty reaffirms subject to the
reservation that developing countries are
permitted to deviate from both agreements.
Essentially the TRIM Agreement attempts to
are

forbid domestic restrictions

or

conditionalities

foreign investment that stipulate domestic
purchase requirements, limits on imports, and
restrictions with regard to access to foreign
exchange or export of products. In many ways,
this agreement very much complements the
liberalisation conditionalities related to capital
movements and foreign investment generally
on

embodied in stabilisation and structural

adjustment programmes promoted by the IMF
and the World Bank, and therefore implies the
usual and well-known positive and negative
consequences of unfettered promotion of foreign
investment. In short, the TRIM Agreement
constitutes another measure contributing to
undermining national sovereignty in the South
by further reinforcing the free reign of
international capital on the Global arena. Such
an agreement, therefore, while seemingly
redundant for those countries in the South that

unreservedly and unconditionally invite and
welcome foreign investment (like Zambia for
instance) may be irk-some to those in the South
that wish to have a managed and controlled
approach to attracting foreign investment (like
Zimbabwe, for instance).

Agreement on Textiles and Clothing
Trade in textiles and clothing has in the past

governed by the Multi - Fibre Agreement
(MFA) which stands outside GATT’s
jurisdiction. During the Uruguay Round an
Agreement was proposed to integrate the Textiles
and Clothing sector and aspects of the MFA into
the rules and disciplines of GATT. It has been
agreed to undertake the integration process
gradually, but progressively, guided by
transitional measures agreed upon in the Uruguay
Round. Essentially, the aim is to progressively
dismantle the various aspects of the MFA that
are biased against exports of processed and
manufactured goods from the South and
protective of domestic textile and clothing
producers in the North. In addition, the integration
been

relocate to low cost

areas

in the South where

produce textiles and clothing for reNorth, as clearly suggested by the
following stipulation:
More favourable treatment shall he
accorded to reimports into a country of
textile products which that party has
e.xported to another party for processing
and subsequent reimportation...[Draft
Agreement p.0.13].
In any case, a country that feels that it is
unduly compromised by the transitional
developments may impose a safeguard in form
of a protective levy on a particular imported
product. It is recommended, however, that such
safeguards be sparingly used and that they have
due regard for the needs of exporters from the
least developed countries.

they

can

export to the

Trade in Services
Agreement, together with that related to
Intellectual Property Rights, constitutes a new
area incorporated into GATT as a direct
consequence of the complex developments and
imperatives of the globalised world economy.
The Agreement on Trade in Services seeks to
enhance transparency and progressive
liberalisation in trade involving services through
General Agreement on
This

successive rounds of

negotiations in a manner
the interests of all participants on
mutually advantageous basis... while giving due
that promotes “

respect to

national policy objectives land)... and
The services
include such aspects as
financial

the needs of developing countries”.
covered

services, telecommunications, and air transport
An Annex to the Agreement clearly
stipulates the Agreements inapplicability to the
movement of natural persons who are service
providers, and migrants seeking employment. It
may be noted here that technical or managerial
human resources connected to the mobility of
capital are in general not similarly restricted. The
conflicting interests of lobbyists in the North
need to be noted here, in that conflicting
constituencies exist that favour cheap labour
imports on the one hand, and that feel threatened
by such imports on the other hand. The Uruguay
Round Agreements seem to favour the latter
services.

group.
The

some of the
preferential agreements

Agreement on Trade in Services is wideranging and seeks, among other things, to limit
monopolistic and unfair business practices: to

currently in force within and outside the MFA.
The Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles
and Clothing will be a marked improvement

by Balance of Payments difficulties by ensuring
their temporariness and proper justification; and

process is aimed at
selective bilateral

generalising

limit restrictions

on

service flows necessitated
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Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property
This is another new addition to GATT that has

arisen

during the Uruguay Round aimed at
reducing distortions and impediments to
international trade by promoting “effective and
adequate protection of intellectual property
“rights”, and aimed at ensuring “that measures
and procedures to enforce intellectual property
rights do not themselves become barriers to
legitimate trade”, with due recognition paid to
national objectives and the needs of the least
developed countries such as their developmental
and technological objectives. This Agreement
reaffimis articles of the Berne Convention (1971)
and extends coverage to mathematical concepts,

i
3

i

Will GATT facilitate

the desired development agendas in the developing countries?

exemptions

on government procurement of
service. It allows for adoption of national
outside the

Agreement on the basis of
national security, maintenance of public morals
and public order, control of fraudulent or
deceptive practices, promotion of safety, privacy
and equitable collection of taxes and so on. More
positively, the Agreement seeks signatories to
measures

undertake commitments to enhance market access

by extending the Most Favoured Nation treatment
to all signatories, and by refraining from
stipulating limitations on the number of service
providers, value of service transactions or assets,
quotas in services provided, number of persons
employed, the nature of the legal status required
of acompany (eg. stipulated foreign and domestic
shares in joint ventures) and on the participation
of foreign capital. In addition, the Agreement
commits signatories to accord foreign service

providers treatment fonnally identical to,

or no
less favourable than that accorded domestic

providers that are national. The agreement also
allows for “formally different treatment” of
foreign and national service providers as long as
such treatment does not modify competition in
favour of the latter (nationals). With regard to the
relative treatment of foreign and national service
providers the Agreement notes that;

Shall take

place with due respect for
level of
development ofindividual parties... There
shall he appropriate flexibility for
individual developing countries for
opening fewer sectors, liberalising fewer
types of transactions, progressively
e.vtending fewer market access in line
with their development situation ...[Draft
Treaty MTN. TNCIWIFA p.22]
Such liberalisation may be undertaken through,
“bilateral, plurilateral or multilateral
negotiations”.
Essentially, the Agreement on Trade in
Services seeks to create the enabling environment
for the global functioning of multi-national
corporations that are service providers which
feel constrained by various national measures
particularly in the South, hence the importance
of liberalising financial services and
telecommunications in particular. The explicit
qualifications or exemptions in favour of
developing countries are rather inconsequential
and nominal given that service providers in
developed countries have an immense
comparative advantage, allowing them to
cumulatively benefit more, relatively, from a
national policy objectives and the

Commitments assumed under this Article

liberali.sed international environment in services.

shall

Finally,

he construed

require any
Party to compensate for any inherent
competitive disadvantages which result
from the foreign character of the relevant
services or service providers [Draft
Treaty, MTN.TNCI W/FA p.2I]
Finally the Agreement observes that the
process of liberalisation
not
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to

once the liberalisation of services is
viewed in the context of the other Agreements

related to investment and intellectual property

rights the mutually reinforcing nature of all these
Agreements with regard to legitimising and
facilitating the dominance of multinational
corporations, irrespective ofnational boundaries
and national priorities, becomes quite apparent.

procedures and ideas; computer programs and
data compilations; sound recordings and
broadcasts; live performances; trademarks;
licensing; geographical indications; industrial
designs; patents for any inventions whether
products or processes, in the field of technology,
and lay - outs (topographies) of integrated circuits.
The Agreement confers rights, in form of a
relatively high degree of monopoly, on owners
of the foregoing intellectual property rights and
their ability to maximise economic rents resulting
from their

use.

It is clear that the

measures

have

been motivated

by the North’s uneasiness with
the rate at which technology is being diffused in
the developing world particularly among the
NICs and near-NlCs. The Least Developed
Countries are exempted from all the seventythree articles, except Articles 3, 4 and 5
respectively requiring equal treatment of foreign
owners of intellectual property rights, extending
most-favoured nation treatment to signatories,
and honouring agreements under the World
Intellectual Property Organisation. As noted
earlier, however, the list of Least Developed
Countries excludes a large number of developing
countries. In addition, the Agreement recognises
that;

Appropriate

measures
may he needed
the abuse of intellectual
property rights by right holders or the
resort to practices which unreasonably
restrain trade or adversely affect the
international transfer of technology
[MTN.TNCIWIFA p.6l].
This negative rider, however, is relatively
ineffectual compared to the positive measures
enshrined in the Agreement. Another weak rider
allows parties to the agreement to exclude from
patentability, plants and animals other than
microorganisms, but nevertheless;
Parties shall providefor the protection of
plant varieties cither by patents or by an
effective suis generis system or a
combination thereof [Draft Treaty.
MTN,TNC.IWIFA p.69]
It is proposed to review the foregoing provision
after four years. This is a provision that has
to

...

prevent
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caused grave concern among developing
countries in that it allows for the private

inclined to do
countries

so as

well. In Africa many of these

in the Sahel

appropriation of natural endowments that should
be the heritage of all humanity.
Although the TRIP Agreement provides for
exemptions for the Least Developed Countries
and for the provision of incentives and technical

Region, and are among
the poorest and least coherent economies in
terms of structure and policy. Only Botswana
and perhaps Malawi in that group may perhaps
exploit their exemptions to good advantage.
At the other extreme of the group of developing

assistance to these countries to facilitate the

countries

transfer of technology,

appears that the North has been intent on removing

its effect, essentially, is to
consolidate the monopolistic rights of owners of
Intellectual Property Rights, and this, in a manner
that extends its coverage to new areas. The
concessions to the developing countries are
practically restricted to the Least Developed
Countries which are also the least equipped to
take advantage of them, and which, if they do,
are likely to adopt 'sun-set’ technologies, which
are

doomed to be obsolete in the

not

already

near

future, if

so.
Conclusion

A number of conclusions may

be derived from
foregoing review of agreements arising from
the Uruguay Round of GATT talks. First, it is
clear that the total import of the agreements is to
the

make the international trade environment safe

for international capital

primarily in the North, to

deploy its global strategies unfettered by national
constraints, particularly those instituted by

developing countries. Second, a number of
agreements reflect the pressures in the North to
dampen the negative impact of domestic
repercussions of global developments especially
as
they threaten domestic employment
opportunities and the strategic competitive
advantage of some industries or companies in
the North. And third, the agreements primarily
reflect the need to harmonise conflicts within
each country in the North; and conflicts between
the economic superpowers (the United States of

are

are

the NlCs and the near-NICs. It

any previous concessionary bilateral measures
that have been accorded to some of these countries
in the past primarily because of the exigencies of
the Cold War. Now that the Cold War has ended
and

now

that

global competition is becoming

fiercer, the North has decided to throw the book
at these

countries

by compelling them to discard

their ‘infant industry’ or

'beggar-thy-neighbour'

strategies and to compete on an equal basis in the
global economy. Fortunately, unlike the Least
Developed Countries, which cannot take full
advantage of their exemptions, the NICs have
developed adequate capabilities to allow them to
compete effectively in open international arena.
In between the Least Developed Countries
and the NICs are the many developing countries
which are desperately in need of concessions,
and which are potentially better able and more
intent than the Least Developed Countries to
exploit them, but which are unable, unlike the
NICs, to compete on an equal footing with the
North in the global arena. It is these countries,
many of which are in Sub-Sahara Africa, and
Southern Africa in particular, that will feel the
squeeze resulting from the Uruguay Round
Agreement. In many of the agreements, these
countries have only been accorded time limited
exemptions, and the more general open-ended
concessions are rather inconsequential. The real
problem for these countries concerns ho w best to

considerations would be

even more

effective if

undertaken

through a regional cooperation
grouping such as the Preferential Trade Area's
Common Market for East and Southern Africa

(COMESA) orthe Southern Africa Development

Community (SADC).
Finally, it may be noted that the search for a
democratic international trade body outside
GATT in which the interests of developing
countries can be adequately vented and
represented will increasingly run into the
intransigence of the super powers given their
desire to police the global economy in their own
interests. An international trade body that would
have the capability to override or compromise
the interests of the North is likely to be nominal
and ineffectual, hence the stalemate over whether
to have an International Trade Organisation as
called for by many developing countries or a
'super GATT' or a Multilateral Trade
Organisation as proposed by the super powers.
But

as one

observer has noted:

In

reality.
trilateral management,
summitry and hig-power consensus in
trade andfinancial issues are the order of
the day. and are likely to remain so
[Watkins, GATT and the Third World, p.
.

.

.
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Actually, if a body sympathetic to developing
country concerns is needed, UNCTAD probably
fulfills this purpose, but it lacks the teeth and
clout of GATT. The UNCTAD VIII Report
(1992) admirably presents the concerns of
developing countries in relation to global
developments and their associated negotiations.
It is not worth pondering too deeply to understand
why GATT (and the IMF and World Bank for
that matter) is not subsumed under UNCTAD.

One

accorded them. For this group

the world is better off with, than without GATT,

Agreements, may have to
be taken as given and attention focussed on
maximising opportunities within it.
This disadvantaged group of developing
countries first needs coherent development

Nevertheless, it is also clear from the agreements

agendas to be purposefully pursued and promoted,

of countries

as
well, the international economic environment,

and its related GATT

that the Uruguay Round Treaty will have different

and for which multilateral

implications for each category of developing
countries. The first category, consisting of the
officially recognised Least Developed Countries,
on the face of it, appears to benefit the most since
the countries are exempted from practically all
the measures in that they may freely utilise
distortionary policies to promote trade and
development goals. However, these countries
are not only the least equipped institutionally
and in terms of human resources to exploit and
manipulate
trade-related
instruments
strategically, but are also the least politically

concessions available in the
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approach to bilateral and multilateral
negotiations regarding desired concessions and
appeals against external measures that may be
deemed undesirable. Obviously, the foregoing

maximise the limited concessions that have been

Economic Community
and Japan) them,selves; and conflicts between
the superpowers and the NICs and near - NICs.
From the foregoing, it should be clear that the
Umguay Round Agreements have primarily been
driven by the interests of the North and the need
to rationalise the consequences of the new
globalisation of economic activities.
America, the European

rational

and bilateral

Uruguay Round
Agreements should be systematically exploited
to complement other domestic policy instruments.
Second, these countries need to build
institutional and human

resource

an

capacity and

thing is clear, nevertheless, and this is that,

gains from increasing trade while
unequal are not necessarily a zero - sum game.
But the foregoing recognition should not preclude

and that the

the search for

more

equitable multilateral

arrangements pertaining to the global economy.
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desired development agendas and to facilitate a
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THE DEBT CRISIS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Opa Kapijimpanga

To be a people

without an immediate sense of direction aggravates already present feelings
of powerlessness — Bell Hooks.

c

creased the Debt stock. At the end of 1991,

ONTR AR Y to what many people think,
the external African Debt crisis which

interest

US$ 13 billion,

broke out in the

early 1980s and is no
longer front page news and therefore assumed
away, is in fact deepening. In much of Africa,
little is talked about the intensity of the Debt
problem and its consequences; giving the
ordinary people the impression that the Debt
problem has been solved and therefore no longer
exists. On the contrary, the problem is severe;
the debt stock and therefore debt servicing has
increased and

now

there is less

resources out

of

the meagre forex earnings to finance
development. ESAP on the other hand has taken
the stage to the extent that declining health,
education and infrastructural facilities

arrears on

only and not to the fact that
increasing debt stock and debt services are in
fact eating away at these facilities and making
people poorer in Sub-Saharan Africa.
During the period 1982 to 1992, the total
rose

from US$ 140 billion to US$
come

from many

sources:

much

more can

you just

just the tip of the iceberg and

so
be said about this. However, if

add for yourself what Africa has to

which it did not

even

pay
borrow in service of over-

glorified and therefore morally and
philosophically empty market culture, one begins
to understand part of the extent of the crisis.
Just as an example, the table below shows the
debt stock at the end of 1992

as

well as the nature

of the debt service burden for some of the severely
indebted low income countries

Country

(SILICs):

rescheduling of debt and
capitalisation of interest (in line with

market values) has increased debt stock.

Debt stock

Debt service

in billion

as

% of export

1992.

Ethiopia
Kenya
Madgascar
Mozambique
Sudan

The Paris Club
the

increase of US$ 11.6

billion since 1985.
The above is

the

270 billion. This increase has

an

are

attributed to ESAP

African debt

bilateral debt stood at

more

than 50% of

capitalised interest.
Currency changes have had a significant
impact on the severely indebted low income countries such as Uganda, Tanzania,
Mozambique, Sudan, Zambia etc. In fact
for bilateral debt, the fluctuations of the
US dollar (in which the Debt

is presented)
compared to the mix of currencies in which

calculations reveal that the bilateral debt accounts

for 8% of the

region’s GNP and absorbs

of the high
something about the
political relationships between the countries in
bilateral debt in Africa says

the north and those in Africa. Indeed the Paris
Club

seems

to

4.4

35.1

4.9

11.5
6.1

Uganda

3.0

56.1

Zambia

7.0

31.1

political

bilaterally that have to be taken to Paris
by African government delegations at very high
expense to the ordinary African citizen (in
infrastrucure.

28.1

instrument of

an

resolved

foregone)?.

6.7

be

power which needs to be assessed well by African
countries. What are the issues that cannot be

30.3

16.1

more

than 50% of the aid grant flows.
In a more general way, the problem

21.7

medicines

and

education

Multilateral Debt
The multilateral debt of Africa at the end of

1990 stood at

US$ 43 billion
billion

was

nearly US$ 59 billion of which
was in sub-Sahara region: US$ 6

owed to the IMF. US$ 23 billion to

the World Bank and US$ 13 to other Multilateral
Banks and Institutions

52,9

(Africa Development

Bank. International Fund for

low income countries’ Paris Club debt
consisted of

rescheduling of the debt has
provided a cashflow relief but has not solved the
main problem of debt stock and service burden
which has had negative effects on the
development process. For Southern Africa, some

6.4

Tanzania

Total

debt has declined from 60% in 1983 to less than
40% in 1991. The

4.4

Recent studies show that estimates for end

of 1992 revealed that

1982 and 1990, the debt had actually tripled,
largely a.s a result of repeated (mainly Paris
Club) rescheduling of the debt on unfavourable
terms. Due to the build-up of rescheduled debt
and capitalised interest on non-concessional
tenns, the actual concessionality of the bilateral

For these countries, the present
Debt service to GNP is over 80%

of their Debt service is

to

or

value of their
present value

exports is over 220%.

This

literally means that they will continue to
pay forever, (see World Bank Trade Tables
1993-94). ( In-country figures for Debt service
as percentage of export earnings are much higher;
especially for Uganda and Mozambique. Incountry research is therefore necessary).

Agricultural
Development. The Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa. The European
Investment Bank etc.)
While more money is owed to the World Bank
and less to the IMF, the IMF nevertheless, is the
mo.st

critical of the multilateral institutions. Its

position, through its conditionality has made it
have the last word

on

both bilateral and

multilateral debt. Donor governments

by some US$ 35 billion.
repaid even if it was not
actually borrowed and did not go for development.
The preference of bilateral creditors to

substantially since 1985. At the end of 1990,
African countries were owing US$ 113 billion as
bilateral debt. Over 78% of this (some US$ 88

and aid
agencies as well as other multilateral institutions
act only on the final word of the IMF.
Because of its position in the global financial
world, the Fund (IMF) has had a very destabilising
effect on debt service as well as on adjustment
performance. At the time that the IMF is exerting

reschedule the debt (

billion) is owed to the OECD countries. If we add

considerable influence

the accumulated interest of nearly

economic

Debt is denominated has increased bilateral debt stock
This has to be

and therefore

capitalise interest) and not write it off
when they are fully aware that countries
like Uganda, Tanzania and Zambia are
literally insolvent or broke, has also inSapem February. 1994

The Bilateral Debt
For sub-Saharan Africa bilateral debt has risen

US$ 20 billion,
then the figures are even higher. More recent
figures indicate that between 1985 and 1991.
total repayments were US$ 67 billion. Between

over

the

course

of

policies and direction in African
countries, it has actually been extracting resources
from these countries rather than contributing
positively to them. Between 1983 and 1990 the
41
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Fund’s

contradiction. One

the

resources

not

Direct transparency and meaningful negotiations

operations resulted in a net transfer of
amounting to US$ 3.1 billion from
Sub-Saharan Africa. Emerging evidence suggests
that the kind of discipline and programmes
(ESAP) that the IMF is attempting to force on
Africa may, in several instances, be more
counterproductive than helpful in facilitating
sustainable economic adjustment, recovery and
therefore development. Also recent behaviour of
the IMF in countries of the region (Zambia)
seems to suggest that the Fund is more interested
in its

debt collection interests than in the

own

countries it is

supposed to be helping. A larger
part of grant flows representing efforts on the
part of bilateral donors, are being diverted to
servicing debt obligations to the IMF. Little is
being left overto finance development activities.
The obligations of the African debtors to the
World Bank stood at US$ 31 billion. The interest
arrears

are

at some

US$ 340 million. Given

however that the Bank is really the only source of
concessional loans (through the IDA), and that
the Bank has

a net transfer of
the past years, the Bank
receives less criticism. The Bank is however
resources to

actually effected

Africa

over

coming under increasing pressure and criticism
for associating itself with the IMF conditionality
policies. In fact the Bank is eating at itself

really questions whether or
African countries should be members of the

Bank or IMF. May be there could be more to be
gained from reshaping the African Development
Bank to

serve

deal with.
In its attempt to alleviate the debt burden, the
Bank has taken some measures including the
“5th, Dimension” funded by IDA reflows and
special contributions by bilaterals. For many
strong partner to

a

distressed countries like Zambia however, these
measures

did not offset their

enormous

service burdens which do not leave

debt

room

for

investment and

growth. In fact experts now
argue that the Bank could write off up to 3 billion
dollars without causing any “crisis” in the

is the fact that

IMF and not in their partners
work with. The problem here

they supposedly
is that while the
Development Cooperation Ministries in the north
are aware of the severity of the African Debt
crisis and have shown a willingness to work to
mitigate it, their own Ministries of Finance do
not

share the

same

view.

Commercial Debt
Africa also has
to

a large chunk of the debt owed
private Banks. In 1990, this debt amounted to

US$ 100 billion of which $55 billion is

some

owed

by Sub-Saharan Africa. The London Club
responsible for the rescheduling or any debt
discussions related to private commercial debt.
The debt stock and burden resulting from
rescheduling and therefore escalation due to
capitalisation of interest payments and given its
non-concessionality has already by 1990 resulted
is

in

a

cumulative net outflow of

some

US$ 3

billion dollars. Unless something is done, this
figure will be unbearably high by the year 2000.

crisis still continues to pose an

impediment to

development both now and in the future. In some
countries in the southern African region, the
overall debt overhang has reached such
proportions as being 330% of the GNP. We have
to accept the fact that something must be done
about the debt problem faced by Africa. On the

and multilaterals. Africa needs to take

World Bank and IMF) have moved from their

initiative in all efforts of this nature and not just

supposed position of being instruments of
injecting real resources for long term development
and sustainability to visibly creating the harshest
conditions on theirmembercountries. They have
taken the privileged position where their debt

remain reactive.

no

take

interest
a more

new

SDRs. There

seems

to

the part of the Bank nor IMF to
useful position on reducing the

on

African debt.
The African debt with the Multilaterals

therefore remains

cannot

a

serious obstacle to

be rescheduled! In fact, the most serious

contradiction is the fact that the seriously indebted
countries

are

also members of the Fund and the

Bank. The lack of transparency and accountability
of these institutions further
42

deepens this

more

Challenges for the 1990s
we only have six years before we
into the 21st Century, Africans have to

Given that
enter

adopt new thinking in order to make the end of
this Century a turning point for ridding Africa of
its present powerlessness

and consequently play
a meaningful role in this global village. It is my
belief that the bilateral donor governments hold
the trump card. They are direct creditors and also

a

total reduction in the

debt burden. This could be done

through direct
through debt conversions for
development projects in relation to aid flows; as
well as through new initiatives for increasing the
productive capacity of the African countries.
Mechanisms have to be developed and
put in place to ensure that the problem (the crisis)
does not deepen; or that a sustainable base for
development is created. This could mean more
write offs and

—

strict criteria

the basis of which loans

on

are

secured.

To achieve any

real successes, there is a need
popular participation in the issues of debt i.e.
broadening the base of the decision making and
negotiating processes by moving the issue of
debt away from the domination of the African
state to involvement of civil society organisations
for

and movements such

as

the Trade Unions, the

NGOs and Networks, the Churches etc. Three

achieved through this;
ensuring more transparency and therefore
accountability on the part of the African
state on dealings with the Creditors;
ensuring that loans will benefit the people
who in general are the ones who are currently paying heavily for the currently rising debt; and
changing the basis of negotiations from

aspects could be
—

—

—

that centered

on

interests of international

capital to that centered on people’s development needs.
Some of the key issues that Africa is going to

debt burden reductions

initiatives that have been

There has to be

—

bilateral side, little success has been achieved in

contradiction. The multilateral institutions (The

be

into motion to set the stage

The Overall Picture

development. The particular interests of the IMF
against those of the member countries is a

for the IMF to issue

the part of Africa has to be
for meaningful
relationships before the end of this century.
The reality to be faced now is that;
set

As has been noted above, the overall debt

inspite of the various
brought forward; the
Brady, the Toronto and Trinidad terms etc. The
World Bank has also adopted some measures to
help African countries cope with their debt, but
these initiatives are far from being satisfactory.
As regards the commercial debt, insufficient
progress has also been made in reducing the debt
overhang. Possibilities exist here for swapping
of debt for development through buy-back or
conversion mechanisms supported by bilaterals

financial markets. Further calls have been made

rather than begging on

the bilateral donors believe in the Bank and the

because if the African state is weakened, then the
Bank will not have

African needs.

One of the major contradictions

key actors in the Multilateral institutions.

deal with

are;

•

which of this debt is still valid?

•

what is the

proportion of responsibility of

this debt that

can

be allocated to both the

Debtors and the Creditors?
Are the projects still benefitting

•

What criteria should be

•

the people?
adopted for new

loans?

By

way

of conclusion,

one

burden of the crisis remains

could say that the
squarely on the

shoulders of the Africans. Africa must deal with
this issue not

only for its own future’s sake, but
also for the future of world as a whole.
Responsibility is expected of the bilateral donor
countries and multilateral institutions. Piece meal
actions are no longer viable as they clearly
entrench the current neo-colonial structures.
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GENDER ISSUES

THE GENDERED CHARACTER OF THE
AFRICAN PETTY BOURGEOISIE
Patricia McFadden
FEW months ago, a woman friend
stepped into my office and posed the
following challenge — please give me
your opinion about the state of the Women’s
Movement in Zimbabwe and in the region
generally. 1 had been waiting for such an

A

invitation, and after almost two hours of intense

ask me to give them references on Gender.

I

always get a special sense of pleasure
when male colleagues ask me to give them
references on Gender. Whaf, you mean you

transformations have occured within the African
middle class, which are reflected in the

constituency of the Women’s Movement

as a
whole, as well as in the relations between women
and

men

gender, and to actually
concept in your writing. So it’s no
longer “a women’s problem
use

For

as

long

as

African Political Economy has

been in existence

who would take

as a

science (I have a friend

umbrage at

my

claim that what

that their mothers and foremothers

probably
only dreamed about but rarely had the chance to
realise, and women are entering the next
millenium

on a crest

the text “women”

are

refered to in terms of

struggles for maternity benefits, etc, and the
same scientifically erroneous extensions are made
to

all other classes.
Patriachal Structure of power

relations

Consequently, 1 think that is why so many
African middle class men are finding themselves
startled and on the defensive about the Women’s

Movement, per se,

and about the fact that
increasingly middle class African women are
making decisions which not only are tipping the
balance in women’s favour, but such actions and
decisions

throwing the whole patriarchal
stucture of power relations within families and
marriages (as well as in love affairs and casual
are

sexual contacts) into a
would argue.

“mess”

—

as

the

men

On the part of an increasing number

of middle class women,

things are finally
beginning to happen, the balance of power is
making it possible for them to do and say things
Sapem February, 1994

over

the world. As

who want to know about

gender do so from a very opportunistic standpoint
to fulfill a requirement made by the donor, or
to avoid being lambasted by feminists in the
audience where they present their papers. Maybe
a few, a very few, want to know about gender so
that they can use that understanding to change
their relations with women colleagues and more

terms

mean

women as a

broad

(encompassing all classes) and
specific classes of women, vis the African state
which is essentially a patriarchal state, run by
men for themselves. And what do the changes
which so obviously have men on the run in some
instances (expressions like “I would not touch a
feminist with a ten foot pole) say about the state
of the middle class as a gendered social category.
What of the fact that African men always marry
down socially and professionally, especially as
,

more

African

women

economic and social

rise

sucess,

on

the ladder of

and what of their

defensiveness about women's achievements
which is reflected in

a nostaligia about “the good
days when a man was a man and women
knew their place”. Or, they marry non-African
women, so that they don't have to deal with the
issue of equality as Africans, and they can play
other power games which they cannot even
imagine with Black women.
When we look around us, it is very obvious
that the African middle class is no longer a
largely male dominated class in terms of its
composition. It may be male-dominated in terms
of the persistence of unequal gendered relations

old

between

women

and the state, women and men,

etc, but as a class, its

1

composition has changed
dramatically over the past thirty years. Women
are moving into more areas of professional and
other activity, and the challenge within the state
to acknowledge women’s professional skills and
training has never been greater. 1 always get a
special sense of pleasure when male colleagues

or

partners.

always laugh when I hear

himself as

in real, lived situations in

of the relations between

with their wives

so

—

of African
social classes changed over the past century, and

social category

basically male. The concept of class as a heuristic
tool is conceptually constructed as a malecentered analytical category. Of course they
know that women are part of all societies, but
“women” is a descriptive term, an extension of
the empiricial existence of men. So one reads
about “the peasantry” (read male peasants) and
women, and the gender of the male is assumed
not to require specification, because it is a given
of male political economy. Note, for example,
the continued reference to “the African working
class” meaning male workers, and somewhere in

all

you ain’t seen nothing yet.
How has the gendered composition

have assumed that classes in

are

—

(not Ronald Reagan, please) said

what does it

societies

most men

—

is social is also scientific, but that is another
debate), social scientists, both male and female,
our

Of course

the

someone

in this class.

Male Feminists?

want to know about

discussions

(gone are the days when we were
alleged to only gossip) we agreed that at this
point in time, several very interesting

What,
about gender, and to
actually use the concept in your writing. So it’s
no longer “a women’s problem”.
you mean you want to know

a

a man

describe

“feminist” because often it is

meant

placate me (why, only the goddess knows), or
prevent some imaginary argument they think
they know will issue out of my mouth. What
strikes me about such claims is that they are so
typically male in their anticipatory nature, because
often such men have not extended this labelling
beyond the rhetorical public domain.
What is more annoying about such claims is
that, suddenly, after all the advocacy we have
done as African women to get the term Feminist
recognised, and barely accepted in our African
to
to

societies, certain

men

have rushed in and

appropriated it. Why not formulate

maledealing
with their inherited socialisation as oppressors?
Why do they have to appropriate a concept that
is so fundamentally woman-centered. Well, I
guess my question is tautological, because hisstory is basically one of appropriation — of
power, resources, women, anything that can be
grabbed in human society. But are we going to let
some beared “feminists” appropriate even the
re-naming of ourselves as women. I do not think
relevant term to describe

men

who

a

are

SO.

So whilst

we

must

continue

our

critique of the

neo-colonial state in Africa, we must, especially
as women,

acknowledge the spaces and openings

that were made available to

us as

female Africans,

through universal and free education in virtually
all the countries of this continent
three decades. Women had

access

over

the past

to education

for the first time in African

her-story, something
special preserve of female
children fortunate enough to have been bom into
wealthy and or aristocratic families in the past.
that had been the

Our mothers, most of whom did not have the
43
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South Africans, most of whom are women,
opportunities to education, to professions

poor
the

and economic
the

resources

which other

women

in

region have clearly benefitted from. The men

in the power arena

might already know what it

will mean in terms of the distribution of gendered

within

power

future South Africa, but if the

a

fight it now, tomorrow will be an
even greater battle on many more fronts.
The IMFAVorld Bank policies as we know,
have a fundamentally racist, classist and gendered
women

do not

character to them, and even if the white men who

push these policies on us through our weak
governments may deny it, the fact of the matter
is that we shall probably see a reversal in terms
of the numbers of women who can actually vie

with men, in all our countries, in a
generation or so from now. Basically, we will be
back to a stage where only the female children of
for power,

professional
will have shrunk
dramatically to only those areas which men are
not yet interested in.
Just as an aside, after over 20 years of air
travel, I suddenly noticed something that really
scared me. Over the past two to three years, more
and more men are becoming cabin attendants. In
fact, on a recent flight from Nairobi to Harare on
Air Zimbabwe, there was only one woman
the middle classes will have any

and

status,

ZIANA

IMF/World bank

policies often lead to violent protest marches

even be literate, fought against
colonialism also becau.se the struggle held the

opportunity to

promise of universal and free education for all
children. And 1 know that

women

in Zimbabwe,

Namibia and South Africa fought alongside their

generations of African
opportunity, if not the
sense that goes beyond the

so that future
would have the

daughters,
women

right, to be free in

a
conventional male definitions of African

different story,

and that
is what we should be reclaiming under all those
layers of male-defined, male re-constructed
charades of what is imposed as African traditions.
But 1 shall

come

soon,

readers will

are a

back

to

this theme in another

the cabin, and have taken over most of the

already be feeling a heat rising

positions as flight attendants. And do not tell me
this is gender equity because I do not have to say
it is not. It really speaks to the side-effects of
structural adjustment for women, consequences
which we do not always see, but which are very

“under their collars" and I can

already hear the
amazed expressions of “how dare she” and “this
is the limit”. Oh, but it is not, 1 can assure you,

longer could petty patriarchs deny female
right to knowledge and freedom
(which is what women of my generation are
enjoying now), on the pretext that “girls don't
belong to the families into which they are bom
because they marry and leave” or that “boys are
more responsible ie. they don't become pregnant
mid-way a high school career” etc. And when 1
hear some of my women colleagues arguing that
we must go back to the “pure” traditions because
men have manipulated them and changed them,

because I and many more

children the

but that the “true” African traditions are not that

bad. 1 feel sick to the stomach, because it is so

down-right hypocritical. None of such women
would accept to live as peasant women lived two
or

three

or even

five hundred years ago on

this

continent, because Africa was as patriarchal then
as

it is

now

—

only the forms have changed.

African traditions. All African traditions were

and
44

are

patriarchal in essense. However, African

there

are

African

women out

sick and tired of this nonsense of

“African tradition this, African

all under the

guise of keeping

tradition that”,

us

down.

IMF/World Bank Policies
But to return to the issue of the

importance of

education in the reconstitution of the African
middle class

fly, take a look around at the gendered
composition of the cabin crew — not only are
men still dominant as the pilots, co-pilots and
navigators etc (and they have systematically
blocked women from this part of the flying
profession), but in addition, they have invaded

because 1 know that some of the

freedom.
No

then, the scope

attendant, the rest (4-.5) were men. Next time you

feminist traditions

article,

even

across

the board, it is

only in

countries like South Africa, where the IMF and
are set to pre-empt any of the
opportunities that were enjoyed by women
through liberal state policies of the immediate
post-independence governments ofcountries like
Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya, etc, that the
transfomiation of the middle class, in gendered
terms, will probably take other routes. And we
must expose what it means for women in that
country, because by accepting IMF/World Bank
temis even before independence, the ANC and
other political players are actually denying all

the World Bank

real to

women

However,

senior

in such industries.

before the

era

of structural

adjustment, women did have access to education,
and we went through the system, inspite of the
constant harrassment by men (to marry us and
truncate our careers; to keep us down through the
bearing of children; to distract us by manipulating
us emotionally, etc) and we, the Black middle
class

women

of Southern Africa today, are

wide range of fields, and we
challenging the male
hegemonisation of resources, mobility, power
and the ability to make life-changing decisions.
We are liberated women in many ways, and do
not let anyone tell you that African women do not

professionals in
are

a

effectively

want to

be liberated. That is

a

bare-faced lie, and

buy it, then we are really in .serious trouble
as Black women, because recognising the need
to be free of patriarchal definition and constraints
if you
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is the first essential step

towards

a

better life.

Unequal Gendered Relations
However,
still

we are a

generation of women who

learning to

use our professional and
challenge and maybe, just
maybe, change the unequal gendered relations of
power between us and our partners, whatever the
context of such relationships. I know that one of
the most difficult challenges facing all women is
to re-construct the relations of power within
which intimacy is experienced in heterosexual
relationships. It is hard to change the relations of
power between you, as a woman, and the man
whom you make love with every now and then.
The man who wakes you some mornings with a
wann, intimate smile that says how wonderful
the night before was. That man who rubbed your
back while you lay in the labour ward, struggling
with the inevitable pain of giving life to a uniquely
wonderful humanbeing.
Yet this is the same man who puts his feet up
and watches TV while you slog in a hot kitchen,
trying to get lunch ready on time so that his
visiting relatives will not have as much to criticise
you about when your back is turned; it is this man
who comes home in the early hours of the
morning, reeking of booze and the scent of
another woman’s intimacy, and who insists that
you "mu.st be his wife"; and this is the very same
man who hardly ever spends any time with the
children, besides chastising them (in fact if you

ways

do not insist that he does so, he would opt out

acceptable to the male status

completely from the child rearing process), and
sending them for this and that. It is hard to
challenge someone who is part and parcel of a
terrain that is so “normal” and yet so detrimental
to all women regardless of their class positions.

seem to

are

economic spaces to

ways

which

are not

"feminine" and

quo, ways

which

be abbrasive and hostile, but which

are

the

African

resistance. In fact, in most such ca.ses. those who

the "true"

sought to persuade never got even a fraction of
what they initially started out to achieve. Think

things like

about those countries in Africa where the

professions to us? What of the spaces and
possibilities that we exercise and enjoy that were
made possible by the struggles of so many
millions of women who

the first male

was

came

bom to

us.

before

We

us.

are

feminists, if it must be re-stated.
That is

—

(left): “As long as there is
of us will continue to he battered.”

struggled for gendered equity since

use

are our

have

men, some

only ways that have taken us to where we are
as women today, and acknowledge that that is
why you. as a more conventional feminist, can
enjoy the spaces that are emerging in your life
whether it is in the public or private domain.
There are no cases in the struggle against
oppression when those in positions of power and
priviledge gave way. even one centimeter,
because only persuasion was used as a tactic of

But it mu.st be done, otherwise of what real

women

Patricia McFadden

why, when I hear

men say

colonised

coming from. Anyone who has read, or heard of
Faludi’s “Backlash”, will smile at such

relations between

expressions of fear, whilst remembering always,
that those who are in positions of power and
comfort never give up their priviledged status
voluntarily. So when you mutter “Oh. Patricia is

women must never

alien to

too

are

our

out

of control" and "Feminism is

culture”. 1 know where they are

harsh, too confrontationalist; she sounds

like/is

a

because

man-hater, etc” ju.st remember that it is
women

like

us

have insisted

on

our

rights, and continue to struggle in not-so-nice
Sapem February. 1994

gendered imbalance between

is

a

women

and

men.

and

we as

forget that. As long as there
gendered imbalance between women and

men. some

of us will continue to be battered,

we

will be

paid lower salaries, even as professionals,

for the

same

owned

as

work done;

we

will be inherited and

part of the man’s property — basically,
always be negotiating from a position of
less power — and we all know what that means.
we

will

women

and

I

always tell my women friends, petty
bourgeois women professionals who have the
option to actually do something about changing
relations of power, that griping is boring, because
when you have your own money, you can stepout

of

a

And

.

negotiated "amicably" with the
colonials. Where did it get them? The same
analogy can be made in reference to the gendered

"women

a

sty.
I have said

as

column, when
resources to

women

at

other times in this

have the

ability and

make different kinds of choices,

then

they have only them.selves to blame for not
taking the next step forward. It is not an easy
step, that 1 admit, and it is easier when you are not

bogged down with the institutional baggage of
forms like marriage, but the responsibility
remains

an

individual

I do not think that

one on

both sides.

change men.
little way. to women’s
demands, but it is only men who can change
themselves. J ust as we, women, have grasped the
Men

can

give

nettle, and

women can

way, a

are

deconstructed

oppressed selves,

our

socialised,

so as to construct a new

and

different kind of womanhood, which will make
it

possible for

live a celebratory life in the
Middle class women have an
opportunity to do things differently, because the
us to

21st century.

battle to retain

rage on

our current

achievements will

in the coming decades.□
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REGIONAL COOPERATION IN THE NILE
BASIN AND HORN OF AFRICA
abdel-Malik auda
HE world

shortcomings and particular
policies of governments and secondly, is the
exploitation by external actors of the declining
internal conditions by way of infiltration and
influence, which may take various forms related
to the control of arms, debt, technology and
economic aid, as well as the policies of world
state, spearheaded by

political changes urge the
Ethiopia, Eritrea,
Somalia, Djibouti, Kenya. Tanzania,
Uganda, Rwanda. Burundi and Zaire to seize the
opportunity to halt general deterioration and
collapse through the establishment of a collective
authority or a regional organisation, to be in
charge of manning water resources in the region.
This implies a shift, for the first time, from
bilateral and partial ventures and experiences to
the concept of river control and overall water
resources cooperation. Hence, this will be the
response, in letter and spirit, to the provisions

production rates, failure of
development experiences, growing foreign debt
and increased reliance on foreign aid, as well as
the dissemination of hunger, desertification and
aggravated refugee problems.

region joined gatherings and organisations such
as the Economic Community of the Great Lakes,

water resources

cited in the African Convention for the

the Preferential Trade Area, whose members

over most

Preservation of Nature and Natural Resources,

have

the role of the organiser of disputes over water
distribution and allocation, and had taken

T

well

as

states

as

of Egypt, Sudan.

in the

Lagos Plan of Action and the
Community Treat that:

African Economic

Despite the fundamental changes that have
taken place in the post-independence era, and
more particularly since the end of the Cold
War, there is still the need for establishing a
close link between development, democracy,
security and stability, as the idealformula for

fulfilling the legitimate aspirations of nations
and peoples of Africa to decent life, progress
and social justice. This formula will enable
African states to solve gradually the acute
African continent.
Positive and

Negative Legacies

The Nile Basin and the Horn of Africa
situated in
closeness

a

are

strategic location because of their
to

world

All of these countries

are

members of the

Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and some
of them

are

members of the Arab

League and

other organisations
the

such as the Commonwealth,
French-African Group, etc. At the regional

level within Africa, some

of the countries of the

recently signed the Treaty of Comesa, the
Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and
Development (IGADD), the Economic
Community of Central African Countries, etc.
Proposals for regional cooperation between
these countries, by virtue of their common
interests as well as requirements of common
action in the spheres of security, water and food
cooperation demand primarily political
agreement by leading institutions in these
countries. Such a political agreement should
address the following principles:
True reciprocal recognition of the effect of
destabilising inherited political borders and
abstaining from direct or indirect attempts
at altering them. This entails final recognition of the territorial integrity of all states
and the rejection of requests for partition,

trade lines via the

Mediterranean Sea. the Red Sea and the Indian

secession and irredentism.
•

Ocean. Meanwhile, it is trapped in the competition
of

languages and cultures: the Anglophone,
Francophone and Arabic-speaking population.
In addition, the history of religious Islamic and
Christian conflict is long standing with its effects
still surviving until now.
This situation is further complicated by the
presence ofnational, “tribal” and ethnic divisions,
as well as the spread of intense violence. Despite
links of geographic neighbourhood and historic
heritage bringing these peoples and countries
together, the result was a highly intractable
network ofmassive positive and negative legacies
and memories, intimacy and antagonism.
All these countries were the scene of military
coups or attempted ones. All of them are virtually
marked by instability and absence of political
participation in the true democratic sense of
pluralism. Furthermore, the economy of the
countries of the region are dubbed for continued
46

of

•

socio-economic and political problemsfacing
the

decline

•

Abiding by the democratic course to resolve internal problems of states respectively, through recognition of the legitimacy of cultural, linguistic and political
pluralism, while translating this pluralism
into the process of a political democratic
participation and respect of Human Rights.
On the other hand, to feel committed to this
end is

some kind of a
relations between the

likely to produce

rational vision

or

of the region and to cut short complaints, whether true or false, about foreign
plots or infringements threatening the stability of these states and their territorial
integrity. It is as well conductive to the
gradual decrease in the existing levels of
violence and conflict in the region.
Security cooperation represents the minimum
level for facing up to the threats to security faced
by these states. The main source of threat lies
basically with the domestic situation in each
states

financial

institutions

and

multinational

companies and organisations.
Quest for Regional Cooperation
The history of cooperation in the domain of
in

a

in the Nile Basin is documented

number of studies.

During the British control

of the Nile Basin area, Britain assumed

concluding agreements with other states such as
Belgium and Ethiopia on the issue of water,
dams and water resources cooperation.
This might be the reason why recently
independent African countries declared their non-

recognition of the agreements earlier concluded
by imperial authorities and their desire to conclude
new agreements on the Nile water question,
espiecially in the light of the post-independence
development processes which necessitate
expansion in agricultural production and land
reclamation.

Egyptian policy developed
early this century in the issue of the Nile
water. I do not only mean the construction of the
Aswan Dam or other water projects in the Sudan,
Meanwhile, the

interest

but 1 note that in the second half of the 1940s,

Egyptian senior irrigation envisaged a concept
major Nile projects from sources to estuary.
The Egyptian government adopted the said water
concept. It also agreed with Uganda in 1933 on
building the Owen Falls Dam and regulating
mutual cooperation of the purposes of storage
and electricity generation.
Since that time, proposed construction projects
in the Nile Basin were unilaterally carried out by
of

some

countries either within their borders or

through agreements between two such
neighbouring countries as Egypt and the Sudan
or through the establishment of partial
organisations such as the Organisation for
Management and Development of Kagera River
Basin.

On the other hand, growing food crisis and
aggravated famine and desertification in the
countries of the region, raised calls for setting up
new projects and reviving water claims to the
river. Thus, the basic remark in this concern

is
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that countries of the
have

never

conference

region, without exception,
thought of holding an official
to be attended by the river basin

countries to start

acquired

or

a

direct talk about water claims,

due claims.

However, within this framework, the Egyptian

which has far not materialised.

policy has tended, on several occasions, to submit
proposals or calls for adopting measures towards
regional cooperation seeking river control. But
this has taken place in the absence, so far, of the
official political step of setting up a general
authority or regional organisation in charge of
the Nile River. Below is the most important

matter

outline for these

Basin countries.

measures.

Nile Water

Agreement (1959)
The Nile Water Agreement is a bilateral
agreement between Egypt and the Sudan,
earmarking the shares of Egypt and the Sudan of
the Nile water in accordance with the annual

of the Nile resources in Aswan. This
study principally deals with an agreement
average

between the two countries

increase the river

on common

action

to

through new projects
and a continued hydrological survey in the Upper
Nile. This could be implemented by a Joint
revenue

committee called the Permanent Joint Technical
Committee (PJTC).
The study touches as well upon the two parties ’

unified stand, vis-ä-vis water
claims by other countries in the Nile Basin. In
case of responding positively to any such claim,
the amount is equally deducted from both
agreement on a

countries’ shares.
As

a

result of the aforementioned

common

On this occasion in 1980-81, the

the Nile within and outside the borders of the

Sudan, in agreement with authorities concerned
in the countries on whose territories these projects
are

installed.

The

Committee,

thus,

contacted

representatives of Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya
for consultation with a view of broadening the
scope of cooperation.
A new Technical Authority comprising Egypt,
the Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda
and Zaire has been agreed upon to conduct a
meteorological and river water survey of raincollection areas feeding the lakes of Victoria,
Keyoga and Albert. Ethiopia Joined in the
meetings of this Authority as an observer.
Sapem February, 1994

20th

Concerning the concept of the overall plan
at the regional level, a set of future influen-

political question.
On the other hand, the project was not aimed
at bringing into existence a Joint authority or
regional organisation of the River Basin, but was
merely an endeavour to reinstate water position

tial factors

observer, while
the status of Rwanda was upgraded from observer
to member states of the group, which came to be
known as Endego — a Swahili word meaning

lation and

know-how in

areas

following recommendations:
Forming a technical group to detect priorities to be given to national and regional
projects.
Completing studies on maritime navigation at the local and regional levels.

—

—

—

was set out on a tour

of a number of

in the River Basin and

prepared a
preliminary report thereon. The Report included:
A definition of the items of a comprehensive study on the economic and technical
states

•

international network for the

River’s water
—

power

from the

resources.

Completing and reinforcing the African
telecommunications network.

of these

Upon the request of the Endego, an ad hoc

an

generation of electric

stressing the fact that the meetings and
within the

committee

Commissioning a panel of experts to be
by the African Development Bank
and the UNDP to study prospects of implementing the Anga-Aswan project and to

establish

—

Committee for Africa.

Coordination in the field of air transport.
chosen

of mutual interest, whilst

meetings have referred to cooperation as
regards Nile water and to the significance of
requesting the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) to give priority to projects
in the River Basin for the development of water
resources especially lakes and rivers.
Therefore, it has been agreed to keep up the
effective pace of work on the hydrometeorological studies on Equatorial Lakes projects in
compliance with the UN programme for
development as well as the UN Economic

light of the previously stated

—

objectives of the

regional issues, bolstering cooperation in
development domains, exchanging data and

the

introduction, the committee adopted the

group are mainly
consultation and coordination vis-a-vis African
The

be taken into consider-

example, growing popuimmigration from rural to urban

areas, etc.

In

as

are to

ation such as, for

in the River Basin.

participated in the meetings

the last quarter

of the
Century owing to internal regional
economic problems in each of these
over

countries.
•

as a

Endego (1983)
The Egyptian policy launched a fresh initiative
in the wake of the suspending of the proposed
draft protocol and convened a ministerial meeting
in November 1983 that was attended by delegates
from Egypt, the Sudan, Central Africa, Uganda
and Zaire. Rwanda, Tanzania and Burundi Joined
the gathering as observers. Later, Kenya

short of infrastructure

are

except Egypt and Rwanda. Moreconditions in these countries further

deteriorated

and

the technical level and not

countries

ventures

joint
Nile

Nevertheless, this proposed step was not
crowned with success because it was taken up at

re-

gional cooperation, the report indicates that

It is to be noted that discussions in the course

Among the chores of the Permanent Joint
Technical Committee is to lay down work
arrangements for the implementation of projects

As for horizons and mechanisms of

•

Egyptian

Basin, whose competence is to consider
ventures, works and programmes in the

consultations of the group proceed
framework of regional cooperation.

on

and air transport, energy, water resources,
communications and trade exchange.

over,

in South Sudan, world financial issues and failure

Ethiopia have halted stages of

particular emphasis on road, railway, river

of the nine states to look at the River

a committee

provides the basis for an
plan for cooperation among mem-

ber states in the field of infrastructure, with

most

brotherhood.

to agree with
execution.

all-out

policy, in line with the Sudanese policy, favoured
drawing up a preliminary draft protocol to form

between the two countries has
been reached on the Gongli Canal Project (I) and
(II), and a study was made on projects of digging
a drainage channel at Bahr-Al-Ghazal Swamps,
the North West White Nile Canal and building
Gambila Dam for Storage of flood waters on
Para and Subat Rivers. However, war problems

action, agreement

situation which

The setting up and functioning of a committee
comprising all representatives of the Nile Basin
countries is not a technical question to be dealt
with at technicians level. Rather, it is a political
issue to be discussed and decided on by the
leadership and governments of these countries, a

—

Organising trade exhibitions for national
production and devising regional
programmes for food self-sufficiency and
programmes for cultural cooperation at the
regional level.
Making efforts to create new financial resources.

It is observed that

given experience of Joint
initially started to thaw doubts and
dispel traditionally-inherited fear among
action has

countries of the River Basin since discu.ssions
had centred

on common

interests.

However, the questions, or in other words, the
establishment of

a

Joint Authority

or

Group to

undertake the mission of rivercontrol and relevant

major projects, as well as acquired and due river
water claims, all are still missing, officially
speaking, on the agenda of the meetings.
Moreover, the talks have not overtly dealt with
the subject of acquired and due claims to the Nile
water. But, in.spite of this, it should be admitted
that the group is a worth mentioning achievement.
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to

a

level for consultation in consolidation of

Burundi and Rwanda.
Furthennore. in 1989.

fact-finding mission,
comprising UN programme experts, was
entrusted with probing conditions in River Basin
countries during the period from May 31 to June
a

23 1989. The Committee submitted

a

report on a

proposed framework for regional cooperation
among Nile Basin countries, together with an
assessment

of available water

resources

and

population requirements on both short- and longterm bases.

Following are the main points from this report.
All participants agreed that a joint management
of the water

of the Nile River

resources

was

essential and urgent to help meet the socioeconomic population requirements in the Basin
countries.

They organised that the example of Meckong
forges as an affirmation of the
gains and benefits to be expected from regional
cooperation, the international financial aid and
River Committee

the role of the UNDP in this respect.
Conferees approved of the following

recommendations;
•

It is essential that the Nile Basin countries

cooperate in sharing water resources to the
interest of all

on an

beneficial basis to

•

equitable and mutually
development pur-

serve

poses in the Basin area.
The approach to this rests on the fact that
overall development of water resources
should be

•

positive and compatible with
respective requirements of the Nile Basin
countries. This step towards the creation of
an effective regional cooperation should
take place in the nearest time possible.
Participants appeal to the UNDP to extend
assistance needed to carry on with the
proposed study on the establishment of
appropriate patterns and machinery for the
creation of the said regional cooperation
for harnessing water resources as well as
for the effective mobilisation of international aid at bilateral and multi-lateral levels in the field of

infravarying dein addition to their growing water
to satisfy food production requireof these countries in

ments.
•

by proposing an organisational
framework combining Nile Basin countries in a
joint authority or a regional group, in favour of
achieving cooperation in water resources and
development spheres.
Diverse activities, already referred to. on the
part of the Egyptian policy or other states fell
within bilateral or partial contexts. Thus, all
invited to become

Arms and intensive violence in these coun-

tries

are not conductive to security and
stability and that the only means lies in
political solution and democratic participation, power sharing and distribution of
power between the centre and the prov-

contribution

inces in each state.
•

The idea of

security arrangements among
these countries constitutes the basic and

energy.
I think that it is

primary step along the right path towards
clearing fears and doubts and .securing the
regimes of these countries and the concern
for territorial integrity.
I believe that the question of financing is
coming across a more appropriate international
atmosphere in view of the ending of the Cold
War. not to mention earlier experiences for
establishing a joint authority in river basins such
as the Senegal River. This point leads to the issue
of the Arab-African cooperation which is
undergoing a stage of recession at present. The
Arab side to this cooperation is strenuously
pondering over techniques and approaches for
activating such acooperation. Therefore, I suggest

respect, to the

that Arab financial institutions and Arab countries

are now

of an all-embracing framework through
negotiation, consultation and sincere will to work
out such organised cooperation.
In this concern, the Egyptian policy can take
the lead in switching the issue from the Endego
framework, being a voluntary consultative
gathering which performed a preparatory role, to
the framework of the advocated convening of a
part

conference at the head-of-state level to reach

a

political agreement that will be a prelude to
cooperation in the fields of security, water
resources, agriculture, food production and
appropriate to refer, in this
Egyptian policy availing itself of
the technique and approach of technical
cooperation towards finding a common
background and a common understanding among
River Basin states. In 1980, the Egyptian Fund
for Technical Cooperation with Africa was
established. Fund reports indicated that it carried
out technical cooperation dealings with Burundi.
Djibouti, Kenya, Rwanda. Somalia, Tanzania,
Uganda and Zaire. The Fund financed training
seminars and workshops and exchanged technical
know-how and data in the sphere of cooperation
among countries located in the River Basin.
In conclusion, the proposal benefits from
experiences and projects previously demonstrated
in the region. 1 stress the fact that it is not
intended for the achievement of a political or
economic unity of Nile Basin countries, or a
common market. It rather aims at regional
cooperation and coordination among the 12
countries. It is aimed at establishing a joint rivercontrol Authority to be entrusted with monitoring
its major projects, provided it should be preceded
by a security agreement and followed by
agreement in the field of food production,
transport and energy. My view is that the world
atmosphere and timing are now quite convenient
on

process

Participants also call upon UN programme

reasons:

Ethiopia.
Participants invite all Nile Basin countries

grees
needs

Conclusion
The UN role can be considered a direct positive

River Basin countries

The internal crisis and collapse of the
structure

opment programme.

of the

render assistance in the domain of data-

states.
•

cooperation and insurance ofeffective planning and execution of the Nile Basin devel-

for mutual contacts

collection to
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development in the Nile

periodic meetings at the Ministerial

River Basin.

to

•

hold

UN

Programme for Development
virtually commendable step to invite the
Endego member states to take part in the regional
cooperation offices and ambitions of the UN
Development Programme, not only in relation to
the said reports and recommendations but also
the successful attempt by the UN programme to
hold a seminar to expatiate on the experience of
the Meckong River Committee at the Bangkok
meeting held in January 1986. Attending the
meeting were representatives from Egypt, the
Sudan. Uganda, Tanzania, Zaire, Ethiopia,
It is

negotiating

the

The Cold War is

subject, and the start
for the following

over

and the value of

be

requested to contribute, jointly with
financial institutions, to finance projects
the umbrella of

joint authority

or

world
under
regional

organisation.
Since the negotiating process is in need of
political initiation. I am of the opinion that the
Egyptian policy can assume this part in
collaboration with UN specialised agencies and
get in direct touch with all countries on an equal
footing. The Egyptian move in this on connection
is important and meaningful because it emanates
from a country already enjoying acquired rights.

However, it favours that

common

interests be

given a top priority as compared to any and all
standing or inherited conditions, thus
emphasizing common interests. Meanwhile, the
Egyptian policy maintains good relations with
all parties in the region.
Lastly, some scholars might tend to support
the idea that the proposal is no more than an
inconceivable dream. Yet,
that

we

dreams

we

still have to admit

of having African
materialised, beginning at the outset of
are

living the

age

this decade, with the declaration of Namibia’s

independence, falling apart of the apartheid
regime and the rebuilding of the democratic
political and social structures in the Republic of
South Africa.^
Professor Abdel-Malik Auda is in the

Faculty of

reciprocal and

Economics and Political Science at the Cairo University.

come

Egypt.

common interests has bethe basis for understanding among
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ESSAY OF THE MONTH

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND THE BLACK
WOMEN IN SOUTH AFRICA
Pethu Serote

s

INCH De Klerk’s

speech of February 2,

1990, and the realisation in government

and the private sector that there was
something wrong with apartheid and the way the
country was being run, many papers have been
written and many speeches made about the
“levelling of the playing field”, “redressing
previous imbalances”, “affirmative action for
B lacks and women” and more such related topics.
In this article,

that it is

Although the Black women would also be
participating in the discussion, their voice as
the weaker sector is not registered in our
part of the debate.

of the discussions here in South Africa because

the future. 1 argue, not for the abandoning of the
idea of the affirmative action, but for an

establish

articulation of issues connected with it in such

why, although it sounds as if it speaks
people and all the women,
actual fact, marginalises the majority of

it in

women

who

are

Black in this country.

something 1 could embrace and, in
another, as something that 1 did not think referred
to me as a

Black

women.

So 1 have used this

opportunity to examine my disquiet with what it
refers

to.

We, the Black

women,

sit in the

uncomfortable and often conflictual

position of
gender (and other
oppressions not clearly appropriate for this
article). So in some (and there are many) ways,
we feel we belong with all the Black people,
including the Black men. In other ways (and
again there are many), we feel that we belong
with all women, including White women. In yet
other many institutions, we feel we belong alone,
abandoned by both. In order to resolve this
situation for myself, I have been trying to work
the intersection of

out

race

and

what it is that is distinctive that

women

we as

Black

bring into the argument for affirmative

that the people who

a

in need of its
intervention, will benefit when it is implemented.
Problematising the Notion of Affirmative

way

1 would like to say that it has taken me a long
time to figure out why this notion felt, in one

way, as

are most

Action for “Blacks and Women"
This notion

comes

to us from the US

and,

though I think I could not pick much quarrel with
its origin, 1 nonetheless think that we have
accepted it too easily and as an unproblematic.

we

which

we are

find ourselves (as well as, of course,

into) and make us pro-active
general thrust of where our
country and society is going to. So 1 have a
cast

contributors to the

justifiably selfish interest which infonns my
approach to the subject I deal with. 1 must confess
though, that 1 have not yet given the ideas the
thorough working through that they deserve and,

1 draw from what has

men who either propagate or
(as it mostly happens) oppose it and then that of

the White

women

and Black

men. Although the
participating in the

discrimination

women

discussion, their voice as the weaker sector is not

(Crenshaw, 1989). The situation of the majority

registered in our consciousness and therefore not
reflected as part of the debate.
Another big chunk of the debate is taking
place in the private sector, where as early as the
late 1970s and early 198()s, different
multinationals began to employ Black people in
management positions. The problems that have
faced this project have been a centre ofdiscussion
now for a while and some research has
gone into
why affimiative action in this area did not succeed
(Human. 1991; Maphai, 1992). Some of the
major points made about this failure are the

of

Black

experienced by Black

women

compounded when

becomes

we
of class and the role and

even

more

include the intersection
use of aspects of culture

in their subordination.

that the presence among

Thirdly, the historical dynamic in which

apartheid benefited the White women over black
men, also gets glossed over and hidden in the

of “affirmative action for Blacks and women” in

action is about

this country.

that
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be that of the White

Black

critique of the theories of
feminism because the exclusions exfterienced
there are similar to those advocated by the notion
come out

then that the “heard” voice in

any

consideration the intersectional nature of

American women’s

1 also draw from that has

would like to argue

“heard” around issues of affirmative action would

major reasons why this argument
marginalise Black women. Firstly, as it
argues the point from race on one hand, and
gender on the other, it does not take into
are two

would

out of the Black

come

this area, we will find that firstly
predominantly there are White men. Then
the second position is held by White women and
then Black men. Trying to find Black women in
the academic world requires a very powerful
microscope to be able to even detect them. 1
sectors are in

and

There

of its maleness.

it will transform the victim situation in

which

knowledge, as we all know. It is also one of those
institutions where Black people, especially Black
women, were excluded by a range of factors and
regulations. If we look at who the powerful

We would need to examine it because the way
the problem influences the solution.

working rather than completed article.

work that

big chunk of dehate

one names

therefore, will ask the reader to accept this as a

out,

we can

look at the location of the debates

us

forum is that of the most powerful sector and
that of the powerful forces opposing it. In terms
of this argument then, the voice that would be

Secondly, it does not take into consideration
the contenders of
powerful forces, namely. White women and Black
men, whose experience of discrimination lies
directly on the axis of race and gender, will make
the arguments of Black women marginal. The
fact that the dominant ideology in the country
supported White positions have given the two
groups an advantage over the Black women. The
White women dip into its power because of its
whiteness and the Black men would dip in because

action because I think that once

The Location of the Debates
Let

happening at university/academic fora. The
university is a very powerful validator of

prevalent among the writings, of
“affinnative action for Blacks and women” and
behalf of all Black

ignoring this historical
that has benefitted

group

is

that determines where the issues will be taken for

on

a

around affinnative action. A

1 would like to examine the notion,

most

it should be),

already from apartheid.

consciousness and therefore not reflected
as

or

fact would benefit

broadness of the reference. So if affirmative

shifting power from the group(s)
previously held it (and I would like to argue

women

would also be

crucial element of the training of White managers
has not been
process,

thought as forming part of the
the general resistance to affirmative

action

expressed in the form of fear for “falling
and the paralysis
caused by defining and redefining the term to
mean so many things that it means no one
thing
in the end. An interesting perspective of the
majorproblems ofaffirmative action in the private
sector has come from the Black managers. Some
standards” and such arguments
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ESSAY OF THE MONTH
the mainstream. At the moment, it sounds as if,

of them who have had the

experience of this era
begun to also critically examine the
experience in conferences and are now recording
it in books. TV I’s Good Morning South Africa,
has been host to at least two panels based on this
experience. If we look again at this sector, we
find a crying absence of Black women. It has
been estimated that the efforts to develop Black
managers in the past ten or so years has given the
country only 1,1 percent Black managers. It
would be interesting to find out how many of that
1,1 percent are women. This scarcity of Black
women managers means that the voice of the
Black women in this important forum of
have

The different
like to
is

just one

others, to create the democracy we want

this case, would not benefit to the extent that they
need to

they have always been located mainly
margins of societal power

as

in the extreme outer
base. As this is

action, and also

address their

as

it is articulated, does not

important factor in this issue is who

gets to articulate the ideas. When I was preparing
to write this article, I went through a few writings
that have

emerged out of this debate. What I
mostly in the writings was that the people
who have written extensively about affirmative
action were mainly men. I would like to suggest
found

that whoever articulates the ideas, owns and
drives them. The ideas of affirmative action are

then, in this

case,

owned and driven mainly by

I would like to further go on

with the
argument that since the dominant ideas in our
society support the position White males
(including all other factors/determinants), the
men.

notion of “Blacks and women” will mean that
some

White

resonance

may find an
in it because they can
women

whiteness, and

some

Black

affinity and
dip into its

men may

find

a

similar affinity and resonance in its maleness.
This intersection (I do not know what else to call

it) might be based on the power/privilege each

ideology. This
people on the
margins and most Black women in these
important areas of the articulation of ideas and

group draws from the dominant
then leaves a large number of

issues around affirmative action means that their

particular issues will not be addressed.
As another aspect of articulation, we might
want to

look at who stands to benefit most in the

implementation of affirmative action as we have
thus far defined it. Nadia Pandor
on

this

(1992) touches

subject when she raises the issue of “those

Blacks who

in need of

improved living
conditions, literacy and employment”. Heinz
Klug (1992) suggests that it will mainly be those
people who had been excluded out of Jobs and
positions in spite of being qualified for them,
are

who stand to benefit most. The Black women, in
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we

have not looked

Implications for
Implementation

Some Practical

As a way of starting to look at the practical
implications of implementing affirmative action

that when we argue

The Articulation of the Ideas

Another

that

of affirmative

for Black women, I would like us not to assume

particular problems.

were to be implemented, the
particular, would have to learn
a whole host of new knowledge that would put
them where everybody is. It might be that the
knowledge is already there but not recognised as

Black women, in

that.

Another

area

that bears

a

lot of

implications

for “Blacks and women” that
automatically, the Black women are included
and will benefit. One way of ensuring that they
do benefit is to treat them as not only a distinctive
group, but a priority one as well. This will mean
a priority list that reads. Black women. Black
men

and White

women.

I would like to

acknowledge the problem with “race” labels, but
in our situation, it would be very important for us
do this

to

provision that is advocated. We hope that the
opposition to criminalising discrimination and

legalising equal access which has been receiving
prominence in the media lately, will be overtaken
by a sense of wanting to make the country a good
place for all the people who live in it. We need the
legal checks so that the resistance to implementing
affirmative action have

that

affirmative action,

an area

area

my suggestion would be that we
work it out so that the benefits are fairly

distributed.

the weakness of the Black women’s voice means

they are not heard and because they are not
heard (and therefore presumed absent),

crucial

a

deeply into,
need to

cycle in which

if affirmative action

for affirmative action is the constitutional

that the result of this is

vicious

should get into
knowledge that it
of the strategies, among many

suggest that we
affirmative action with the

affirmative action is weak. I would like to suggest
a

approaches and forms have

both merits and demerits. I therefore would

as

Black

women

have been most

disadvantaged and are also a group whose
potential has not been tapped. Just consider how
different affirmative action would be if the centre
for the arguments were to be
One of the issues that face

Black
us

women.
in this country

the myths that we have built around ourselves
and other groups of people. These come into play

As

would
multistrong element

pronged strategy that includes a
training, other support systems,
quotas, legislation, etc., to make affirmative
action work for the purpose we need it for. Many
arguments have been put forward to show that
education and training will not deliverthe package
we want. So have many arguments been advanced
against quotas and other such interventions. What

of education,

we

do not realise is that when

both merits and demerits. I therefore would like
to

suggest that we should get into

their needs,

case.

knowledge that it is Just one of the
strategies, among many others, to create the
democracy we want.
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VIEWPOINT

REJOINDER TO HOSEA JAFFE’S
“DISMEMBERMENT OF YUGOSLAVIA”
Abdi a. Mahdi
elements

article (SAPEM, Vol. 6, No 12)

“state” and national levels. But

Hosea Jaffe’s
which was
a masterly distortion offacts ofthe Yugoslav
situation. 1 was shocked by his naked, savage and
reckless support of the “Serbs” who have done
all that any human being could possibly do to
violate the rights of others. If your magazine
supports and endorses such views, perhaps it
should be renamed accordingly for its “Eascist”

I

or

allowed to

W AS indeed surprised to read

“Nazi” stance.

were

participate fully at
once

the edifice

of Soviet and Eastern

European power began to
particularism (whether ethnic or
religious) began to flourish and ignited the fires
of uncertainty of a post-communist state.
crumble,

What Jaffe fails to understand is that the
Y ugoslavia of Tito (1944) bears little resemblance
to the Y

ugoslavia of the 1990s. A new generation
of leaders and people have come to replace the
“old guards” of the post-Second World War era.
It is irrelevant, as far as this analysis goes,
whether your father or grandfather collaborated
with dictators such
or.

as

“ethnic” and even

religious conflicts really mean.
they say in “essence", is that my “subclan”, my “ethnic group”, my “religion” is right
—to hell with the rest of the people. This is really
the position of Jaffe’s New Left. To use his
expression, it is no better than neo-Nazism and
What

Neo-Fascism.

His minor thesis on
comment,

Iraq does not even deserve
since his sentiments had prevented

him from seeing clearly what the

issues really are

Stalin. Hitler or Mussolini

for that matter. Allied Forces in Europe at that

time. I therefore find Jaffe's statements such

‘“Muslims’ of Bosnia

as

neo-Nazi used

by
UNO, EC and Nato against Serbia and
Yugoslavia", quite unhelpful. Common sense
would tell you that the Allied Forces fought
against “Nazi” and “Fascists”. They were not,
therefore, identical forces nor did they share
are

similar aims. It does not, therefore, follow that a
modem Muslim, Catholic, Croat, Slovenian, etc,
is identical to those in the 1940s
Serb is the

same as

or

the modem

that who collaborated with

Stalin.

Jaffe takes for granted

that collaboration with
good and collaboration with other
forces was bad (i.e. Nazi. Fascist, Capitali.st,
etc.). But these labels have no meaning in the
current analysis. One family is wiped out here,
another there. What did these people have to do
with Stalin, Hitler or any other yesteryears? Who
cares about their views? They are killed because
they are “Muslims" or “Croats” or whatever
Stalin

NEWSWEEK

Crying for Bosnia

Yugoslavia, like other countries of the world,
belong to the people who live there as citizens,
whatever their “ethnic” or “religious”
persuasions. To say that Bosnia belongs to
Yugoslavia, is to say nothing that is meaningful.
It must also be appreciated that the name is a
coinage which refers to the “balkanisation” of
the Balkans. It was a unique experiment in which
a “national” was established to incorporate many

was

label the killers wish to define them. To them,

these are their enemies not fellow citizens whether
or

not

grudge against them.
an angel — no matter
Muslims, Catholics, Slovenians and

they bore

any

Milosevic, for Jaffe, is

how many
Croats he or his forces kill. For Jaffe, the “essence"

diverse, even hostile elements. Marshal Tito, the

is Kohl, EC,

founder of modem

Yugoslavia,

that “did it”. Clever

in his life time

hold the “nation”

to

Political observers

were not

was

successful
together.

convinced that the

“balkanisation” of the Balkans would hold. Tito

proved them

wrong.

Tito’s creation outlived

him, partly because the Communist regime he
had established had remained intact, and partly
because the various “ethnic” and
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religious

UNO, Nato, etc. They are the ones

logic indeed. You can do all
killing you damn well please and Jaffe would
defend you by saying in “essence”, it is not you
who did it; somebody else did it. Is that what
Hegel meant?
If Jaffe proposes to defend the position of the
“New Left" (as it were), he is doing a very poor
job of it. As a Somalian, I know what “clan”.
the

TIME

Serbian President Milosevic: The Butcher

of

the Balkans?
about “ethnic”
one-sided

cleansing. Jaffe has concocted a
history of Yugoslavia by analysing

what he chooses to call the “essence” of the

Since, for him, the “essence” of

history
something other than what is, it cannot
be evaluated or criticised by the u.se of facts.
Similarly, a spear-maker could argue that it is not
matter.
must

be

he but the miner of the metal that did

it; and the

miner could argue

that it is nature that did it since
it was responsible for producing the metal in the
first place! This type of history exists only in
Jaffe’s mind. If you were to show him the videos
of massacres and atrocities committed by Serbs,
he would simply dismiss them as “phenomenon”
not worth any discussion. But for tho.se facing
the barrel of the gun, it is death (the very “essence”
of nothingnessJ.Q
51

LETTER FROM THE DIASPORA

THE ‘RACE’ DIMENSION OF THE BLACK
LIBERATION STRUGGLE
Ron Daniels
N

a number of my articles,
Malcolm X had moved from

I offered that
a strictly race
analysis to a race-class analysis in terms of
his view of the Black liberation struggle in the
United States and the world. In making that
observation. I was clearly suggesting that there

I

interrelated dimensions to the Black

two

are

liberation

struggle — race and class. The
Preamble to the National Black Political Agenda,

adopted at the Gary Convention in 1972, put it
this way:
The crises

weface as Black people are the
of the entire society. They go deep,
to the very hones and marrow, to the
essential nature of America’s economic,
political and cultural systems. They are
the natural end product of a .society built
on the twin foundations of... racism and
capitalism.
As we face the 21st Century, the struggle to

crises

.

..

African

people to wholeness must be
of the root causes of
people.
Historically, racism and cultural aggression
have been major factors conditioning the
experiences of Africans in the US. In more than
one respect, the "colour line”, as DuBois called
restore

infonned by a clear analysis
the crises crippling African

Malcolm X: “You get your freedom
your freedom;

by letting your enemy know that you 'll do anything to get
then you 'll get it. It's the only way you 'll get it. ”

became institutionalised:

African culture

it, has been used to stifle and contain Black

way

calculated to

aspirations and progress. Developed essentially
as a rationale for slavery and the unspeakable
human carnage that became the African
holocaust, racism became deeply embedded in
the fabric of American culture and society.
Slavery and the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade were

of

not

undertaken because there

African
was

was a

belief that

were inferior. The slave trade
initiated and maintained for economic

people
The

European colonialist needed cheap
and free labour to make the territories which they
had colonised profitable. Fora range of reasons,
Africans were deemed to be most appropriate for
reasons.

this task. Once this fateful decision
there had to be

a

was

made,

justification for the tremendous

an integral part of the
of life in the United States of America. A
system of White supremacy was bom.
Racism, by reducing Black people to subhumans, to chattel/property, provided the basis
for the "Founding Fathers” to incorporate

Africans into the US Constitution

as

three fifths

human

being. Racism became the basis for
the evolution of a legally sanctioned system of
US apartheid in the South waddefacto segregation
a

and discrimination in the North. Racism became

the basis for the

relegation of Black people to
jobs, inferior housing, inadequate
education and inadequate health care.
Racism developed as a mechanism for
providing psychological symbolic and material
menial

rewards and benefits for White

people at the
of the Black people. Racism emerged as
a means to a limit and contain the aspirations of
Black people backed by a system of control/
enforcement
racist terror, lynching, political
brutality and prison.
Perhaps the most insidious aspects of racism
as a barrier to Black progress, however, has been
cultural aggression, the conscious attempt to deAfricanise the African. African captives were
taught that their colour was a badge of degradation
and that their African heritage tainted them.
Slaves were forbidden to speak in their native
tongue, practice native religion, or use African

cruelty and loss of life resulting from what
evolved into a massive traffic in human beings.
The solution was simple. Africans were not
"human” on the same plane as Europeans. Human
beings based on their skin colour and other
accidental qualities had different characteristics
and capabilities. Nations and peoples with Black
skin were judged to be at the bottom of the ladder
of knowledge, intelligence, skill, culture and
civilisation. Having created this myth to mask
the ruthless intent of an economic enterprise, it
was necessary that both Africans and Europeans
come to internalise the myth in order for it to be

expense

of maximum effectiveness. Hence, racism

musical instruments. This direct assault
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—

on

was seen as a

control mechanism

engender reverence and respect by
Black people for all persons and things "Black".
This White/Black sufieriority/inferiority colour
line was reinforced by a culture in which White
is almost always glorified and seen as good while
Black is almost always defiled as evil, e.g. angels
food cake and devil's food cake! Cultural

aggression as an aspect of racist ideology and
methodology has had serious and sustained
negative impact on the development of AfricanAmericans.
If racism and cultural aggression were
phenomena of the past, this discussion would be
of little consequence. However, racism in all of
its devastating dimensions, remains a fact of life
for African-Americans. The colour line still
for the

huge disparity between Blacks
unemployment, underemployment, income, poverty, homelessness,
inadequate education, environmental pollution,
health, life expectancy and incarceration. Racial
di.scrimination is still a pervasive reality which
continues to benefit Whites while denying and
depriving Blacks. Hence, resolving "the crises
we face as Black people" requires a relentless
and uncompromising struggle to eradicate racism
and cultural aggression. For the foreseeable
future, racism and the “race” question will be a
factor in the struggle for Black liberation.Q
accounts

and Whites in terms of
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REVIEWS

MARGARET THATCHER’S DAYS OF ANGER
AND MALICE
The

Downing Street Years by Margaret Thatcher, Harper Collins, London, 1993
Reviewed by Napoleon Abdulai

ASS, the official Soviet News

T
1976

Agency
Margaret Thatcher "The Iron
Lady’ following a speech she made in
nicknamed

defence. This formidable

on

woman

is the

first female British Prime Minister and dominated

Lady Thatcher,

she is now known, is an
extreme British nationaiist, fiercely antias

socialist and anti-Third World. She

sees

socialism everywhere she goes.

British/Commonwealth politics from 1979 to
1992, and in a lesser sense, still dominates.
When she

speaks. John Major, her successor,
attentively, for she still has the necessary
political influence within the ruling Conservative
Party to undo what John Major does.
Lady Thatcher, as she is now known, is an
extreme British nationalist, fiercely anti-socialist
listens

and anti-Third World. She

everywhere she

goes.

Street Years, is

fat

sees

socialism

Her book. The Downing
(914 pages) and gives a
good account of the years she dominated and
dictated policies, transforming the political
landscape of Britain and Europe. Following the
footsteps of all British Prime Ministers this
century (except Edward Heath) in writing
memoirs. Lady Thatcher’s book has drawn
a

one

criticism from both the “wet” and the “dries” of
the

ruling Conservative Party Severe criticism
come from some European politicians,
including Jack Delous ofthe European Economic
Community (EEC).
.

has also

Winston Churchill, who
Minister

was

the British Prime

during the Second World War (1939-

45), wrote nine volumes of remini.scences. Sir
Alec
a

Douglas-Home and James Callaghan wrote
Anthony Eden four. Harold

book each.

Macmillan six and Harold Wilson, Labour’s

Prime Minister, three. Margaret Thatcher’s
predecessors undoubtedly had differences with
their colleagues. They “criticised” Cabinet
Ministers and the opposition. James Callaghan,
the last Labour Prime

Minister, writes about

Barbara Castle (the other formidable British
woman

who could have become the first Prime

Minister): “I admired her courage (and) great
intelligence.” And yet available evidence shows
that this socialist

woman was a

thorn in the flesh

of Callaghan.
Harold Wilson never agreed with the veteran
leftwing Member of Parliament, Tony Benn.
Nor did the various Conservative Prime Mini.sters
had it easy

within the Cabinet. Some
diplomatic understanding — a dignified silence
prevailed. Margaret Thatcher, the daughter of a
ever
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grtK'er. now a member of the House of Lords, has
destroyed that dignified silence.
Ninety-nine percent of all her cabinet, senior
civil servants, heads of states, political party
leaders that the Iron Lady worked with, have had
it tough in The Downing Street Years. The
language is simply undiplomatic, blunt and in
many cases, an outright defence of the racist
minority regimes in South Africa and Rhodesia
comes through.
Thatcher mesmerises her colleagues, like the
former Agriculture Minister (1989-92), John
Gummer, as not having “clout or credibility
seems to have gone to sleep on the job. Francis
Pynn and Tom King, the former Defence
Secretaries, as “a gloomy whig” and “detail was
not at all Tom’s forte” respectively. The writer
and former chairman of the Conservative Party,
Jeffrey Archer’s political “judgement did not
always match his enormous energy”. She did not
spare her first Chancellor (Finance M inister) and
Foreign Secretary, Geoffrey Howe. She says
Howe was “insufferably smug”. Nigel Lawson,
the Chancellor, whose resignation in 1991
signalled the end of the Thatcher years at Number
10 Downing Street, is said to have “thrown
away” the success of the Conservative
government. The current party chainnan, Norman
Fowler, is dismissed with contempt. “When the
Norman Fowler of this world believe they can
afford to rebel, you know that things are bad.”
The Iron Lady goes on and on.
...

Chapter 17, “Putting the World to Rights”,
Lady Thatcher discusses her experience with
African leaders, mainly through the wasteful
Commonwealth Summits. Earlier in Chapter 3,
she discusses the Rhodesian settlement. Her

Robert

the internal settlement between Ian Smith, the
man

who led the Unilateral Declaration of

Independence (UDI) in Rhodesia and Bishop
Muzorewa tells what kind of respect the Iron
Lady has towards Africa. Lady Thatcher, who
when it suits her, champions legality, is full of
praise for the internal settlement constitution of
Rhodesia. And, for it not because of the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office (ECO), she would
have recognised Bishop Muzorewa as the
legitimate Prime Minister of Rhodesia.
The origin of the war in Rhodesia is simply
dismissed. And straight away, she condemns the
“atrocities” which Zanu and Zanla freedom

fighters “carried out”. The author, like the
majority of European leaders, whose countries
benefit from the wealth of Zimbabwe, Namibia,

Angola and South Africa, is silent on the
brought to ordinary Zimbabweans
(by Ian Smith’s forces) — including the use of
chemical bombs on human beings and animals;
the death and destruction of the young republic
of Mozambique; the destruction of the
infrastructure of Zambia, including bridges, not
to mention the systematic violation of human
rights — the fundamental right to independence
(which she ‘championed’ in the Baltic states in
the former USSR). All these are less important to
the Iron Lady. She glorifies “the target of the
well trained and effective Rhodesian anny ’. Later,
she is to write that a Constituent Assembly was
not necessary to write a democratic constitution
devastation

for Zimbabwe. The former Prime Minister

preferred something less, something that would
protect the privileged status of the settlers!
On the racist

mild words

are

regime in South Africa,

very

said about the unjust nature of the

Pretoria

Thatcher and Africa
In

hatred of African nationalist leaders, such

How any “sensible” leader, much more a
champion of liberal ‘democracy’ could glorify

as

Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo, is given
prominence. Her love for traitors to the
independence .struggle in Zimbabwe, such as
Bishop Albert Muzorewa, is noted.

regime. All the former Prime Minister
lift sanctions
diplomats in
Southern Africa, she tried her bully policies here
and there (page 512-553) at international
meetings.
does is to continue her campaign to
and with infonnation from British

A blatant lie in the book under review is that:
South

Afriea was rieh not just because of
natural resources, hut because its economy
H’u.s at

least mainly run on free enterprise

lines. Other

African countries, well
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endowed with natural

resources,

were

still poor because their economies were
socialist and centrally controlled.

Consequently, the Blacks in South Africa
had higher income, and were generally
better educated that elsewhere in Africa:
that was why the South Africans erected
security fences to keep intended
immigrants out....

Firstly, anybody conversant with the apartheid
systems knows — like a three-year-old child
knows ABC or 123 — that the South Africa
Defence Force (SADF)

erected those barriers to

keep out the nationalist guerrillas of the African
National

Congress (ANC), Pan Africanist

Congress (PAC) and the Black Consciousness
Movement (BCM). Secondly, that if Black South
Africans

are

better educated than the rest of

Africa, the credit goes to those countries in
Africa and elsewhere (including several charities)

provided education to them and NOT the
racist regime.
One of the interesting sections of the book is

that

the Commonwealth Summit at Nassan in the

on

Caribbean, where she was isolated over the issue
of sanctions on South Africa. Here, her arrogance
is supreme. She writes:
As I entered the room. the Commonwealth

leaders all

glared at me. It was
extraordinary how the pack instinct of
politicians could change a group of
normally courteous, in come cases even
charming, people into a gang ofbullies. I
have never been treated like this and I was
not

going to standfor it.
Glorification of Dictators

Her love for dictatorial

the Arab

regimes (in Africa and

world) that enable British companies to

quick business is noted with her praise of two
leaders. General
Ibrahim Babangida of Nigeria and the former
school teacher turned politician. President arap
Moi of Kenya. The Kenyan leader, like the Unita
leader. Jonas Savimbi. are implicated in the
murder of their Foreign Secretaries, Robert Oko
and the youthful Tito Chigunji. Both were
murdered partly because they had become
powerful through their contacts in Washington.
They had organised successful trips for Savimbi
and arap Moi to Washington. And under her
Prime Ministership, the British government
provided substantial help to the Nigerian and
Kenyan governments in various fields, including
the economic and security.
On her trip to Africa (1988), she writes. “I
arrived in Nairobi... to be met by President Moi
dignified, rather grave manner with something

do

of Africa’s most desperate, brutal

...

of the tribal chief about him.” That President
Moi was running a one-party dictatorial regime
did not matter to her. Investment and profits is
the
54

game! When her husband, Dennis Thatcher,

could not run

a

book is her level of ignorance on the activities of
Renamo. At least The Independent's Karl Meir

bath, and had to heat water on gas

rings, it “was distasteful”. Did she, or Dennis, a
millionaire, ever posed to think of the millions of
Africans in Zimbabwe. Kenya, Ghana. Nigeria,
Tanzania. Algeria or South Africa who simply
do not have running water and several necessities
of life due to the unjust economic system between
the North and the South, and the corrupt dictatorial
nature

of their

(who is an American and reported for a long time
from

took her to be helicoptered out to the

governments?

Lady Thatcher showers praise on General
Ibrahim Babangida, the military ruler of Nigeria
(1986-1993). She writes, “he (Babangida) was a
forceful intelligent man, trying to put Nigeria’s
economy on to a sounder footing...” (page 525).
And yet any sensible leader or person knows that
Babangida never put the Nigerian economy on
any “sounder footing”, but rather destroyed that
great African country. Under Babangida’s rule,
several universities and hospitals were closed.
Many Nigerian students, workers, unemployed
youths and soldiers that Babangida's regime
murdered, is of no significance to Lady Thatcher.
She rather cries, wolf! wolf! over the poor

Vietnamese forced to leave Vietnam in the 1980s
due to the consequences of the war with the

and France in the 1950s. These
the Vietnamese economy,

USA

destroyed
not to talk of the
wars

imposition of the US economic sanctions on
Vietnam. Did she raise the murder by a parcel
bomb of the journalist Dele Giwa whilst
Babangida was still in power? No! Dele was an
African patriot, how could she do that! The
former Prime Minister also joins those journalists/
Africanist who only think of Nigeria as a South/
North/Christian/North country, though to be fair
to Lady Thatcher, she admits that Nigeria was
artificially created.
On the 1988 visit to Africa, she also visited
Malawi and Zimbabwe. Malawi’s Kamuzu

Banda, who in the 1950s worked in Kumasi,
Ghana, as a medical officer, is the “Life President”
of Malawi. He is

responsible for the detention of

hundreds of Malawians and, like President arap

Moi, contributed indirectly to the destruction of
Mozambique by providing material support to
Renamo, the rebel movement in Mozambique,
founded by Ian Smith, later taken over by the
apartheid regime, rightwing American interest
groups and the CIA. Lady Thatcher, describes
President Banda as “an extraordinary man
bright, alert and humorous. Almost alone, he
(Banda) built up Malawi, a poor country, into
one with sound finances and sensibly developed
agriculture.” In her discussions with the “Life
President”, she did not raise the detention and
.

.

Maputo) and Victoria Britain of The

Guardian, have written a lot on the atrocities of
Renamo. But like the self-believer that she is, it

.

Mankhokwe
Refugee Camp on Malawi’s border with
Mozambique to note that Renamo fighters were
not anti-communist freedom fighters, but that
they were “terrorists”. If she had cared, she
would have known that her host (the President of
Malawi) was one of the principal backers of
Renamo fighters. The minority regime in South
Africa that she was busy campaigning for at the
various Commonwealth conferences and the Cl A,
were

principal funders of these terrorists. Is
saying she did not
necessary briefing from the Foreign and

the

the former Prime Minister
have

Commonwealth Office (FCO) on what Renamo
is? And that the efficient British intelligence
service did not know that from
was

day one, Renamo

founded to counter the independent struggle

in Zimbabwe. The late Mozambican

president.
fighters the use of
Mozambique as a rearguard for their struggle,
just as the Tanzanians had done for Frelimo. The
English have a saying that where ignorance is
bliss, its folly to be wise!
Samora Machel. offered Zanu

Misplaced Anger

Lady’s hatred for Africans is
illustrated by her anger after the bombing of
Tripoli by the United States. What she was most
The Iron

concerned with

was not

about the death of women

and children, but that the television

pictures were
showing the families of the dead weeping. In her
logic, the cameras should have focused on the
properties destroyed and not the dead!
The Downing Street Years is the most
significant memoir in the Western world since
Hitler’s Mein Kampf. Has it got some semblance
to Mein Kampf? Yes! It has no respect for those
who do not believe in "Thatcherism”. It is a self-

glorification book designed to bank in as much
money as possible and also the total destruction
of those who brought her down. In the beginning,
she paraphrases Chaltham, a former Prime
Minister. "I know that I can save this country and
no one

else can.” What she did not have the

courage to tell her
on became mad.

readers is that Chaltham later

Yes, Margaret Thatcher's The Downing Street
a book full of anger and malice. It is

Years is

readable and she would continue to influence

visits to Eastern Europe, she
spoke out against the detention of political
opponents by the communist parties. Double

Her years in
the
the
creation of boom for a tiny minority ofthe British
population. African-Caribbeans suffered most
during her Downing Street Years. The level of
poverty seen in the inner cities of Britain shows

standards indeed!

that the Thatcher revolution needs

torture

of Vera and her late husband, Orton

Chirwa. Yet, in her

What shocks

me

in

reading this voluminous

British

politics for

years to come.

power saw the decline in radical policies and
denationalisation of state enterprises and

from below

to

make Britain

a

revolution

great.U
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ELEVATING THE STATUS OF AFRICAN
LANGUAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT
DISCOURSE
Mother

Tongue For Scientific and Technological Development in Africa by Kwesi Prah,
Germany Foundation for International Development, 1993
Reviewed by Khabele Matlosa

HE above book Mother Tongue For
Scientific
and
Technological
Development in Africa is a culmination
of what appears to have been fairly elaborate
desk and field research undertaken by Professor
Prah during the year 1992. The 87-page text is
divided into six chapters. The first three chapters
grapple with the conceptual framework and
epistemological value of the subject under
investigation. The next two chapters present the
synthesised and computed research findings.
The final chapter presents the author’s key
conclusions and policy-oriented proposals
regarding the relevance of indigenous languages
to scientific and technological development.
Empirical data presented in Mother Tongue is
based on a two-pronged research endeavour:
(a) a sample survey covering 400 people in
Hereroland (Namibia) 52 percent of which
were male, 48 percent female, 70 percent
married, 24 percent single but with children
and six percent widows and widowers (p,55);
(b) another sample survey covering 120 students in each of the following universities:
University of Botswana (UB), University of
Namibia (UN), University of Swaziland
(US), the University of the Western Cape
(UWC), University of Transkei (UNT) and
National University of Lesotho (NUL), The
majority of respondents in these universities
were between 16 and 25 years of age (p,62).
Mother Tongue is, no doubt, a well-written
piece of scholastic work which makes an exciting
reading even for the uninitiated in deep sociolinguistics. The above observation implies three
things about the researcher and author of Mother
Tongue: First, as a seasoned scholar in sociology
and social anthropology and one of the
internationally renowned gurus in the social
sciences, Kwesi Prah handles the complex
question of the interface between language and

T

culture

on one

hand and education, science and

technology on the other, with an incredible sense
of academic finesse. Consequently, simple
semantic and syntax in Mother Tongue makes
the author an effective communicator and the
reader of the book is

immediately held spell¬
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bound from the first to the last page.

Second, the

research

enterprise that culminated in the
publication of Mother Tongue must have been
not only well planned, but also well executed.
This says something also about the author’s
research skills, which, for those who have

interacted with Kwesi, would not doubt. Third,

towards

indigenising development discourse in
Tongue is all about
and, indeed, it is this quality, among many others,
that makes this book a “must reading” for all
African development experts, academics,
students and policy-makers.
Whose Mother? Whose Tongue? Some
Africa. That is what Mother

and

finally, the author of Mother Tongue has
successfully avoided technical jargon particularly
in science and technology, presumably to
accommodate the uninitiated in the interesting
discourse that he engages in. But all said and
done. Mother Tongue makes no pretence of
presenting an exhaustive and unquestionably

Conceptual Issues
Prah cites two

interesting quotations in the
preface of his book which are worth reproducing
here:

the language of the conqueror in the
mouth ofthe conquered is the language of
.

Our contribution here has been

to

discuss

and throw up empirical evidence of the
relevance ofAfrican languages to African

development, especially in the area ofthe
of science and technological
development. Policy-makers with the will
to do so. would need to revisit the question

progress

and address the

problems of policy and

practice in a new way (p.74).
VHtUPrah'sMotherTonguenow in circulation,
it will be recalled that the issue of usage of
indigenous languages in education and
development in Africa has become critical in

development discourse, in earnest since the late
1970s, It was precisely this trend that drove the
internationally acclaimed African writer and
literary critic, Ngugi Wa Thiongo, in 1987 to
publicly declare that "this book, Decolonising
the Mind, is my farewell to English as a vehicle
for any of my writings. From now on it is Gikuyu
and Kiswahili all the way (p.xi). So, in a nutshell,
Prah’s book is part and parcel of the larger
intellectual enterprise (now underway) geared

..

.

(p.7).

let everyforeign tongue alone, till you can
read and write your own (p.lO).

culture and science and

technology. To be sure,
makes a considerable
contribution to the discourse without any intention
to close the debate. If anything, therefore. Mother
Tongue is more thought-provoking and presents
a challenge not only to sociologists, linguists and
other related experts in the wider discipline of
social sciences, but also to policy-makers. Prah
makes the following poignant conclusion:

.

slaves

definitive treatise of the intercourse between

the author of the book only

.

Add to these,

Ngugi’s poetically creative and apt

observation:
it is the final triumph of a system of
domination when the dominated start

singing its virtues (Ngugi Wa Thiongo
1987. p.20).
These

quotations alone underline the fact that
general, and language in particular in
Africa, is certainly a theatre of political struggles
—the struggles for or against foreign domination.
My point of departure in this review article is that
language has been used historically as part of the
ideological baggage of political domination and
economic hegemony of the ruling classes over
the ruled African masses. During the colonial
period, the language of the coloniser would
become the official linguafranca of the colony.
culture in

This would then ensure colonial domination and
of subordination

on the part of the
indigenous languages would
also be regarded as signs of cultural backwardness
and despised. Ngugi Wa Thiongo (1987) makes
a related point in a fairly succinct fashion:
Colonialism imposed its control of the
social production of wealth through
military conquest and subsequentpolitical
dictatorship. But its most important area
ofdomination was the mental universe of
the colonised, the control, through culture,
of how people perceived themselves and
their relationship to the world. Economic

a

sense

colonised whose
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and political control can never he complete

effective without mental control. To
control a people's culture is to control
their toolsof.self-definition in relationship
to others.. .The domination of a people's
language by the languages of the
colonising nations was crucial to the
domination of the mental universe of the
colonised (p.I6).
or

Prah

concurs;

Colonialism

imposed a totally different
approach to the use oflanguage in African
education and the conduct of official
affairs. Its object was to replace the
sovereignty of the mother-tongue, the
African language In question, with the
language of the colonial power. By so
doing, a locally drawn cadre was formed
who spoke the respective European
language and could be usedfor the service
ofcolonial power, intentions and purposes.
An elite was created which was nominally
A.frican but. in reality, mesmerised by
and beholden

to

Western culture. A local

ruling group alienated linguistically and
culturally from its roots. The value of
African languages for Africans was
violated (pp.27-28).
Created and nurtured by colonialism, a catorie
of African elite, which assumed political power
after independence, yet with a feeble economic
base, was to inherit the ideological baggage of
colonialism, invariably, despite the nationalism
that was espoused during the anti-colonial
struggles. This is, in part, explained by the fact
that the post-colonial state in Africa has thus far
done

little to re-orient the cultural order

bequeathed from the colonial rule. To be sure, by
clinging tenaciously to the Western culture, the
ruling class in post-colonial Africa has the
following objectives;
(a) controlling the process of inclusion and exelusion within the politico-economic system
so as to ensure its hegemony and self-per-

petuation in power; and
(b) since the ruling class assumed power without a strong economic base, it had to reinforce its political power with a foreign culture which the African masses had regarded
as superior to their own indigenous culture
and languages.
The ruling elite in Africa is thus trapped in a
cultural fixation and stereotypism of a neocolonial type. The author of Mother Tongue
captures this dilemma deftly:
The dilemma In Africa with regards to
language and development is that, on one
hand, the elite which is entrusted with the

leadership in development endeavour is
created In and trapped by the culture of
Western society, and favours the
reproduction of entire Western images in
56

African development. The elite in effect
sees Africa from outside in language,
idiom, image and experience of the
outsider, in as far as the African mind is
concerned, the world of mass society. It is
unable to relate its knowledge to the
realities ofAfrican society. It is estranged
from the culture ofthe masses hut realises
almost as an afterthought, that
development as a simple replication ofthe
Western
experience is ‘mission
impossible' fp.50).
It is the same African ruling elite that oversees
and implements the curriculum inherited from
the colonial rule which imposes the language of
the erstwhile colonial master as not only the
medium of instructions but as a key subject that
determines progression from one grade to another.
This is so in the so-called Lusophone Africa.
Francophone Africa and Anglophone Africa,
etc. The case that generally applies to most
Anglophone Africa is graphically presented by
Ngugi Wa Thiongo (1987);
English became the language ofmyformal
education. In Kenya, English became more
than a language: it XYti the language, and
all the others had to how before it in
deference. Thus one of the most
humiliating experiences wai to he caught
speaking Gikuyu in the vicinity of the
.school. The culprit was given corpora!
punishment— three to five strokes of the
cane on

hare buttocks

—

or was

made to

metal plate around the neck with
inscriptions such as I AM STUPID or I
AM A DONKEY. Sometimes culprits were
fined money they could hardly afford
The attitude to English was the e.xact
opposite: any achievement in spoken or
written English was highly rewarded;
prizes, prestige, applause, the ticket to
higher realms. English became the
measure of intelligence and ability in the
carry a

.

arts,

.

.

the sciences, and all the other

tongue’. The ‘colonial mother’ brought along
with her the ‘colonial tongue’ in order to achieve
her imperial objectives. The colonial mission in
Africa is usually summed up in terms of three Cs
by social scientists: Christianity, Civilisation
and Commerce. Through the three Cs, the
objectives ofcolonialism were fairly clear, albeit
nuanced in most instances. These included, inter
alia:

(a) exploitation of Africa’s natural resources;
(b) exploitation of Africa’s extra cheap labour;
(c) expansion and consolidation of the political
and

strategic power base of the coloniser in
politics; and
(d) creation of a reliable market for European
manufactured goods. Imposition of European culture and language was to facilitate
attainment of the above objectives. For Prah;
colonialism in Africa replaced the
primacy of African languages with
European ones. Even then, the introduced
languages were not geared towards
education for scientific and technological
world

.

.

.

advancement. Rather, the

object was to
African who with an
understanding of European languages,
would sen e the intentions of colonial
power and administration. African
create

an

education created an elite which distanced

itselffrom the u.sage of native languages
(p.37).
For Ngugi Wa Thiongo (1987), language for
any given community of people has a threepronged function: first, it serves as a “means of
communication”; secondly, it is a carrier of
culture and thirdly, it is an interpreter of the
historical origins and destiny of the concerned
people. “Language as culture is the collective
memory bank of a people’s experience in history”
(p.l5).
Prospects for Alternative Language Policy
There is

gainsaying that for a wholesome
process to be entrenched and
sustained in Africa it should, of necessity, dovetail
no

development

English became the

into the e.stablished cultural milieu of the African

main determinant ofa child'sprogress up

people themselves. Science and technological
development in Africa, therefore, needs to
harmoniously filter into the culture and linguistic
set up of the situation. We can safely conclude,
with the benefit of hindsight, that the past three
to four decades of African development have
been lost decades largely due to policies which
had not recognised the relevance and, indeed,
necessity of a reciprocal mutuality between
science and technology on one hand, and
indigenous culture on the other. Let us refer to a
pertinent passage in Mother Tongue:

branches oflearning.

the ladder offormal education

(pp.l I and

12).
The mling African elite have not only embraced

this state of affairs, but (worse still)

they .send
European colleges and
for they reckon the latter provide a

their children to
universities

heavier dose of Western ethos, mores and values.
Whose

language do these European colleges and

universities teach African students? Whose
culture do

they instill in these students?

This then takes

back to the question:

Whose
tongue? Clearly the cultural
inclination of the African elite is not informed by
us

mother? Whose

their mother tongue or vice-versa since it is
derived from colonial heritage. So. here we are

talking about the "colonial mother and the colonial

Since the rural

masses

do

not

know

European languages, obviously the best

of reaching them educationally for
of science and technological
development is in their languages.
way

purposes
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estranged itself from “the culture of the
(p.50). Other authors like Samir Amin.
Claude Ake, Issa Shi vji, Archie Mafeje, Mamood
Mamdani, etc., have convincingly argued that
this class acts as a conduit for imperialist designs
in Africa. Referring to the petty bourgeoisie in
general, Ngugi Wa Thiongo (1987) makes a

Concepts and terminology in science

has

should he constructed within

masses?"

indigenous
languages, and should engage the reality
in which the rural population lives. The
argument is that science and technological
education at the ma.ss or gra.ssroots level,
and indeed, beyond, must operationally
he a process of immersion into the
indigenous knowledge, conceptual, and
lingui.stic base... It Ignores the indigenous
cultural base only at its objective peril.
Language is the central pillar in the
structure of the indigenous knowledge
base. Knowledge for the masses must he
knowledge which speaks to the masses in
an idiom they know well, an idiom which
is native to them. Technology and science
transfer must transform and not bypass
what there is, if success in development is
to he assured (p.48).
The author of Mother Tongue leaves us in no
doubt that there is need for an alternative language
policy in Africa if sustainable development is to
be ensured. His point of departure is that this
policy change has to be embarked upon by all
African states collectively for the “challenge it
poses cannot be resolved in any one particular
African country” (p.75). He advances two reasons

similar observation
because

as

follows:

main cla.ss which it is in the closest touch
and

needs to be contextualised within the framework

multilingual with
straddling borders”
(p.75). As it is well known to social scientists,
this is a result of the arbitrary colonial borders
which cut across linguistic communities,
nationalities and ethnic groups. Second, “many
of the so-called separate languages are in fact
closely related with high degrees of mutual
intelligibility” (p.75). The author then concludes
the book with a concrete proposal:
What needs

to

he done is that

a

comprehensive .study needs to he made of
these two points and then work should be
initiated to produce .standardised i -ersions
which unite large clusters ofthe language I
dialects. At the end ofthe day. vie mayfind
that Indeed there arc practically only a
small number of distinct groups which
provide scope for dialectical differences.
Such clustered languages would more
easily serve large trans-state linguistic
communities as national languages.
Another point which needs to he made is
that there can in many instances he more
than one national language (p.75).
This proposal, however, begs two fundamental
questions which are not tackled in Mother
Tongue: First, since in the African context, policymaking has tended to be the game of the elite
who wield both political and economic power, to
what extent

proposal,

can

moreso

this class effect the above

because Prah
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argues

this class

of African nationalism. Since the

era

THE TRANSPORT AND
COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR
by Sindiso Ngwenya
Transport and Communications is a key sector in
the overali strategy of attaining regionai integration and economic cooperation among SADCC
countries. Projects in this sector shouid therefore
aim at reducing economic dependence of the

position betw een many contending classes,
the petty bourgeoisie develops a
vacillating psychological make-up. Like
a chameleon, it takes on the colour ofthe

African countries “are

Pan-African solution to this crisis: First, all

Series Editor: Ibbo Mandaza

Edited

nationalities and ethnicities

a

COOPERATION SERIES

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

of its intermediate economic

sympathy, it can be swept to activity
by the masses at a time of revolutionary
tide; or he driven to silence .fear. cynicism.
withdrawal into self-contemplation,
existential anguish, or to collaboration
with the powers that he at times of
reactionary tides. In African (.sic) this
cla.ss has always oscillated between the
imperialist bourgeoisie and its comprador
neo-colonial ruling elements on the one
hand, and the peasantry and the working
class (the masses) on the other (p.22).
The key question then is; can the elite effect
the language policy as proposed by Prah? This is
a mammoth challenge for African governments,
there is no doubt. Second, Prah's proposal also

for

REGIONAL

of

independence struggles, African nationalism has
tended to identify with specific colonial borders
and particular languages despite efforts by people
like Nkrumah, Senghor, Nyerere and others to

member states and the enhancement of genuine and equitabie regional integration.
The issues discussed in this book inciude, inter

alia, the

foiiowing: an assessment of the donor
preferences in the funding of regional projects;
the role of SATCC; a discussion of the major
SADCC interstate rail lines, air and road transport
and port facilities; regional operational coordination and the efficacy of training and
manpower development programmes.
Paradoxically, although one of the professed
objectives of SADCC is to reduce dependency
on its cooperating partners, after 13 years of
cooperation, the organisation still depends on
them for technical and project financing. In
addition, whilst SADCC has been able to divert
some transit traffic from South African ports,
some member states are still dependent, to a

large extent, on South Africa as a focus of transport and communications.

FOOD POLICY AND

AGRICULTURE IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA
Edited by

Richard Mkandawire and Khabele

Matlosa

The issue of the current food and

simple question means is that a regionally-based
language policy change has to come to tenns

agricultural
adequately
explained without focusing on the specific characteristics of the subregion's political economy.
Its integration into the world economy has contributed to the strengthening of the vertical
unequal exchange of agricultural commodities
between the subregion and the rich nations of

with the issue of African nationalism since the

the world.

instill

a

Pan-African nationalistic. Does not the

formation of regional
a narrow

language clusters impinge

nationalisation chauvinism? What this

linkage here cannot be taken for granted despite
the success of the spread of Kiswahili in East
Africa and parts of Central Africa.
With regard to foreign languages in Africa,
Prah concludes that:

The usage ofAfrican languagesfor science
and

technology does not mean that,
international and cosmopolitan languages
like

English and French should he

abandoned. These latter

can

and

must

remain

languages which Africans study
as second and third or fourth languages.
The mother tongue should, however, he
the primary language taught to the tertiary
levels of education (p.75).

crisis in Southern Africa cannot be

The issues discussed in this book include, inter
alia, the following: institutional and policy constraintstosustainable agriculture; customary land
tenure

arrangements:
macro
and
policies and their effect on peasagricultural productivity; the role played by
women in agriculture in general and food production in particular; the impact of the
post-colonial state on agricultural development;
and the role of training as an essential resource
input into the process of technological change
and agricultural growth.
It is hoped that the expositions of the contributors ih this collective will succeed in calling
attention to all intellectuals, analysts and policy
makers, to ploy their respective role as providers
microeconomic

ant

of alternative interventions that

can

lead to the

eradication of pervasive food insecurity and the
achievement of equitable and sustainable de-

velopment.
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WOMEN TRADE UNION LEADERS IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA: LEGAL AND
STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS
HE

Council (SATUCC),

with the collaboration of

customary laws and practices. Examples include

right to freedom of association, in
particular the right to freely form and
join trade unions of one’s choice is an

Botswana Federation of Trade Unions (BFTU)

access

convened a workshop for upcoming women trade

where land

established tenet of all democratic societies.

union leaders in Gaborone, Botswana, from 26

Trade union activities have become

to

T

major
means by which workers can ensure justice and
fairness for themselves at the workplace, as well
as empowering their members through education
a

30 July, 1993. The aim of the workshop was to
provide a platform for the exchange of ideas, and
the sharing of experiences by women trade
unionists in the sub-region.

and other methods. However, the trade union
movement

all

over

the world has been

a

Themes and Objectives

male

The

specific objectives

were identified. First,
review labour laws in the region, with special

institution, due partly to the fact that formal

to

employment opportunities favour

emphasis upon those affecting women. The
second objective was to analyse the structures

women.

men over
Even in countries where there have been

substantial increases in female

employment, the
participation of women workers in trade unions,
especially in decision making structures, has
remained unacceptably low.
This is a result of unequal power relations
between

men

and

women

in most societies,

whereby the traditionally ascribed sexual division
of labour excludes

women

from the so-called

public sphere of politics, employment and
decision making, and ascribes to them the
domestic sphere. The result of this has been the
social, political and economic marginalisation

women use

in relation to the overall trade union

up, their nature, limitations and effectiveness.
Three clear themes emerged out of the

set

representations and discussions at the workshop.
First, it became clear that labour legislation
affecting women could not be discussed
separately from the general laws applying to
women in the region. Thus one theme was the
extent to which laws, customs, practices and
attitudes contributed towards the empowerment

practices which restrict women from
participating as equal adults with men in public

marginalisation of women. A second theme
more specific to women workers, and
sought to find out the extent to which labour laws
in the sub-region contributed towards the
empowerment or marginalisation of women

life.

workers. The third theme

The Southern African region has been no
exception to these trends, and research has shown
that due to socio-economic changes such as
labour migration, the position of women in the
region has become precarious. The disintegration
of the extended family system means that women
can no longer rely on the traditional support

impact of women’s structures on the trade union
movement, and some of their experiences in
influencing the movement to recognise women’s
issues, and the participation of women in
leadership.
The existence of a dual system of law which
co-exists with state legislation and common law
in all countries of the sub-region was noted.
Contrary to the belief that state legislation and
common law always placed women in better
positions, than customary law. both systems

of women, which is reflected in laws, customs
andcultural

networks to sustain their families. Remittances

from

working men cannot be completely relied
upon, and with the increase in female headed
households, many households do not have a
male member with better access to employment

enter

more women

have had to

the formal labour market in order to sustain

their families.

Although access remains limited,
a significant
percentage of workers in the region. This
underlines the importance of women’s
participation in the trade union movement,
especially their representation in decision making
structures. It was in recognition of this that the
Southern Africa Trade Unions Coordinating
women
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became

were

found to treat

was

women

the nature and

as

second class

citizens. In most countries of the

outside the home.
This has meant that

or

workers constitute

region for
example, citizen women married to non-citizen
men have no capacity to pass their citizenship to
their husbands and children. This is in sharp
contrast to the capacity of men to do so,
irrespective of where the children where bom.
The exceptions of this were found to be
Tanzania, Zimbabwe and Namibia, where the
men.

Even in the latter ca.se, women

continued to be discriminated

against by

other valuable resources,

ownership is granted to men, with
women having only rights of use. While the right
to use the land and its resources may have been
more sufficient and secure during the pre-colonial
period, today it is not necessarily so. In view of
the commercialisation of land, and the fact that

under the contemporary

land tenure system, land
disposed of to persons outside the family.
Right of use alone put women in a precarious
position with respect to this vital resource.
can

be

Under Roman-Dutch law, which is the
common

law of Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland,

South Africa and

Namibia, married
the

to some extent

Zimbabwe and

have limited rights to

women

family property. The community of property

system denies women married under that system
the

capacity to acquire and deal with property

without their husbands' consent or assistance. In
Botswana for

example, women married in
community of property have no right to have
immovable property registered in their names; it
should be registered in their husbands’ name
even though it was paid for by the woman.
Moreover, the husband has a right to sell it, or do
whatever he deems fit with it without the

knowledge or consent of his wife. These
exceptions of this rule are few but not
comprehensive; in South Africa, law reforms in
1984 introduced an element of joint
administration of the family property, but did not
apply to the marriages of the majority of that
country’s population which is black. It was only
four years later in 1988 that these reforms were
made available to black spouses, but only for
those who married after December 2, 1988.
Those who married before that date could

only
apply to them if they executed
certain legal documents. The reality is that many
black spouses are not aware of those complex
legal provisions, and continue to have their
property administered according to customary
have the reforms

law,

or

under the old

common

law.

Likewise in Zimbabwe, an Act intended to
outlaw discriminations in the sale,

letting or use
applies only to commercial
leaving the position of the majority of

immovable propierty
land,

women

in the communal

In the

national constitutions guaranteed women equality
with

to land and

area

of

areas

unprotected.

personal law such

as

marriage

and inheritance, women continue to be
to

restrictions based upon

subjected
customary law. This
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Zambia, the process is slow, and is resisted by

dominating the most burdensome and
paying jobs such as teaching, nursing,
domestic and agricultural services. It is an

area of employment benefits such as
housing benefits, gratuities and pensions,
it was generally observed that these varied from
one sector, and one employer to another.
Minimum provisions existed in the legislation of
most countries below which employers could
not go, and were generally gender-neutral. But
subsidiary legislation and employer practice in
many countries discriminated against women
employees in areas such as housing, where wives
for example were not entitled to housing or

traditionalists.

established fact that African women dominate in

allowances if their husbands

includes the fact that

women are

held under male

guardianship for their whole lives, first as
daughters and then as wives subservient to their
fathers and husbands. In most customary laws of
the region, property devolves along the male
blood line, denying women access to resources
which they need to earn a basic living. Although
proposals for reform of the situation to ensure
gender equity were reported to be underway in
some

countries such

as

Zimbabwe, Namibia and

Generally speaking therefore, the general legal
situation of women in Southern Africa is inferior
to that

of their menfolk, despite attempts

in some

countries to

improve the situation. It is against
this background that the following section on the
labour laws

applying to

women

should be

understood.
Labour Laws

When
women

and

one

Applying to Women Workers
focuses on the legal position of

workers, the

same

picture of inferiority

emerges. This is in spite of
the existence of clear standards laid down by the

marginalisation

United Nations and its
International

Labour

agencies such as the
Organisations in

conventions and other instruments.
‘Protective’ Legislation

for Women
region were reported as
having retained special provisions traditionally
enacted for the ‘protection’ of women. In Lesotho
and Zambia for example, women may not be
employed at night, in industrial undertakings
such as underground work in mines, unless they
hold managerial positions and do not perform
Most countries of the

manual work. This was also the case in Botswana

until the law

was

amended in October 1992

removing these restrictions entirely. It is much
too soon to say whether the removal of the
restrictions has the effect of opening the
floodgates for women in these areas. It will
probably take some time before attitudes of
employers and the public in general change to
allow women to perform traditionally male tasks.
The common sight of women construction
workers on roads and building sites in Botswana’s
capital Gaborone however shows that women
faced with difficult economic times are prepared
to put aside traditional expectations and role
stereotyping for the benefit of their children’s

indicate that it is

commonplace. This can be
unequal access women have to
educational opportunities, and the sex-role
stereotyping in choosing professions. It is also a
traced back to the

fact that

although

law from the

women are not excluded by
lucrative traditionally male

more

professions,

a confluence of socio-economic
factors and traditional attitudes contribute to
women

lowest

the

so

called informal sector, where returns

are

low and unreliable.

Useful provisions for women in the area of
equality in recruitment were found in the laws of
Namibia and Zimbabwe which prohibit
discrimination in employment or occupation on
grounds including sex. The Namibian provision
is innovative in so far as it specifically refers to
harassment on grounds including sex. Although
not specifically enacted for women, this is
significant in so far as it has potential usefulness
for women suffering sexual harassment at the
workplace. Participants in the workshop reported
that this was a serious problem in all countries,
which the law did not provide sufficiently for.
Another novelty of the Namibian legislation
relates to the fact that while it guarantees equality,
it also permits affirmative action. Persons who
have previously been disadvantaged in
employment may benefit from policies and
practices intended fortheiradvancement. Another
statute dealing specifically with sexual
harassment has been

on

the cards since 1991.

Once

again although these provisions were not
specifically enacted to benefit women, women
may use them to advance in certain areas from
which they have been excluded on the basis of
their

sex.

The Freedom to Work and

As far

as

Equal Benefits in
Employment
the freedom to work is concerned,

participants reported that the laws of most
countries in the region do not place restrictions
on women.

At the same time, traditional attitudes

and other laws

permitting laws permitting male
contribute to eroding this
freedom. Similarly, while many laws allowed
for equal pay for work of equal value, the gender

control

over women

biases in recruitment earlier mentioned often

welfare.
A need was however recognised for the passing

of

legislation which truly protected women
against hannful work during pregnancy, without
this being used as an excuse to discriminate
against them.
Discrimination in Recruitment

gave this a hollow meaning. The existence of
laws and policies which advocated gender-neutral
evaluation and

promotion

be of limited benefit for

were

women.

also reported to
This is because

women’s

heavy household responsibilities
imposed a double burden on them, and that

is

absences from work due to these burdens

very difficult to prove, but in many countries of
the region, circumstantial evidence exists to

eventually worked to their disadvantage in the
evaluation of work and promotion prospects.

Discrimination in recruitment based
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on sex

In the

leave,

were.

In addition,

compulsory retirement ages for public servants
tended to be higher for men than for women. A
curious provision of the Public Service Act in
Botswana provides that a woman may retire on
marriage, but is not clear whether she would be
entitled to her full benefits. The traditional, sex-

stereotyped assumptions underlying these
provisions, and their adverse impact on women
need not be overstated.
As for pensions, women often end up not
qualifying not because of discrimination in the
law, but because due to interruptions in their
careers after childbirth, they are unable to satisfy
minimum requirements of service with a
particular employer. This issue is related to that
of

maternity leave, to which the next section

addresses itself.

Maternify Leave and Pay
This is treated
considered to be

of the law for

a

separately because it was
particularly important aspect

women

workers. Two issues in

particular were dealt with at the workshop.
First, security of employment for women who
go on maternity leave. In virtually all the
countries, legal provisions exist stating that
absence on leave shall not be held to interrupt a
woman’s employment. They also protect a
woman on maternity leave from dismissal on the
grounds of pregnancy, although this is difficult
to enforce because no sensible employer will
state pregnancy as a ground for dismissal, and it
is difficult to prove that the latent reason for
dismissal

was

in fact pregnancy.

The second issue was the duration of maternity
leave and whether

women were

entitled to full

The recommended minimum period of
ninety days by the International Labour
Organisation was noted. Variations were however
noted in the duration of statutory maternity leave,
whether the employer was legally obliged to pay
the woman’s full salary, and if so, how much.
Policies of employers within countries were also
reported as sometimes different.
Generally, statutory maternity leave was
available in all countries as long as a doctor
certified that the woman’s confinement was likely
within a certain period, which varied from four
pay.

weeks

to

six weeks.

Therefore, the

woman was
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entitled to stay away

been

weeks if she

maternity leave
changes.

from work for varying
periods of between four to six weeks, or eight
was

unfit.

Zambian law was reported as the best complier

with the ILO standard, as it gave women

90 days

maternity leave on full pay. But other information
has revealed that this is conditional upon the
woman having worked for the same employer
for at least two years, and that leave is to be taken
every two years.
In Botswana, legislation

total of twelve weeks

as

in South Africa and Namibia,

while the right to maternity leave exists,
employers are not compelled to pay their
employees during such leave. This is left entirely
to their discretion. It was reported from South
Africa however that

some

unions, such

as

the

Chemical Workers Union have been able to

guaranteed women a

negotiate for up to six months maternity leave on
full pay, double the ILO minimum standard! It
must be pointed out however that as this does not

following confinement.

Although these proposals

are

still being

debated, indications are that women workers and

organisations are not satisfied with them. This is
because the formulae give women with high
earnings more, and are also tied to the Labour
Act which requires a woman to have worked for
a continuous period of twelve months before she
can qualify for leave.
The foregoing demonstrates that justice for
women at the workplace is yet to be achieved in
the Southern African sub-region. Even in those
few countries where strides have been made, the
adverse economic conditions

including the

rights should be recognised as human rights

minimum allowance which
employers should pay during maternity leave is
25% of the woman’s salary. Although
government has recently raised it to 100% for up
to three children for its employees, other
employers are not obliged to do so as long as
their statutory minimum remains at 25%. The
argument of the government against passing a
provision requiring all employers to pay 100%
on maternity leave is that this would hurt small
employers, and may have a negative effect on
female employment. A few employers such as
foreign embassies and missions have however
The statutory
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In Lesotho,

maternity leave, six weeks

before and six weeks

Women’s

paying full salary to their employees on
even before the government

minimum
maternity leave and pay is

protect all women, a statutory

regulation

on

necessary.
In Namibia, discussions are

underway for the

which includes
maternity leave. The government proposal is to
base maternity leave on the monthly remuneration
introduction of social security,

maximum
of R3 000. This would be calculated on a
level, with

a

minimum of R300 and

a

percentage of the basic pay. on a sliding scale
from the first confinement to the subsequent one

(Ministry Of Labour .And
Development. April 199.3).

Manpower

Adjustment Policies have meant that
gains have been lost for women workers. An
example in point is the reduction of the minimum
period of maternity leave before delivery in
Zimbabwe from 45 days to fourteen days (1992).
Structural

Participation In Trade Unions
The limitation

imposed by law and society on
participation of women in employment
has meant their limited participation in the trade
union movement, especially in its leadership. Be
that as it may, various participants reported that
the numberof women trade unions was growing,
and that attempts were being made to ensure
the full
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their full

participation in trade union activities
through education. More specifically, the few
women trade unionists at decision-making levels
of their organisations have succeeded in
persuading their male counterparts to include
women's committees in their structures.
In most countries of Southern Africa except

Malawi.it

reported that women's committees
or at least in the process of being
established. In Tanzania, it was reported that
women's committees were in the process of
being fonned from grassroot to national level,
under the auspices of the Organisation of
were

in

was

place,

Tanzania Trade Unions.
In Zambia, the Zambia

Congress of Trade
Advisory
Committee in 1978. It is an advisory body on
matters relating to women workers, and is
Unions introduced

a

Women’s

answerable to the National Executive Council of
the ZCTU. It is
same

level

as

a

department of the union at the

committees

on

worker education

and research. One of its

major constraints is that
the Women's Advisory Council relies on an
allocation of funds from the main budget of the
union. The main union does not always give
priority to women's activities, while the male
committees receive priority. Moreover, there
has been a tendency for the male leadership to
monopolise training seminars to the detriment of
the grassroot members.
Another major constraint is that the Women's
Advisory Committee is not incorporated into the
constitution of the main structure, and thus does
have the

capacity to influence discussions
directly. It was reported however that by the mid
1980s. the Women's Advisory Committee had
successfully persuaded most unions to form
Women's Advisory Committees, and to
incorporate them into their constitutions.
Likewise, the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade
Unions at its second congress established a
women's department. In a departure from the
Zambian situation, the Zimbabwe Congress
not

women's unit, which consists of the local, regional

counterpart, but unlike the Zimbabwean one. the

profession and employment, including the
application of the same criteria for selection in
matters of employment.
Women should have the right to free choice of
profession and employment, the right to promotion, job security and all benefits of service

South African national committee

as men.

and national women's committees. The national

women's conference meets
a

established secretaries for women's affairs who
are

at

represented in the national congress of the main
However, the unit reports to

the General
Secretary who takes recommendations to the
central

committee, which channels them

to

the

national congress.

The strategy of the women in
NACTU is to ensure that they have women at
these levels who can push for women's issues,
and has proved to be quite successful. These
attempts at ensuring the participation of women
in union decision making structures has met with
several hurdles, some of which have already
been alluded to. These include the short-funding
of women's programmes, and the limited
recognition of their role in leadership. In
Botswana for example, the constitution for the
women's council in 1988 has not necessarily led
to the

constitution of women's committees at

local level, but the council is in the process

of

encouraging their formation.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In view of the

foregoing, the workshop came
with the following recommendations, which

up

geared at improving the legal position of
women in general, women and their participation

are

in trade union structures;
•

Women's
man

rights should be recognised as hurights, thus there should be full equality

for both

•

•

•

men

and

women

in law and in prac-

•

union members should also be made

more

gender conscious to support the participation
of

women

in the trade unions.

National trade union structures which have
women structure

in order to

decision

no

.should have them established

ensure

their

participation in the

making body.

Women structures should be embodied in their

national Centres Constitutions in order to parNational trade union structures should allow

granted full legal capacity
under all laws irrespective of marital status,
and any laws which place them in a subordinate position should be removed.
Women should be granted rights to own land
and other property regardless of marital status,
under both customary and civil laws.
Women should have equal access to fonnal
educational opportunities at all levels, including vocational, technical, adult and functional
literacy programmes, particularly those aimed
at reducing, at the earliest possible time any
gap in education existing between men and
Leadership skills should be imparted to women

other

•

to

ticipate in the decision making body.

to

build their confidence and take leader-

ship position at all levels including national,
regional and local, through the support of

The National Council of Trade Unions

and
equal treatment in respect of
wok of equal value. The evaluation of work
should take full account of the special responsibilities of women in the dome.stic sphere.
Women should be protected from doing harmful work during pregnancy, and statutory maternity leaves should be guaranteed without
regard to marital status and duration of employment.
All governments should provide day care centies to enable parents to combine family obligations with work responsibilities and participation in public life.
Trade unions should embark on training and
educational programmes for women workers,
including awareness of their rights and how
they can lobby and network with other organisations to improve their position. Male trade
benefits, and

Women should be

so as

•

This should include similar retirement

ages, pension and gratuity rights.
Women should have the right to equal pay

tice.

women.

full members of their Executive Committees
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is not

council.

national and branch levels.

(NACTU) in South Africa similarly has a

from each affiliate. Like its Zambian

women

resolved in 1990 to amend its structure to include

special structures for women, and that affiliate
unions do likewise. Progress has been made in
such a way that at present, there is a Women's
Advisory Council at the national level, where
each union is represented by a woman councillor.
The chairperson of this council is a full member
of the Congress' general council, which makes
decisions in between congresses. Women's
committees are also to be found at regional and
district level, and their chairpersons are likewise
members of the general union structures at those
levels. It was also reported that most unions have

bi-annually to elect

women's committee which consists of two

women

and male counterparts.

Women should/must have the

right to
the same employment opportunities, including the application of the same criteria for the
selection in matters of employment.
Women should have the right to free choice of
same

women’s structures to operate

and control
independently, and give priority to women's activities.
Trade unions should include women participants in seminars, including delegations to
their own funds

ILO seminars and conferences. All information

on

cated to

such activities should be communiwomen.

The SATUCC women’s desk should inform
women

trade unionists about its structure,

activities and programmes, as well as
access them to benefit women.

how to

States who have not yet

done so are urged to
ratify, and those who have done so implement

all United Nations Conventions and treaties

relating to workers in general, and women in
particular. These include, hut are not limited
to

various ILO conventions and the Conven-

tion

on

the Elimination of Discrimination

Against Women.
States are urged to refrain from placing

undemocratic limitations and surveillance upon
the rights of workers, especially trade unions
to

carry out

their functions.Q
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STATE AND MULTI-PARTY DEMOCRACY IN
MOZAMBIQUE
Luis de Brito

T

HE CHANGES in the Mozambican

towards

economic and

Mozambican society, identifying and expressing

have occurred

have to be understood

political system which
during the last few years
from a dual perspective.

On one hand, the move toward a market economy
and the installation of

a

multi-party political

sense

understanding of recent changes in

of the

questions which would seem to be
problematic, and thus, reflecting on the
context and significance of the present economic
reforms in Mozambique.
some

more

Democratisation: Is it

system are global phenomena. Transformation
in the

an

of a democratisation of authoritarian

an

Irreversible

Process?

encompasses the majority of
African States, is rooted in the building of a new

countries has demonstrated that the alternative

world order

to an

regimes, which

following the dismantling of the

Eastern bloc. But, on the other hand, this process

of

change has taken place within the particular

The recent

experience of various African

authoritarian

regime need not necessarily
a new political order
democratic, that is, that the process of

be the establishment of
which is

circumstances that constitute the various

democratisation is not irreversible and does not

historical trajectories ofdifferent States. In effect,

exclude a sudden

whereas in other situations the initiative to open

interruption or even the violent
disintegration of the State.
Besides each country’s specific internal
conditions, one aspect which might explain the
uncertainty as to the future of democracy in
Africa is that the recent changes in the
international order have had a contradictory effect
upon the process of democratisation. If, on the
one hand, the international context actually

up to democracy is taken up by the very leaders
of the single parties; in certain cases the transition

regimes and the

each country experiences a specific evolutionary

process within which it situates the modalities,
the duration and the actors of change, in terms of

its own specific historical, economic and political
context.

Thus, in

some cases

the need for change

is expressed by means ofpopular demonstrations
and marches, mobilising mainly the urban masses,

democracy is marked by the holding of
“national conferences” (which tend to assume
the role of constituent assemblies) bringing
together the main organised social and political
forces of the country; in others, the reform of the
system is carried out by means of a revision of
to

the constitution, a

governmental initiative.
Mozambique it must be stressed that the
early economic reforms which opened the way
In

for the

move

rather, for
were

a

towards

a

market economy, or

“de-statisation” of the economy,

undertaken before the

disintegration of the

Eastern bloc, as was the abandonment

of all

reference to Marxism-Leninism

by the Frelimo
Party at its 1989 Congress. On the other hand,
with regard to reform of the political system,
although undertaken under the pressure of the
war led by Renamo, Frelimo itself took the
initiative of changing the Constitution and —
without hesitation—of introducing the principle
of multi-partyism.
In this article we do not pretend to draw any
conclusions regarding a process of change which
is still in embryonic form, nor define future
directions

—

this is the function and the

responsibility of the various political forces.
This paper is intended merely to contribute
62

could

compromise the democratic process.
enabling conditions for the
construction of democracy is the existence of an
efficient State—which is far from being the case
in Mozambique — which is capable of acting as
a catalyst for economic development and of
establishing itself as a centre for the resolution of
conflicts regarding legislation. One question
One of the

which needs to be answered is how far

essential functions of the State, in the

that,

whose immediate effects are generally translated

into

deterioration of the standard of

living of
people, constitute severe obstacles
to any project for the establishment of a
democratic regime. In truth, how is one to
reconcile the objective of the democratisation of
society with the application of economic
programmes which only serve to further worsen
the already precarious living conditions of the
great majority of the population?
Mozambique is one of the countries in which
the political transition is being undertaken in a

the

a

common

context

effect,

of extreme social and economic crisis. In

although the General Peace Agreement
signed in Rome between the Mozambican
government and Renamo (4 October 1992), which
put an end to long years of extremely destructive
civil war, gave rise to hopes of a normal political,
social and economic life for the country, it is
impossible to ignore the existence of various
other factors giving rise to social tensions which

knowledge
today, this State is the Frelimo State,
the state bureaucracy and the principal

even

and that
means

of communication

are

still controlled

directly or indirectly by the former single party?
This is without forgetting that Frelimo, although
it has abandoned its position of being the sole
party, naturally wishes to remain in power.
Crisis of the Frelimo One-Party State and
Conversion to the Democratic

emergence

under the direction of the IMF and World Bank,

the

political parties prepared and
willing to confront this challenge, that of
reconciling their own immediate interests
(particularly that of rapidly gaining positions of
power) with the necessity of promoting the
stabilising and regulating role which is one of the

favoured the dismantlement of authoritarian

of multi-party
democratic systems, on the other hand the social
implications of the increasing marginalisation of
African countries in the world economy and the
burden of their foreign debt forces them to have
recourse to structural adjustment programmes

are

Mozambican

Since

independence and for fifteen years,
Mozambique has been a one-party State.
Mozambique is by no means unique in this, as
the great

majority of African States emerging
immediately or
shortly after independence — the single-party
system, independently of the options open to
from colonialism embraced

—

their leaders in terms of what social model to
construct.

In

reality this phenomenon of “mono-

party ism” on a continent-wide scale corresponds
the nationalist ideology which was
predominant in that epoch The ruling elites of
the recently independent States had to construct
a "nation” and guarantee “national unity”. And
the single party was considered the most useful
instrument for this purpose, the ideal means for
mobilising the various social forces and for
promoting socio-economic development.
Marxism-Leninism, adopted as the official
ideology by Frelimo in 1977, was, in Mozambique
(for historical reasons which will not be analysed
here), the means by which Frelimo’s ruling elite
expressed its nationalism. Although Frelimo’s
Marxist option was basically the expression of a
nationalist ideology of a statist and modernist
character, and that of its ruling group, it was not
to

.
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without certain consequences.

In effect,

independently of the forms it took internally, the
practice of power from the point of view of the
political organisation of the party-State or the
the fact that this
nationalism manifested itself in a Marxist

economic decisions taken

,

table, from K. Hermele,

Mozambique at a
Crossroads—Economy and Politics in the Era
of Structural Adjustment, gives an idea of the
economic crisis of the last 20 years and its
transformation from economy of services to
economy of aid.

orientation determined, forexample, the hostility

regimes of the region (Rhodesia and
South Africa) towards Mozambique, leading
them to promote and support an armed opposition
which eventually became Renamo
Thus, in the context of a declared political
hostility, Mozambique’s economic dependence
on the neighbouring countries, particularly South
Africa and Rhodesia, allied to its inability to
formulate an economic policy which would
guarantee the country’s development, drove
Mozambican State towards

the

unprecedented
when the Prospective
Indicative Programme [PPI] was still in its
infancy, the Mozambican government, incapable
of mobilising the financial resources required
for its investment policy and faced with the
burden of the country’s foreign debt, was forced
to initiate discussions with a view to joining the

(Million USD)

when the first

steps towards economic liberalisation were made,
and which later culminated in the application of
Structural

Adjustment Programme (known as
PRE), in 1987, and later to the definitive
abandoning of “Marxism-Leninism” and of the
centrally-planned, statist orientation of the
economy in 1989.
At the same time as the diplomatic initiatives
undertaken with a view to breaking
Mozambique’s isolation with regard to the
neighbouring countries, renegotiating its external
debt and mobilising the capital necessary for
investment, the Mozambique government
established
an
agreement
of “good
neighbourliness” with South Africa (the Nkomati
Accord signed in March 1984), in an attempt to
cut off the Renamo war which was beginning to
seep across Mozambique at a frightening speed;
in 1980 the actions of this organisation were
confined to certain areas of the central provinces
of the country, but by 1984 they had already
a

reached the entire country.

However, the changes instituted by Frelimo’s
leadership in the economic field from the early
1980s and in the political orientation of the party
thereafter, were not sufficient to put an end to the
anned conflict with Renamo. Thus, impelled by
war

and successive natural disasters the

decomposition of the economy and the
Mozambican State progressed, eventually placing
Mozambique among the poorest countries in the
world and totally dependent on international
donations and emergency
Sapem February, 1994

aid. The following

Thus the relation of forces which has resulted

from the

war

is the main determinant in the

fonnation of the Mozambican
one

political

re-

arena,

in which the two former rivals have

a

privileged position with the other parties,
commonly known as “emergent”, consigned to a
marginal position. Although the elections could
lead to a change in the present scenario ofpolitical

1980

1985

Exports
Imports

230

281

77

121

345

800

421

850

bi-polarisation, it is highly unlikely that this will

Trade balance

115

519

347

729

Income

217

171

107

162

95

75

200

389

happen. Not only do Frelimo and Renamo have
access to considerably more material and human
resources than the other parties, but they also
have the advantage of controlling parts of the
country administratively, a fact which in the
Mozambican situation will affect the way the

Expenditure
Balance

1990

122

96

93

227

7

423

440

956

Current account

an

was

power.

1973

crisis. In 1983, exactly

IMF and World Bank. This

continuing to
militarily in order to overthrow the party in

and

of the white

.

remained outside of the process,
act

in a context of severe crisis that
eventually been “converted to the

It is, therefore,

Frelimo has

democratic ideal” and had

a new

Constitution

ratified

by the Popular Assembly (November
1990) which instituted a plural political system.
Re-making of the Political Arena
The adoption of a constitution committed to
the principle of freedom of association and of
political organisation of all citizens in a multiparty system, the principle of

separation of

legislative, executive and judicial powers and
the realisation of free elections has undoubtedly
been an essential step towards the establishment
of a democratic society.
However, we may wonder just how farreaching are these changes. Are we in the presence
of

a

real and effective transformation of the

of institutionalised

power? Are the.se
political changes not rather a means for the
actual holders of power to maintain their
hegemony, by abandoning the principle of the
single party and formally creating the bases for
renewed “democratic” legitimacy? Or rather:
are we not confronting a simple redefining of the
rules of the power game between competing
elites? Both these dimensions certainly exist in
the current process, but possibly the most
important is that the institutional changes favour
the formation of a “civil society” and the
politically significant expression of other interests
and not only the different political parties.
So far the political changes are still to come.
Although the Constitution in 1990 introduced
the legal foundation of a multi-party system in
Mozambique, it was only really two years later,
with the signing of the Peace Agreement in
nature

Rome in October 1992, that the way as

for

an

effective

transformation

opened
of the

Mozambican

political system. In reality, it was
impossible to build a true multi-party system
while Renamo

—

the main

opposing force

—

electorate votes.

However, ifthe juxtaposition of military forces
on

the

one

human

hand, and the

resources on

access to

financial and

the other, are detennining

factors in the Mozambican

political scenario,

they are not the only ones. One may conclude
that the principal governing the present political
divisions is not of an ideological nature but
rather social-historical. Despite the fact that one
can classify the parties by their speeches as being
directly liberal in direction, with a socialdemocratic tendency, or from a different

perspective by their unitary or federal policy,
what mainly distinguishes them more than their
respective projects, is the origin and trajectory of
their

respective ruling

groups.

The re-designing ofthe Mozambican political
arena,

made possible by the Constitution of

and the Rome Accord, thus

1990

corresponds to the

opening up of the political scene to groups which
eversince independence have been marginalised,
a fact explained in large part by the siting of the
capital in the extreme South of the country. In
effect, given the authoritarian and centralised
tradition of the colonial State, continued
reinforced

—

and

by Frelimo in the postindependence period, the elites of the Centre and
the North of the country have found it very
difficult to gain access to power, which is
concentrated in Maputo. Thus the geographical
distance from the capital appears to be equivalent
to the political distance from the central power.
Thus the political-administrative decentralisation
(the federal solution proposed by various parties
only its more extreme expression) seems today
to be one of the central points of debate on the
Mozambican political scene.
However, the influence of the historical
heritage in present-day Mozambican political
life is not restricted to the question of regional
even

—
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sector”, rising unemployment, the lack of

occupation and prospects for the younger
generation, spiralling costs of living, and the
disintegration of traditional family structures, are all potential contributing factors to
a social explosion.
3.

And which remains, alas, one of the main
characteristics of the African
course.

terms

political dis-

It must, however, be stressed that the

“nationalism” and “nationalist”

as

ap-

plied to Africa, in particular Africa south of
the Sahara, easily lead to confusion. In fact,
when one speaks of African “nationalism” it
generally means not a national sentiment
shared by an entire people, but rather a
project formulated by the elites in order to
fabricate

a

“nation” based

of the State which

were

on

the boundaries

inherited from colo-

nialism, that is, the construction of a nationState of the Western model. The

conse-

of this distinction have unfortunately rarely been the object of attention of
African scholars, a fact which gives rise to
superficial interpretations.albeit not completely erroneous, of the so-called “national
liberation struggles”, whether armed or not...

quences

AFRAPIX

Limping into

a new

Mozambique

4.

See Luis de Brito Frelimo and the construetion of the nation-State in

Notes

marginalisation. One of the obstacles presently
confronting the transformation of the
Mozambican political system is the complete
absence of a tradition of democratic political
culture: not only have some millions of
Mozambicans suddenly become “administrative
citizens” or “voting citizens”, but the political
parties themselves can count on very few leaders
with any expierience of the functioning of political
systems based on inter-party competition and

Definitions of the term democracy are

legion
subject
endless. TTiis is not the objective of this
essay, but, in order to clarify matters, the
and the academic debates

that

is,

a

liberal democratic system,

political system founded on multipartyism, in the periodical holding of free
elections and the separation of the legislative, executive and juridical powers of the

Conclusion

Mozambican rural communities in its

a

struggle against the State.
7.

2.

This process is particularly notorious in those

countries where the
tion

was

previous political direc-

“socialist”, that is. where the State

supported large social

programmes,

8.

namely

in the fields of education, health and hous-

With the PPL conceived in order to guide

the
planning for the decade 19801990 “the material and ideological bases of
the socialist society would be constructed”
and “underdevelopment beaten”!
K Hermele, Mozambique at a Crossroads—
Economy and Politics in the Era of Structural Adjustment. Chr Michelsen Institute
economic

State.

The context in which the establishment of

multi-party democracy is developing is one of
profound crisis of Mozambican society. The
country is today one of the poorest in the world,
with the vast majority of its population living in
a situation of “emergency” that is, totally
dependent on foreign aid. The State itself is
incapable of maintaining itself without foreign

describing a movement towards the imple-

mentation of

free elections.

6.

the

democratisation is herein understood

term
as

on

Mozambique. The
meaning of the reference to Marxism (19621983) [in French (trans)] (doctoral thesis).
It must be emphasized however that if the
origin and development of Renamo as an
armed movement was intimately linked to
the regional policy of the South African and
Rhodesian regimes, it was equally the fruit
of internal opposition to Frelimo and was
able to count on significant parts of the

9.

In this context

aid. In such circumstances the risks of social

ing. and subsidised to a significant degree
the prices of basic consumer goods. Even
though there is at present a tendency to speak

explosion tend to increase considerably, despite

of the “social dimension” of structural ad-

the Peace Accord established between Renamo

justment programmes, the urban population
is most severely affected by these
programmes, since, in contrast to the rural
population, it cannot rely — except in the
smallest minority of cases — upon any production with which to feed itself. Despite the
survival strategies which can be translated

cease-fire

into activities of the so-called “informal

elections.Q

and Frelimo.
The passage from a

single party, authoritarian

system to a multi-party system is necessarily

complex, and its success depends for the most
part on the capacity of the political actors —
among them the parties in particular — to
transform the State, without destroying it.
64

one

of Renamo’s demands

must be understood

cord (Protocol no V)

—

—

from the peace ac-

that of maintaining

control

over

it

be observed that violations of the

can

its territories. In the

same

logic,

mainly attempts to occupy
headquarters of localities or
districts. They are not actions which would
are

administrative

lead to the continuation of the

war

in its

previous form, but rather actions aimed at
gaining positions of administrative power
and control with a view to he coming
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Healthy Outlook

Caps Holdings is a group of companies with a healthy outlook. This springs from a belief
a bright future, not only for ourselves, but for our nation and the region to which we
supply a wide range of products.
in

afrikainstitutet

...
Nordiska
Our manufacturing capability includes one of the most
a wide range of quality pharmaceutical products, prov cii aiiu IC31CU uvci-uic-tvjuiuci
brand names, and veterinary medicines.

Rigorous quality control and on-going research ensure consistent improvement of
helping in our goal for a healthy and flourishing future for all.

standards

For

a

product catalogue

or

trade enquiries, contact

Manchester Road, Southerton, Harare, Zimbabwe P 0 Box ST202, Southerton

Telegrams "Chemcap". Telephone 63581 (15 lines). Telei 26259 CAPS ZW. Fax 61228
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